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OS·9 
An Advanced 

Programmers Guide 
To OS-9 I 68000 

• An in-depth examination of 
the OS-9 design philosophy 

• Detailed discussion of Kernel 
operation and real-time 
features 

• Sample file manager and 
driver source listings 

• Information on customizing 
your OS-9 system 

• An invaluable tutorial for the 
professional programmer 

"This book was written for programmers 
who would like to use the advanced fea
tures of 05-9. It explains and iJiustratcs 
features of 05-9 ranging from memory 
management through file managers:' 

-Peter Dibble 

This is a "must" book for 
all serious OS-9 programmers! 

------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------

Use this handy order form 

Name __________________________ __ 

Address---------------------------

City-----------------------------

State _________________ Zip -----

Please send me copy(s) of 05-9 Insights at 
$40.00 c<lch. Add $2.00 shipping and handling for 
each copy ordered. 

TOTAL (indudes shipping)$-----------

Fill in all the information on this order form. Mail the 
completed order form along wilh your check, money 
order (no cash, please) or credit card in forma lion to: 

MICROWARE SYSTEMS CORPORATION 

1900 N. W. I 14th Stn'l'l • J)co; Moines, Iowa 50322 
Attention: Order Department 

Or Call: 515-''4-1929 

Cl'\.'tlat�:.lrd cu ... tomcr; mu�tl·nmplete tht> rnllowm� 
(CI1l'd. On,•) 

0 MasterCard 0 VISA 
Credit Card# ____ ____ ---- ___ _ 

Expiration Date / ___ 

Signature------------------------
(Rl-tfutn.'ll-Crl'<hl t Jn.l Cu,lonwr. Onlv) 

DON'T DELAY- ORDER TODAY! 
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OS-9000 

REAL-TIME OPERATING SYSTEM 

AND DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 

OS-9000 is a modular real-Lime op

erating system and development environ
ment that runs on the Motorola and Intel 
families of CISC and RISC microproces
sors. Featuring a ROMable real-time ker
nel, file managers, utility functions and a 
variety of 1/0 and networking options, OS-
9000 offers a full suite of development 
tools. These include a UNlX-Iilce "shell" 
user interface, editors, compilers, source
level and system-state debuggers, plus C 
cross development environments for 
UNIX and PC-DOS machines. 

Providing a superset of Microware's 
current OS-9 Real-Time Operating Sys
tem, OS-9000 has been rewritten inC (95% 
of lhe kernel, 100% of the development 
tools) to maximize portability. Initially, 
OS-9000 wiU be available for the 68020, 
68030, 68040 and 80386 micro-proces
sors. By the fiiStquarterof 1990, Microw
are plans to add support for Intel's 80486, 
as well as a variety ofRISC processors (be
ginning with Motorola's 88000). Also 
planned for 1990 will be support for ISDN 
and a variety of loosely- and tightly
coupled VMEbus multi-processor archi
tectures. 

OS-9000 will be the fiiSt real-timeopcr
ating system to support resident, as well as 
UNlX and PC-DOS cross development for 
both 680XO and Intel 80386 microproces
sors. The resident development capability 
enables designers to edit, compile and 
debug their code directly on the 80386 or 
680XO-bascd target hardware. Cross de
velopment support, on the other hand, 
enables designers to develope their real
time code on a variety of UNIX and PC
DOS hosL. cross compile, and download 
their code to an 80386 or 680XO-bascd 
target. 

6 

Technical Overview 

To supplement the basic operating system 
and development environment, Microware 
will also offer a broad spectrum of LAN 
and backplane based communications op
tions. It will also support the RAVE (Real
Time AudioNidoo Environment) multi
media user interface. Combining audio, 
video .graphics and a customizeable menu
ing system in the same user interface, 

RAVE enables designers to configure real
istic man-machine interfaces for real-time 
industrial and process control systems. 

Scalable Architecture 

One of OS-9000's most powerful fea
tures is its modular, scalable architecture. 
ln OS-9000, all functional components, 
including the kernel, file managers, VO 
drivers and development tools, are imple
mented as independent modules. By com
bining these modules, designers can realize 
a variety ofOS-9000 configurations-from a 
lean, ROMable stand-alone kcrnel,to a full 
blown multiuser development system. 

In a typical scenario, development is 
handled using a full featured configuration. 
Once the real-time code has been de
bugged, the development and 1/0 modules 
are stripped away and the kernel is de
ployed with the application code in the 
target system. All of OS-9000's modules 
are ROMable. 

Recently, a number of other real-time 
kernels vendors have jumped on the 
"modularity" bandwagon. Typically, 
however. these kernels lack nexibilily. 
Once designers have selected a configura
tion and generated the system, if they want 
to change the configuration and add or 
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delete a module, they must recompile and 
relink the entire system. Because OS-9000 
modules are position independent (mod
ules are referred to name rather than by ab
solute address). they may be dynamically 
added or deleted from the system while the 
system is running without requiring recom
pilation or relinking. 

A Compact, high-speed kernel 

Because OS-9000 (and its predecessor, 
OS-9) has built a reputation on comprehen
sive development support, it's kernel-level 
capabilities arc sometimes overlooked. In 
point of fact, OS-9000 includes one of the 
most robust kernels on the market, provid
ing features such as: 

o Mixed priority-based, 
pre-emptive real-time and 
time-shared scheduling modes. 

o Task synchronization and 
process management 
constructs such as pipes, 
events, semaphores, and 
signals. 

o 18-microsccond worst-case 
interrupt latency. 

o Hierarchical tree structured 
directories. 

o Wriuen using re-entrant code 
(code that doesn't modify 
itself). thereby enabling the 
sharing of modules among 
processes and a reduction in 
memory rcqujremcnts. 

o Memory protection through 
suppon for user and system 
state process permissions. 

o Enhanced memory protection 
by taking advantage of 
standard hardware MMU's 
(Though OS-9000 docsn 't 
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require an MMU to run 
efficiently). 
Standard C library interface for 
1/0 operations (read and write 
calls) improves 1/0 
performance and boosts 
application portability. 

One of the most common misconcep
tions about OS-9 is that it provides only 
time-sliced taSk scheduling. Ironically, 
scheduling flexibility is one of OS-9000's 
most unique features. To maximize devel
opment efficiency, OS-9000 does offer a 
lime-sliced multitasking scheduling mode. 
However, once designers are ready to de
ploy their application in a target system, 
they can also take advantage of OS-9000's 
real-time priority-based pre-emptive 
scheduling mode. 

There arc a number of stand-alone ker
nels that can match or exceed OS-9000's 
interrupt latency and context switch per
formance. Typically, however, they do so 
by reducing the nexibility of their systems 
calls and omiuing system-level functional
ity such as memory protection. Context 
switch speed, for example, may be signifi
cantly increased by minimizing the context 
that the kernel must save. Interrupt latency, 
similarly, may be improved by off loading 
a variety of functions (such as resolving 
priorities for interrupts that share the same 
vector and informing the kernel that an 
interrupt handler has been entered) nor
mally handled by the kernel to interrupt 
service routines. 

The problem with stripping kernel f unc
tionality is that it complicates software 
development and adds overhead to applica
tion programs and interrupt handlers. In the 
long run, software developers must recre
ate and embed kernel-level functionality in 
their application, thereby degrading the 
system-level performance of their applica
tion. 

Microwarc's approach to kernel design 
was to evaluate a broad class of real-time 
applications and define OS-9000's kernel
level functionality in terms of common 
application requirements. The end result is 
a robust kernel that not only simplifies 
application development, but boosts sys
tem-level performance. 
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Development Support 

While kernel vendors continue to scrap 
over simplistic performance benchmarks, 
mounting time-to-market pressures are 
causing system designers to place a heavier 
emphasis on 1/0 capabilities and develop
ment support It is in this regard that OS-
9000 enjoys its chief advantage over its 
competitors. Development support forOS-
9000 will include: 

I. FORTRAN, C, and Basic 
optimizing compilers and 
interpreters, all of which 
generate compact, position 
independent, re-entrant., 
ROMablc code. 

2. User interface based on 
UNIX-like, "shell" style 
command interpreter. 

3. Shell/Utility Set with over 72 
commands for seuing the 
"user" environment using 
functions such redirecting 1/0, 
managing time, editing text, 
and monitoring processes. 

4. Source-level debugger (for use 
with C compiler) that includes 
a C expression interpreter, 
on-line help, and support for 
breakpoints, single step, sub 
line skipping, variable 
manipulation. and monitoring 
of stack frame data. 

5. Integrated symbolic debugger 
for the C compiler. 

6. System state debugger. 
7. Editors. 

Unlike most real-time OS vendors, who 
integrate software components from a 
number of vendors, Microware designs all 
of its development Loots and languages. As 
a result, we arc able to provide a higher 
level of support for our products. 
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Resident, UNIX, and PC-DOS 

Cross Development 

To increase development flexibility, 
Microware makes its development tools 
available on resident, as well as UNIX and 
PC-DOS hosts. Unlike most real-time 
kernels, which require a remote host to 
handle tllcir development.. OS-9000 sup
ports a full suite of development tools on 
the target system (such as an MVME 14 7 
CPU board or a standard 386/PC, etc.). 

This capability not only reduces the cost 
of the development hardware, since de
signers don't have to purchase a separate 
development system, it simplifies field 
maintenance and upgrades. Once the sys
tem is deployed in the field, updates and 
modifications can be performed locally 
without relying on the host. Even in a 
diskless environment, the entire OS-9000 
operating system, together with a C com
piler and debugger can be ROMcd, thus al
lowing local modifications and recompila
tion. 

UNIX Cross Development. 

In addition to its resident development 
capability, OS-9000 provides a number of 
remote development options. For design
ers who prefer to handle their development 
on a familiar host such as a UNlX worksta
tion or IBM PC,OS-9000offers the UniBr
idgc and PCBridge C cross development 
environments. 

UniBridge is a C cross development 
package that links UNIX development 
hosts with real-time target systems running 
OS-9000. Combining C Cross compilers 
that run under UNIX with a source level de
bugger that runs under OS-9000, UniBr
idge links UNIX and OS-9000 via Ethernet 
using the TCP/IP protoeol and BSD 4.2 
sockets interface. 

With UniBridgc, designers develop 
their application program under UNIX on a 
hostsuch as theSUN or VAX using theOS-
9000 cross C compiler. The C compiler 
outputs executable OS-9000 memory mod
ules that can be downloaded to the target 
OS-9000 system via Ethernet, and then 
debugged at the source or symbolic level 
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under OS-9000 on the target system. Sup
pon for Remote Login via Telnet and file 
transfer via FTP (File Transfer Protocol) 
enables users to access the entire OS-9000 
operating system and debug their applica
tion from the UNIX host. 

Initially, OS-9000/ISP will provide 
drivers for the LANCE Ethernet chip set. 

However, the software's device independ
ence makes it easy to adapt to a variety of 
network interfaces, from Ethernet and 
ArcNet, to SLDC point-to-point serial 
links. 

UniBridge is available for the Digital 
Equipment Corporation VAX, SUN work
stations, Hewlett Packard Series 300 work
stations and Apollo Domain systems. 

PC Cross Development 

While UniBridge supportS UNIX cross 
development, PCB ridge provides a compa
rableCcross development environment for 
PC-DOS-based machines. As with UniBr
idge, programmers develop and debug 
their application on a PC XT/AT (or com
patible) using the OS-9000 development 
tools and a C cross compiler. It should be 
noted that OS-9000 can run resident on a 
386/PC as well. 

The PCBridge user interface appears as 
a pop up menu. Users select �enu opti�ns 
(such as edit, compile, transmit, etc.) w1th 
either the keyboard or a mouse. Once de
signers have completed their application, 
they download it to the OS-?00? target 
system using a high-speed senal hnk. 

Networking Support 

To support the design of distributed 
archltectures, OS-9000 will also suppon a 
wide range of networking options. OS-
9000's lnternet Support Package (OS-
9000/ISP), for example, enables a host 
CPU board with integrated LAN hardware 
(Such as Motorola's MVME147, which 
includes the LANCE Ethernet chip set) to 
run the TCP/IP protoeol without requiring 
an external communications controller 
board. When equipped with this ROMable 
software, any OS-9000 based 680XO host 
can communicate with any other system 
(such as a UNIX, VMS,or DOS based sys
tem) running the TCP/IP protocol. 

OS-9000/ISP conforms fuUy with the 
DARPA Transmission Control ProtocoV 
Internet ProtoCol (TCP/IP). It also supportS 
the DARPA specified File Transfer Proto
col (FTP) and TELNET (virtual network 
terminal, also known as remote login). 
These protoCols not only enable OS-9000 
users to access other nodes on the network, 
but enable other nodes to access an 9S-
9000/ISP system as a server. An OS-9000/ 
ISP BSD4.3 UNIX socket-style communi
cations interface provides the link between 
application programs and the TCP/lP 
protoCOl. 

Complementing the l nterne.t Support 
Package is an extension to OS-9000'

.
s 

Network File System that supportS multi
processing via RS232C cable, local area 
networks such as Arcnet (Ethernet drivers 
will be available soon), and the VMEbus 
system backplane. Known as OS-9000/ 
NET, this software provides a logical ex
tension to the OS-9000 1/0 system, ena
bling users to access files and devices resi
dent on remote systems as if they are resi
dent on the user's own system. 

OS-9000/NET works with any periph
eral device, including other CPU's, print
ers, and mass storage devices. 1t supports 
all of the functions offered in the standard 
OS-9000 disk file manager, such as creat
ing and deleting files and directories, and 
changing working directories. 

Multimedia User Interface 

To simplify the development of realistic 
man-machine interfaces for real-time in
dustrial and process control systems, OS-
9000 will also support RAVE (Real-Time 
Audio/Video Environment). Using 
RAVE, designers can combine high quality 
audio and video, computer generated 
graphics and customizcable menus in the 
same user interfacc.RA VE enables design
ers to build custom user interfaces and 
control panels without writing a single line 
of code. All of the indicators, controls and 
menus needed to configure an interface are 
available as library components that can be 

accessed and combined via RAVE's inter
active, menu-driven editor. 

If designers want to add components not 
already available in the library, they can 
build their own library functions. Alterna
tively, they can digitize the actual compo
nents using a video camera. In either case, 

the component can be modified and refined 
using RAVE's paintbox graphics package, 
and added to the remainder of the display. 

Using RAVE's audio tools, designers 
can also capture, edit and play back audio 
segments. The audio may be input via any 
external source, such as a microphone or 
cassette, or loaded from disk. The com
pleted audio can then be combined with the 
video image to complete the man/machine 
interface. The audio quality is limited only 
by the hardware. 

Microware offices are located in Des 
Moines, lA, Santa Clara, CA. Southhamp
ton, UK, Marseille, France and Tokyo, 
Japan, with field representatives world
wide. 

For more information, please contact 
Microware Systems Corp., 1900 N.W. 
I 14th St Des Moines, Iowa 50322. Phone 
(515)224-1929. 

+++ 
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INTRODUCTION 

A Tutorial Series 

By: Dr. E. M. 'Bud' Pass 
1454 Laua Lane N.W. 

Conyers, GA 30207 
404 483-1717/4570 

Compwer Systems Consultants 

This chapter presents references to books on algorithm design, a problem with a C program, and an example 

C program which replicates its input to its outputs. 

ALGORITHM DESIGN BIBLIOGRAPHY 

Thomas Kinsman (Eastman Kodak, Department 47, 

Rochester, NY) compiled a bibliography generated by 
a request for reference books on algorithms in general. 
Following are comments by Kinsman, then a summary 

of the bibliography and some quotes about the refer
ences. 

It was amusing that there were several different 
combinations of titles and authors were given for 

"THE Dragon Book". The rumors are not clear as to 
whether the authors (Aho, Hopcroft, Sethi, and Ull
man) are married to each other, or are simply joined at 
the waist from birth. You can all speculate about that 
among yourselves. Certainly they have made an im
portant contribution to our field. 

People generally mentioned Knuth. However, 
Knuth was frequently mentioned as a lower priority 

choice when priorities were mentioned. Many ex

pressed difficulty with the way algorithms were given 
in Knuth. Others suggested that Knuth's method of 

presentation leads to a better understanding of the 
method of implementation. 

Sedgewich was a popular first choice. However, no 
one mentioned that there is now a second edition of this 
book. 

This was not a scientific survey. Votes were cast for 
a reference by mentioning it in a positive way. In the 

case where prioritized lists were received, no weights 
were assigned. Titles, Authors, etc ... were taken on 
good faith. The existence of references was not 
checked. 

Some people just responded by mentioning authors. 
Referring to a book as "Smith, and Jones" is not always 
helpful, especially if Smith and Jones are really mar
ried to each other and have jointly written several 
books. I did my best to figure out which book was 
intended, without killing myself in the process. 

Some respondents just mentioned titles. Some 
books are so closely related, i.e. the "Numerical Recip
ies in ... " series, that they were grouped together. 

At any rate, this is just an information source for 
your consideration. Neither I, nor my company, rec
ommend any of them. The following sources of infor

mation are some you may wish to know about. 

Source: "Algorithms", by Robert Sedgewick 
Votes: 19 

Quotes: " ... general purpose ... " 

Source: "The Art of Computer Programming", 
by Donald E. Knuth 
Volume 1: Fundamental Algorithms 
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Volume 2: Seminumerical Algorithms 
Volume 3: Sorting & Searching 

Votes: 39 

Quotes: " ... the last place I go ... " 

" ... No question. Knuth ... " 

Source: "lntro. to Data Structures & Algorithms", 
by Aho, Hopcroft & Ullman 

Votes: 9 
Quotes: "It's a great little book of basic algorithms 
& data structures. Nothing too outrageous. 

My copy is almost worn out." 

Source: Data Structures + Algorithms = Programs, 
by Nicholas Wirth 

Votes: 6 
Quotes: " ... slightly easier to read, & includes 
quite a bit of Modula-2 code ... " 
" ... A notorious book ... Disgusting ... " 

Source: Design & Analysis of Computer Algorithms, 
by Aho, Hopcroft & Ullman 

Votes: 6 

Source: The Theory of Parsing, Translation & Compil
ing, by Aho & Ullman 

Votes: 2 

Source: Compiler Design, 

by Hopcroft, Ulmman & Sethi 
Quotes: These are the "dragon" books. <DRAGON> 

Source: Principles of Compiler Design, 
by Aho, Hopcroft & Ullman 

Votes: 4 
Quotes: The "dragon" book. <DRAGON> 

Source: Compiler Design, 
by Aho, Hopcroft & Ullman 

Votes: 3 
Quotes: This is the second Dragon book. <DRAGON> 

Source: lntro. to Formal Languages, Automata The
ory, & Computation, by Hopcroft & Ullman 

Source: Handbook of Algorithms & Data Structures, 

by G.H. Gonnet 

Pub: Addison-Wesley, 1984 

Votes: 4 

Quotes: "I often look at [this book]. It is useful in itself 
(with code in Pascal and/or C) but also full of refer

ences- to 23 textbooks & 683 papers to be exact." 
Source: Writing Efficient Programs, by Bentley 

Source: Programming Pearls, by Bentley 

Source: Numerical Recipes in C, the art of scientific 
computing, Numerical Recipes in FORTRAN, 
the art of scientific computing, Numerical Recipes, 
the an of scientific computing, 
by W.T. Vetterling, S.A. Teukolsky, 
W.H. Press, B.P. Flannery 

Pub: Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1988. 

Votes: 8 
Quotes: " .. .It doesn't matter which language, ... " 
" ... for numerical stuff..." 

Source: Structure & Interpretation of Computer Pro
grams, by Abelson & Sussman 
Votes: 3 

Quotes: " ... for numerical stuff..." 
by: Bender & Orszag 

Quotes: " .. .for numerical stuff ... " 

Source: Artificial Intelligence Programming, by Char
niac, Reisbeck, Mcdermott & Meehan 

Quotes: " .. .It's not the most fundamental book, but I've 

found [it] to be the book that establishes the leap from 
'Let's Learn Lisp!' to Lisp in the Real World-

filled with all sorts of ideas, permanently beside my 
terminal." 

Source: Recursive Techniques in Programming, 
by D.W. Barron 

Pub: New York, 1968: American 

Source: Fundamentals of Data Structures, 

Fundamentals of Data Structures in Pascal, 
by Horowitz & Sahni 

Votes: 5 

Q Ot . .. s 1 f 
. .. u es . ... my per ona avonte ... 

Source: Principles of Data Structures & Algorithms, 
by Horowitz & Sahni 
Votes: 2 

Quotes: " ... for general data structures ... " 
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Source: Fundamentals of Computer Algorithms, 
by Horowitz & Sahni 

Source: Computers & Intractability: 
A Guide to the Theory of NP-Completeness, 
by Michael R. Garey & David S. Johnson. 
Votes: 2 

Quotes: " ... Perhaps not an algorithm catalog in the 
strict sense, but I find it useful in problem solving ... " 

Source: Heuristics, by Pearl 
Quotes: " ... if the problem is NP complete ... " 

Source: How to Solve It by Computer, 
by Dromey R.G 

Pub: Prentice/Hall International Series in Computer 

Science 

Source: Combinatorial Optimization: 

Algorithms & Complexity, 
by Christos H. Papadimitriou & Kenneth Steiglitz 

Quotes: "fairly new but it is full of interesting stuff. 
I looked at several similar ones & bought this." 

Source: Computer & Job-Shop Scheduling Theory 
by E. G. Coffman, Jr. (Ed.) 

Quotes: "A collection by several recognized people." 

Source: "Factorization Methods For Discrete 
Sequential Estimation" 

Quotes: "useful for estimation algorithms." 

Source: Data Structures & Network Algorithms, 
by Tarjan 
Quotes: " ... for network problems ... " 

Source: Graphs & Network Algorithms, by Tarjan 
Quotes: " ... for combinatorial algorithms & 

recursive structures ... " 

Source: Priciples of Database & KnowledgeBase 
Systems, by Ullman 

Votes: 2 

Source: Implementations of PROLOG, by Campbell 

Source: The Computer Modelling of Mathematical 
Reasoning, by Bundy 

Source: Anatomy of LISP, by Allen 
Source: Natural Language Understanding, by Allen 

Source: Data Structures, by Reingold & Hansen 

Source: Data Structures, by Standish 

Votes: 2 

Quotes: " ... understandable level with good Knuth
style specifications. Quite complete also ... " 

Source: The Unix Programming Environment, 
by Kernighan & Pike 

Source: Software Tools, by Kernighan 

Source: Matrix Computations, 
by Holub & Van Loan 
Q " � . 1 I . " uotes: ... 10r numenca ana ys1s ... 

Source: Artificial Intelligence, by Winston 
Quotes: " ... for AI work, either of the books by Win

ston ... " 

Source: LispCraft, by Wilensky 

Source: Computer Algorithms, by Sara Baase 

Source: Lisp, by Winston 

Source: Prolog programming for AI, by Bratko 

Source: Fundamentals of lnteractive Computer Graph
ics, 
by Foley & Van Dam 
Votes: 2 

Quotes: " ... for graphics stuff..." 
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CPROBLEM 

Following is a program written by Mike Segal. The 

comment describes a problem with it Can you deter
mine the problem without reading ahead to the solution 
below? For those with systems providing lint, the 

problem is much more obvious. 
I 
******************************************************/ 

I* 

I* Generic adder I multiplier 
I* 

I 

*I 
*I 

*I 

******************************************************I 

I* 

This proqram is to taJce two n�ra and add them 
toqetlwtr. 

For test data I have the two n�rs to be 8 and 40320. 

The solution should be 823040 but, using the cc com
piler, the solution was 823000. 

The 4 was never output. 

For ct.buqging purposes, I had inserted a print! to 
display the value for each digit (now COI'II'nanted out) . 

When rec:Qq)iled, the proqram gave me the correct 
solution. 

BUl' when I rell'C)Ved the print stat..nt, it qave me the 
incorrect solution. 

MiJte s.qal 
*I 
tinclude <stdio.h> 
char *calloc () ; 
typedef struct 
( 

int len; 
char *cray; 

} 

Ntlt; 

main() 

I 
� gadd(); 
Ntl4 a, b, c; 
int i, j, k; 

a.len • 5; 

a.cray • (char *)calloc(a.len * sizeof(char)); 
if (a. cray - NULL) 

(void)printf(�A Null!\nN); 
b.len • 1; 

b.cray • (char *)calloc(b.len * sizeof(char)); 
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if (b. cray - NULL) 

(void)printf(�B Null !\n"); 

c.len • 1; 

c. cray • (char *) cal.loc (c .len * sizeof (char) ) ; 
if (c.cray - NULL) 

(void) print! ("C Null ! \n"); 
* (b.cray) • 8; 

*(a.cray) • 0; 

*(a.cray + 1) • 2; 

*(a.cray + 2) • 3; 

*(a.cray + 3) • 0; 

*(a.cray + 4) • 4; 

c - gadd(b, a); 
(void)printf(�Tbe solution is \n"); 
for (i • 0; i < c.len; i++) 

(void)printf("\d", *(c.cray + i)); 
(void) printf ("\n"); 

} 
. 

NUH qadd (X, y) 
NUH x, y; 

NUM sum; 

int i, j, k; 
char carry; 
char *spt; 

I* Initalize sum *I 

if (x.len >- y.len) 
sum.len • x.len + 1; 

else 

sum.len • y.len + 1; 

sum.cray • (char *)calloc(sum.len * sizeof(char)); 
apt. • sum.cray; 
I* Add loop *I 
j - 0; 

carry • 0; 

while ((j < x.len) II (j < y . len) ) 

{ 
* spt • carry; 
if (j < x.len) 
*spt +- *(x.cray + j); 
if (j < y.len) 
*apt +- • (y.cray + j); 
if (*apt > 9) 

carry • •apt I 10; 

else 

carry • 0; 

*spt ,_ 10; 

I* (void)printf("\n"); *I 

apt++; 
j++; 

I I* End of while *I 
if {carry) 

*spt • carry; 



retw:n (sum) ; 

I /* End of Generic Adder */ 

The problem is with the calls to calloc. Although 
malloc requires one argument (the number of bytes 
requested) , calloc requires two arqumants (the number 
of elements and the size of each element). Replacing 
the naJltiply synbol with a c:ocrma in each of the calla 
to calloc corrects the problem. 

This problem illustrates only one of the inconsisten
cies in the standard C language library. Programners 
rTUSt be very careful and use whatever tools are 
available, such as lint, program beautifiers, etc. 
to prevent errors such as this one from cr-ping into 
their programs. Since functions such as malloc and 
calloc provide such similar capabilities, it is easy 
to forget that they have different calling sequences. 

EXAMPLE C PROGRAM 

Following is this month's ex&JTple C program; it clones 
1ts standard input to its standard output and to all 
files listed on the corrrnand line, similar to the tee 
command in several popular operating systems. 

Note the use of the tread and !write functions, rather 
than the getc and putc or similar functions, for per
formance reasons. Characters are processed in blocks, 
rather than individually, on each function call, dras
tically reducing the average overhead associated with 
each character. 
finclude <stdio.h> 

tifndef BUFSIZ 
fdefine BUFSIZ 512 
fendif 

tifndef MAXFILE 
fdefine MAXFILE 20 
fendif 

FILE *outfil(MAXFILE); 
char in (BUFSIZ); 
int k:; 
int n; 
int t; 

int w; 

main (a.rgc, a.rqv) 
int argc; 
char **arqv; 

( 

outfil(O) - stdout; 
for (k - n - 1; (k < a.rgc); ++k) 

{ 

if (outfil(n) - fopen(arqv(k), �w")) 

++n; 

else 

(void)fprintf(etderr, 

�\s: Cannot open \s\007\n", 
arqv[O), a.rqv(k)); 

while (w - fread(in, l, BUFSIZ, stdin)) 

for (k - 0; (k < n); 

(void)fwrite(in, 1, w, outfil(k++))); 

for (k - 1; (k < n); (void) fclose (outfil (k++))); 
(void) exit (0); 
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.9l 9vfu[ti-Mec£ia t[lser Inteiface 

Pacf(age for OS-9/68000 

Tim Harris and Lee Glenn 
Mlcroware Systems Corporation 

Des Moines, Iowa 

.Abstract 

In recent years. there has been an Increase In user Interface research and user Interface packages for 
computing systems. As these computing systems move more toward the consumer and factory floor. a new 
type of interface is required that is more intuitive and natural for the user. The Real-Time Audlo/Vlsual 
Environment (RAVE) package for the OS-9/68000 operating system ls a multi-media user interface 
package designed to meet these goals. With RAVE. developers can quickly create control appllcauons 
which uUllze natural images of real world objects and Incorporate audio as well as visual feedback. 

Introduction 
In the past several decades. there has been an In

creased emphasiS on the Interface between computers 
and their operators. In the early days of computing. 
this interface was physical; the user interacted with 
the machine via switches. Next came Impersonal 
interfaces: the user fed his data or programs Into the 
machine with punch cards or paper tape. The first 
revolution in the human-computer Interface was the 
video display terminal. For the first tlme, an individual 
user could sit down at a terminal and Interact directly 
with the computer by typing in commands at the 
keyboard and seeing the results on the display. 

In the mid 1970's, XEROX Palo Alto Research Cen
ter was developing a graphics based user interface in 
which the user could Interact with objects on the 
screen in one of several windows.Each window was 
analogous to a piece of paper on a desktop. Along with 
multiple sheets of paper. the user also had several desk 
•toots· which could be used. 

This window/graphics technology was Introduced 
to the public by Apple with the introduction of the 
Macintosh in the early 1980's. The Macintosh was 
designed to be the first computer that could be intui
tively used by anyone. It offered a consistent graphics 
interface which was easy to use and learn. 

Today. a graphics/window Interface ls almost ex
pected as standard equipment on home and business 
computer systems. Among the standard offerings are 
Microsoft Windows. the OS/2 Presentation Manager. 
the Amiga Workbench, GEM and X Windows for UNIX 
based systems. 

These new Interfaces have had a great Impact on the 
efficiency of computing for professional users. These 
systems have also made It easier for non-computer 
professionals to learn how to use a computer. A person 
no longer has to learn dozens of commands with hun
dreds of options. Instead. they learn the meaning of 
specific Icons and how to manipulate objects In the 
specific environment. 

These Interfaces. though much more intuitive com
pared to the previous command line interfaces. are still 
hard to use for some people. ThiS ls especially true for 
non-computer oriented. Illiterate or pre-literate 
people. They are simply overwhelmed by Interaction 
with windows and graphic icons which stand for real 
world objects. but don't look or act exactly like the real 
world object. Development tlme for applications under 
these interfaces may also be extensive. Programs 
which make use of many menus and objects tend to 
become large and complex. In many cases. there Is 
much to learn about the speclflc interface before an 
application can be written. 
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As more powerful hardware. coupled with high 
quality video and audio. becomes the standard. a user 
Interface is required that virtually anyone can use. It 
must be an Interface where things look. act and sound 
so much like real objects that the user needs very Uttle 
Or DO tralnln&. 

Along with being extremely user-friendly. the Inter
face must also be easy to use from the programmer's 
viewpoint. Objects on the display would be best 
handled separately from all other objects. Conse
quently. a change In one would not require re-writing 
code throughout the program. In fact. It would be best 
1f a programmer did not have to write the code for these 
objects at all. but could merely define objects and have 
the corresponding code automatically generated. 

RAVE (Real-time Audio VIsual Environment) from 
Mlcroware Systems Corporation ts such an Interface. 
RAVE Is a true mulU-medta user Interface designed 
specifically to butld objects which look. sound and act 
like their real world counterparts. Not only does RAVE 
give the application a natural looking Interface but it 
also gives the programmer or application designer a 
way to Interactively butld objects and have source code 
generated for them so that little time need be spent In 
actually wriUng code for the application. 

Microware Systems Corp. 
1900 N.W. 114th Street 

Des Moines, Iowa 50322 
Phone: 515/224-1929 

Western Regional Office 
440 1 Great America Parkway 

Santa Clara, California 95054 
Phone:408/980-0201 

Microware Japan Ltd. 
41-19 Honcho 4-Chome 

Funabashi City 
Chiba 273, Japan 

Phone:0474(22) 1747 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF RAVE 

RAVE AND THE CD-I ENVIRONMENT 

RAVE was developed from Compact Disc Interactive 
(CD-I) technology. In 1986. N.V. PhHips of Holland 
and Sony of Japan Joined together to create a new 
standard for optical media. The first true multi-media 
disc would handle computer data. natural image data. 
high quality audio data and have the abtllty to play all 
of these back In a synchroniZed manner. This new disc 
format was called CD-I and the standard became 
known as the Green Book. 

When the CD-I specification was first being devel
oped. Phtlips and Sony came to Mlcroware Systems 
Corporation for the operating system to drive these 
new players. This version of the OS-9/68000 operat
ing system Is known as CD-RTOS: the Compact Disc 
Real-Time Operating System. Mlcroware became 
closely Involved with the CD-I Green Book specifica
tion. 

At the same time. Mlcroware saw the need for a new 
user interface for these systems. This user interface 
needed to be usable by a consumer. not a computer 
user. It had to be so Intuitive that ordinary consumers 
and even children could use It with virtually no train
Ing. It also had to take advantage of the high quality 
audio and natural Image capabilities of the CD-I 
players. 

In 1987. Mlcroware began a joint development effort 
with Thomson lSD to develop this new Interface. It 
became known as CD-RTOS/RAVE. The philosophy 
behind RAVE development was to create an event 
driven user interface which would allow developers to 
use natural Images and high quality audio in the inter
active objects on the display. No visual restrictions for 
objects were to be made. For example. a button did not 
have to be a rectangle with text in lt. Instead. It could 
be a natural image of a button captured with a video 
camera. Audio feedback did not have to be a warning 
"beep;" It could be a real voice telling the user what Is 
wrong. 

RAVE AND THE OS-9 ENVIRONMENT 

After the Initial development of CD-RTOS/RAVE 
was completed. It was decided that RAVE would be 
useful not only In CD-I systems. but also in the process 
control environment. Current machine front panels 
could be replaced by computer terminals that display 
the same front panel switches. lights and meters. The 
advantage of a software based front panel ls that one 
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display can be used to MrunM several different pieces of 
hardware or the layout of the objects on the display 
could be rearranged or altered for better efficiency. 
This would promote a user Interface that Is easy to 
learn and use for factory floor applications. 

Consequently, a more portable general purpose ver
sion of RAVE was created for any OS-9/68000 based 
system. New objects were added to the user interface 
to make It more applicable to the process control envi
ronment. A new tool, the OS-9/RAVE Presentation 
Editor, was also added to make development of RAVE 
applications easier and faster. With the new RAVE de
velopment tools, a programmer no longer has to do all 
of the work In wrtung and designing an application. 
The programmer wrttes a minimal amount of code and 
an artist or designer can create and lay out the objects 
to be used on the actual display. 

THE RAVE ENVIRONMENT 

OS-9/68000 is a modular operating system allow
ing vartous types of memory modules to reside 1n 

memory to buUd up the software base of the system. 
RAVE takes advantage of this modular nature and is 
buut up of several layers of software from the system 
level up to the actual application buUdtng software at 
the user level: 

o System Level Software: 
The Graphics FUe Manager and Drivers 

o Library Level Software: 
The Graphics Support Library 

o Application Design Software: 
The Presentation Editor 

Graph lei 
Support 
...,., 

RAVE SYSTEM LEVEL SOFTWARE 

The Gnpblc• Ftle Manager (GFM) 

The hlghest level of the 1/0 structure under OS-9ts 
the rue manager module. A rue manager is responsible 
for handling the raw data for a class of simUar devices. 
For example, the Random Block rue Manager handles 
all random access block structured devices such as 
disk drives. For the RAVE environment, the Graphics 
FUe Manager (GFM) handles all 1/0 for the multi
media devices. These devices consiSt of video and 
audio output devices and keyboard and pointer Input 
devices. 

GFM has many functions. It directly handles open
ing and closing 1/0 paths to these devices. It diS
patches calls to the appropriate devices to handle 
graphics drawing, character input and output,polnter 
input, and audio output. On top of these standard rue 
manager duties. GFM also supplies the RAVE environ
ment with the support needed for multi-tasking appli
cations. ThiS is accomplishes by supplying the appli
cation programmer with a construct known as a 
Screen. Screens may be opened for output and can be 
switched under application or user control. Screens 
are the base objects an application must have open to 
diSplay objects on a video device. 

To handle user Input for an interactive, event driven 
environment. GFM supplies a facility for generating 
application messages relating to pointer activity on a 
Screen and global changes to the environment. Mes
sages are generated by a system state process that 
obtains information from the pointing device and 
buUds messages. The messages provide the user with 
speciflc information, Including: 

o the coordinates of the pointer 
o the state of the buttons 
o the time of the message 
o whether the pointer IS In any specially defined 

area of the Screen 

Messages are also generated by GFM to notify an 
application thaltts Screen IS activated or deactivated 
and that the user has changed the system parameters. 

GFM also manages certain Mhot spots· on the 
Screen. These hot spots are areas in which the 
application may be especially concerned about a cer
tain type of input activity. These hot spots are known 
as Action Regions In RAVE terminology. 
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An Action Region is an arbitrary region of a Screen 
which can be used to filter out messages for the appli
cation. For example. there may be a rectangular 
portion of the Screen where a button will be placed. If 
the appllcation wishes to know speclflcally when the 
pointer button is depressed within th1s area. 1t can 
define this area as an Action Region and ask that only 
"button down· messages be generated for th1s specific 
Region. 

Action Regions have vartous characteristics associ
ated with them. They have a siZe and shape. a cursor 
shape and color used for the graphics cursor when 1t 
enters the Region. and a set of message masks used to 
fllter messages for the Region. There is a basic 
message CUter. a message "grabbing" mask and a 
"terminate grab" mask for the Region. When a mes
sage in an Action Region matches the ·grabbing" mask. 
all new messages generated are ·grabbed" by that 
Action Region until the application terminates grab
bing directly or until a message that matches the 
"terminate grab" mask is received. 

Action Regions are arranged in a hierarchical tree 
structure. Therefore. an Action Region may have 
a single parent and multiple children. All child Action 
Regions inherit the base characteristics of the parent 
but can be modified. 

GFM has a full set of text functions that allows 
multiple. application defined fonts and various char
acter encoding methods. Because RAVE is designed 
for an international market. text encoding is not lim
ited to standard 8-bitASCII codes. GFM also supports 
71 15 bit and 16 bit codes to support non-European 
character sets such as JIS KanJI. In 8 bit character 
mode. GFM contains the full functionality of OS-9's 
standard terminal file manager, the Sequential Char
acter Flle Manager (SCF). This allows a GFM device to 
be used in terminal emulation mode in order to run 
standard OS-9 terminal based uUllties such as the OS-
9 Shell. 

The GFM Driven 

Directly under GFM is a set of device driver modules 
which handle the low level 1/0 for a specific type of 
hardware. There may be one or more physical devices 
controlled by each driver. For example. a system could 
have two video cards named· /vO" and· /v 1" which are 
both managed by the same video driver. The charac
teristics of the physical device are kept in a small 
module called a device descriptor which defines the 
address. interrupt vector. interrupt level and other 
parameters for the specific hardware. 

Unlike most OS-9 file managers which communi
cate with only one type of device driver. GFM commu
nicates with four types of drivers: a video driver. an 
audio driver. a keyboard driver and a pointer driver. 
GFM ues all of these devices together into a logical 
·mulU-media" or "workstation· device. The applica
tion program only has to open a path to the main device 
in the chain (usually the video device) and all other de
vices are attached and opened for the application by 
the GFM. 

The Vldeo Driver. The most complex of the GFM 
drivers is the video driver. This device driver is respon
sible for handling all output to the actual video hard
ware. The video driver handles all of the graphics 
drawing, text output and video memory allocation. 

Architecture of the Vldeo Driver. TheRA VE video 
driver was designed to be easily ported to various types 
of hardware from simple bitmapped hardware to more 
sophisticated graphics co-processors. The video driver 
is built from three distinct code segments: the com
mon code. the mode dependent code. and the hard
ware dependent code. 

The common code handles the high level constructs 
of the video driver and does all the scan conversion for 
graphics drawing. This is by far the largest portion of 
the driver and comprises about 80% of the code. This 
part of the code usually does not change from driver to 
driver. 

The mode dependent code is the actual blitter code 
used to combine and move pixels for each general type 
of video. There is code for 8-bit Color Look Up Table 
(CLU11 hardware and 4-btl CLliT hardware. The mode 
code makes up about 10% of the driver code. 

The last 10% of the driver code is made up of 
hardware dependent code. This is the low-level code 
which must be written for each new video card. The 
hardware dependent code allocates and deallocates 
video memory. displays Drawmaps. and sets/gets 
both pixels and CLUT values in the hardware. 
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Conatructa of the Video Drlver. The base con
struct of the video driver Is the Drawmap. A Drawmap 
is a pixel map which contains the actual video data for 
a display. A Drawmap is allocated by the video driver 
and can be linked to a GFM Screen to be displayed on 
the video device. All graphics drawing functions take 
place on a specifled Drawmap. Drawmaps can be 
virtually any slze. but in order to be linked to a Screen 
and displayed. they must be the sJze of the actual video 
display. 

There are several parameters which may be speci
fied to describe how pixels will be set In a draw-map: 

o Pattern or non-pattern drawing 
o Pixel m1xlng mode 
o Solid or Dashed line drawing 
o Pen width and height setting 
o Transparency in drawing 
o Outlined or Filled objects 

The AudJo Drlver. The RAVE Audio Driver is used 
to handle allocation of audio Soundmaps and the play
ing and recording of Soundmaps. A Soundmap Is a 
block of memory which contains sound data for an ap
plication to be played through the system's audio de
vice. Depending on the hardware. the Audio Driver has 
entry points to allocate. delete. play and record Sound
maps. 

The Pointer Drlver. The RAVE Pointer Driver Is 
responsible for reporting pointer activity to GFM's 
message handler or directly to the application. The 
pointer device can be a mouse, joystick. trackball. 
ll.ghtpen. graphics tablet or touch screen. The only 
requirements are that the device must generate x,y 
coordinates and must have one or more triggers that 
can be accessed. 

The Keyboard Driver. The RAVE Keyboard Driver 
handles all Input from a keyboard or keypad for the 
application. Keyboard drivers can be written for dlffer
ent types of keyboards; from a full terminal keyboard 
to a small keypad with just a few keys. The keyboard 
driver needs to be able to read the keyboard and return 
the character code of the key(s) which are depressed. 

THE LmRARY LEVEL SOFTWARE 

On top of the RAVE System Level software Is the 
RAVE Library Level software: the Graphics Support 
Library (GSL). GSL is supplied as a linkable C library 
or an OS-9 Trap Handler module which can be loaded 
Into memory and shared by several applications run
ning at the same time on one copy of the code. GSL 
contains routines to handle higher level objects 1n the 
RAVE environment. These objects are built from the 
low level Action Regions and Drawmaps and are used 
directly for user interaction. GSL objects are divided 
intofourmajor classes: Requests. Controls.lndlcators 
and Overlays. 

Requests 

A Request Is an object used to get user input con
cerning a choice to be made among many alternatives. 
In common terms. Requests are used to generate 
menus for the application. GSL Requests can be either 
modal or modeless In nature. 

A modal Request requires Input directly before any 
further Interaction can take place. Modal Requests 
wUI stop all other Input on the display unW a selection 
(or non-selection) Is made. The Item number of the se
lected Item Is returned dtrectly to the application to let 
the program know what choice the user has made. An 

example of a modal Request is a pop-up or pull-down 
menu. 

A modeless Request can remain active on the dis
play for an extended period of time. The user can 
repeatedly make selections from It. A modeless Re
quest Interacts with the application using call-back 
functions. These functions are automatically exe
cuted when the user makes a selection from the 
Request. Each Request Item can have a corresponding 
call-back function. When the user selects an Item In 
the Request. that function ts called directly. An 

example of a modeless Request is a standard menu 
bar. 

GSL supports Image based and text based Requests. 
A text based Request is made up of text strings for each 
item In the Request. It Is slmJlar in nature to most 
menu systems found on popular user Interfaces. GSL 
also supports image based Requests which use differ
ent images to show the d11Jerent states of each item in 
the Request. For example. when the user moves the 
pointer onto an Item In the Request. the Item may be 
changed by supplying a different image for that state. 
Items may be defined for the disabled. normal. pointer 
on item. and pointer depressed on Item states. Audio 
Soundmaps can also be Included for each Item In the 

Request. 
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Along with the standard Request forms. GSL 

allows the application designer to define custom 
Requests by slmply writing a new Request Defin1-

tlon Function which describes the Request. 

Controls 

A Control is an input object that is used to 
slmulate real-world push buttons. toggle buttons 
and slide bar type devices. A Con trol ls an tmage based 
object: the application designer supplies Images for 
the background of a Control and the various states of 
the Control. A simple push button, for example, ts 
defined by supplying a background tmage of the button 
and two thumb lmages for the button: one with the 
button up and one with the button depressed. When 
the user clicks the pointer on the button, the button 
will appear to be depressed just as a real button would. 
Toggle buttons are handled 1n a slrn11ar manner with 
the application designer supplying dUTerent images for 
the cUfi'erent values of a toggle button. A three position 
switch. for example. would be made up of a back
ground tmage and three separate thumb images for 
each of the three switch positions. Soundmaps may 
also be provided to add sound. when the control ts 
used. 

Controls communicate Input from the user to the 
application using call-back functions. When a Control 
Is used, these functions will be directly called to tntUate 
the action of the Control. For example, 1f an applica
tion has a slide bar control for audJo volume. the call
back routine would be responsible for changing the 
volume based on the value of the slide bar Control. 
Whenever the user moves the slider, this function will 
be executed and the volume will be changed 1n real
time. 

Controls are defined by both their appearance and 
their behavior. These two qualities are controlled by 
two functions known as the Control Definition Func
tion and the Control Behavior Function. GSL supplies 
a standard image based DeflnJUon Function and two 
behavior functions for buttons and sllders. GSL allows 
the application designer to define custom Controls by 
simply writing a new Control DeftnlUon and/ of Behav
Ior Function which describes the Control. 

Indicators 

While Requests and Controls provide Input objects 
for an application. IndJcators provide output objects. 
Indicators are used to display a value to the user in one 
of several forms. The following standard I ndlcators are 
currenUy supplied wllh 
GSL: 

o Linear Meters 
o Strip Recorders 
o Level Indicators 
o LED Indicators 
o Readout Indicators 

An application designer can easily write a custom 
IndJcator Definition Function to define the character
Istics of a new class of Indicator. 

IndJcators, like Controls. are lmage based objects. 
The application designer supplies a background tmage 
for each Indicator and specifies the colors to be used for 
any changing part of the Indicator. For example. to 
create linear meter. the application designer would 
supply an Image of the meter and a color value for the 
needle of the meter to use for updating Its value. 

All Indicators have an application defined range as
sociated with them which can contain sub-ranges for 
feedback. For example. a meter may have a total range 
of 0 · 100. with the range of 0 - 20 defined as danger
ously low and the range from 80-100 defined as dan
gerously high. An Indicator could be created to moni
tor these ranges and automatically play a SoundMap 
and execute a call back function whenever the meter 
moves into or out of the low or high range. 

Miscellaneous Functions 

In addition to support.tng the main objects of Re
quests. Controls and Indicators, the GSL has several 
other features. One important feature ts Overlay 
Windows. An Overlay Window Is a temporary window 
on the Screen which can be used to display error 
messages, dialog boxes or pop-up type menus. An 
Overlay Window can save the area which tt obscures. 
The display can then be restored without any applica
tion re-painting when the Overlay Window ts removed. 
GSL supports several pre-defined frames for Overlay 
windows which Include an outlined frame, a double 
outline frame and a shadowed box frame. Any Re
quest. Control or IndJcator may be placed on and used 
within an Overlay Window. 

GSL also supports a Clipboard device for Inter-or 
Intra-process data exchange. Data 1n the Clipboard Is 
stored tn data modules In memory. but may also be 
written to or read from a novolaWe storage device. 
Clipboard data may beASCTI text, pattern dala.tmage 
data or audio data 
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SLsupports a set of internationalization routines to 
format monetary amounts and date strings for the ap
pllcatlon. 

THE APPLICATION DESIGN LAYER 

The OS-9 /RAVE Presentation Editor was developed as 
an appllcauon designer's tool for implementing the 
features of RAVE In an appllcatlon as easUy and as 
quickly as possible. The Presentation Editor includes 
a rich set of video and audio manipulation tools as well 
as the faclllty for building GSL objects and generating 
C language source code for them. The Presentation 
EdJtor Is an Interactive graphics based appllcaUon 
built on RAVE. It uses menus and dialog boxes for all 
Its work: from showing images to defining the parame
ters for a Control. 

BuUding a RAVE appllcatlon consists of four steps: 

l.Capturtng or creating video and audio data that will 
be used by the appllcatlon. 

2. BuUding the required controls. requests. Indi
cators and screens with the Presentation Editor. 

3. Writing the appllcatton ·front end· and call
back functions. 

4.CompllJ.ng. linking and testing. 

Video Tools 

The Presentation Editor includes tools for the fol
lowing: 

o grabbing live video (If the hardware permits) 
o saving and loading the video me 
o Importing/exporting to other file formats 
o cutting and pasting portions of the Image 
o reslztng 
o adjusting the hue 
o complementing 
o convert.tng to grayscale 
o smoothing 
o mirroring 
o rotating 

A Paint Box facility Is prOVided to allow drawing with 
lines. boxes. arcs. circles and ellipses. Text can also be 
added with the Paint Box tool. 

Audio Tools 

In the audio porUon of the Presentation Editor. there 
are tools for capturing Uve audio (also hardware de
pendent). playing an audio file. cutting out a portion of 
the file. adding sUence to a me. and merging two audio 
files together. 

Code Generation Tools 

The code generator can build and generate C source 
code for all GSL objects Interactively with a keyboard. 
pointer and video display. When building an object. 
the designer Is prompted for all necessary data. For ex
ample. the designer only has to fill In the blanks for 
Items such as the name of the audio file to play when 
a Control Is activated or click on check boxes to select 
the various Indicator parameters. The designer Is also 
prompted for the name of the call-back function to be 
executed when the object Is activated. This call-back 
function and the small ·rront end· function are all the 
code that the designer will have to write. 
For each object created. a C source file wiJl be gener
ated which Includes the definition of that object and 
several routines that act directly upon the object to 
lnltlallze. free. and update or Interact with It depend
Ing upon the class of the object. Each object Is a 
separate entity that can be modified without effecting 
any other object ln the application. 

After building the objects. the screen builder allows 
the designer to buUd the screen by adding these 
objects to a background linage. The actual location of 
each object is specified by the designer. Objects can be 
added to the screen. moved or deleted until the final 
screen Is designed. 

When all source code has been generated. the 
designer must write the application specUk code and 
an OS-9 ·makeme·. The appUcatton specific code 
consists of three major sections: 

o 1niUall7AiUon code 
o open the video path and Initialize the display 
o set up application required color registers 
o lnltlalize the first Screen 
o a message dispatch loop 
o call-back functions for Controls and Requests 

The bulk of the coding to be done by the application 
designer Is In the call-back functions. These functions 
must carry out the actions for any Control or Request 
Item with which the user Is interacting. In many cases. 
the call-back function will simply update another 
object or cause a new 
screen or overlay to be Invoked. 
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After the coding is done. the designer can invoke the 
OS-9 MAKE utility from within the Presentation Editor 
to compile and link the application. Once the applica
tion is created it can be executed and any debugging or 
changes made to it. For example. 1f the designer 
decides a horiZOntal slide bar would be more appropri
ate than a vertical one. the object can be loaded into the 
Presentation Editor, modified and the application re
made in a matter of minutes. 

CONCLUSION 

Today and in the future there will be a greater need 
for very intuitive and natural interfaces between com
puting systems and their users. RAVE offers a package 
that supplies the basic tools to create such interfaces 
now. RAVE was created out of the evolving CD-I 
consumer technology to provide a process control 
environment that is fully multi-tasking and has multi
media objects which can mimic real world objects in 
appearance, behavior and sound. This allows a natu
ral. easy to use interface to be created: an interface that 
can be used without extensive tralnlng or computer ex

pertence. 

With the RAVE development tools. a new approach 
to programming iS available. A sophisticated interface 
does not require many man hours of programming 
with RAVE. Lnstead an application designer can spend 
ume interactively designing objects and laying out 
screens with the user ln mind. The programmer is 
responsible for only a small amount of actual hand
written code. 

Finally, because each object can be modified inde
pendently. application designers can focus on creating 
an optimal interface without the extensive re-writing of 
code. 
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The world was much different 
when OS-9 was designed. We 
thought of 16K of RAM about 
the way we think of 4M these 
days: a system with 32K of RAM 
was big. Five inch floppies held 
about lOOK. and hard disks 
were out of the question. 

Expensive RAM was a man
ageable problem when simple 
programs ran one at a time. but 
even back then 1t was plain that 
eight kilobytes of RAM was not 
going to make it in a serious 
multitasking system. Typical 
programs were getting bigger 
and the multitasking that was 
designed into OS-9 needed sev
eral programs in memory at the 
same time. ROMs were a way to 
cut RAM requirements and re
duce (or eliminate) the efTect of 
slow disk drives. 

Mask programmed ROMs 
were inexpensive compared to 
RAM. A system that could run 
with most of its software in 
mass-produced ROM could get 
by with less RAM. and mass 
storage for programs would not 
be an Issue. Motorola latched 
onto this idea and it became one 
of the assumptions used to 
design OS-9. This design goal 
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had broad influence on OS-9. 
and traces of it survive to this 
day. 

It would not be practical to 
produce mask programmed 
ROMs for each system configu
ration. Small runs of masked 
ROMs were (and still are) expen
sive. One solution would have 
been to create one standard 
ROM full of wonderfully flexible 
software then hope that -every
one would be happy with the 
standard package. Instead, OS-
9 treats ROMs as building 
blocks and the system finds 
ROMs and organizes the data 
they contain. Provided that the 
software is well designed. it's 
easy to assemble a collection of 

9 solves this problem with posi
tion Independent code and 
data. A software chip will work 
at any address. 

ROMed software posed plenty 
of other problems, for instance: 

•How can the system find and 
incorporate ROM software dur
ing bootstrap? 

•Wha t if there is a bug in some 
ROMed software? 

•How can software from disk 
be used to augment a ROMed 
system 

For that matter. how can one 
ROM update software in an
other? 

ROMs Into a deeply specialized 

I I package. Even the OS-9 operat- I CRC I ing system is a set of compo- l!========== =� 
nents that fit together when the 
system is booted. 

A basic problem with *sofi
ware in slliconM is addressing. 
What if someone wanted to In
stall a math package and a 
spreadsheet. but both of them 
needed to go in the $7800 ROM 
slot? Should ROM manufac
tures sell a version of the ROM 
for every possible address? OS-
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The bootstrap problem is 
enough to explain OS-9's mod
ules and CRC codes. During the 
OS-9 bootstrap procedure. the 
kernel searches through mem
ory for ROM and RAM. It iden
tifies RAM by storing two difTer
ent values into the same loca
tion and reading them back. 
ROM and addresses with no 
memory both fail the RAM test. 
The kernel takes special inter-
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est ln addresses that fall the 
RAM test because they might 
contain ROMed software. 

types, such as subroutine mod
ules and device drivers, are 
known by name to other mod
ules and dynamically linked. 

name. the F$Link system call 
will return an address that will 

reach that module. Compli
cated software often consists of 

OS-9 packages software ln several modules that find one 
carefully marked "modules" so II I another at run time. Since each 
it can be distinguished from _ Version Numbers I module is found by name. the 
junk. A module starts with a ������������- behavior of the system can be 
sync code. then there is a mod- It used to be rather common changed by substituting a dif
ule header with a parity check. to package the most common ferent module with the same 
The most rigorous test is a 24- utility programs on one ROM. If 
bit CRC code stored at the end of all software were bug free and 

'the module. The sync code is equipped with every useful fea
easy to recognize. but it could ture. it would be fine to have 
show up anywhere. The kernel everything cast in silicon. but 
would find lots of false modules what do you do when one of the 
if thesync codewereall ithadto utilities needs a one-byte 
go on. After the kernel has patch? Get a whole new ROM? 
found a sync code and a correct OS-9's answer is kernel sup
header. chances are good that it port for version numbers. When 
has a real module. The CRC the kernel has a choice between 
code is a mathematical function two modules with the same 
of the rest of the data ln the name it chooses the module 
module. The OS-9 kernel with the higher version number. 
checks the CRC code for each 
proposed module. If the calcu
lated CRC matches the code 
stored where the end of the 
module should be. the kernel is 
satisfied that the memory con
tains a valld module and it lists 
the address of the module 
header in the module directory. 

A module is a package of data 
(usually a program). Along with 
the distinguishing marks that 
help the kernel recognize it. 

To patch a module ln ROM 
you follow these steps: 

• Save the module to disk 
• Make the patch on disk 
• Increment the version num

ber of the module on disk 
• Correct its CRC code. 

When the revised module is 
loaded into memory it will sup
plant the module ln ROM. 

name. 

This dynamic-binding fea
ture is so commonly used that it 
is taken for granted. One ex
ample is the handling of the 
68881/2 math coprocessor 
under OS-9/68000. A program 
may choose to have complex 
mathematical functions exe
cuted by a standard trap han
dler named "math." The default 
math module does all its calcu
la Uons using the 68000 in
structlon set. but there is an 
alternate math module that 
uses the 68881 coprocessor. 
Programs wUl use whichever 
version of math is in memory. so 
software can be upgraded to use 
the coprocessor quite pain
lessly. The math module that 
uses the 68881 is smaller and 
faster than the math module 
that does IEEE floating point in 
software but that is the only 
visible difference. 

each module module header 111 ===========��� I frequently benchmark soft-
contains codes that character- � Dynamic Binding ware with the software version 
ize that module: data like the . . of the math module. I copy 
module name. its type. the lan- Modules. lncludlng the OS-9 math.software lnto math in my 
guage code it uses. and its RAM kernel. don't know where to find CMOS directory. Next time I 
requirements. other modules. All they can boot the system it comes up 

Plug a ROM with a graphics 
package into an OS-9 system. 
then boot the system. The 
graphics package will be in the 
module directory ready to run. 
Any programs in the ROM can 
be run by naming them in the 
OS-9 shell. Other module 
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know is the names that other using software floating polnt. (I 
modules will use. but that is could do this change without 
enough. (Think of modules as rebooting, but this way is easy.) 
analogous to files on a disk. A Once I forgot to return to hard
module's address is like the ware math mode by copying 

sector number where the file math.881 lnto math. I happily 
starts. It's not the kind of thing used my computer for months 
you want to hard-code into a before I ran a floating-point pro
program.) Given a module gram that was so slow I was 
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convinced that something was 
broken. Eventually I tracked 
the performance problem down 
to the math module and fixed it 
with a quick copy command. 
For months I'd been using the 
wrong math module and no 
program had noticed. OS-9 
users take this sort of inter
changeable part for granted. If 
one of the OS-9 hardware ven
dors gives us a Weltek floating 
point chip. we'll expect him to 
include a math.weitek module. 

The OS-9 I/0 subsystem also 
configures itself dynamically. 
Device names refer to modules 
called device descriptors. These 
modules contain various facts 
about the device. including the 
name of a device driver module 
that will handle low-level I/0 
details. and a file manager that 
will handle high-level process
ing. When a program opens a 
path. the kernel (or lOMan on 
OS-9/6809) locates the three 
modules involved and binds 
them into a team. The I/0 situ
ation is fluid. I load the SBF file 
manager and the driver and 
descriptor for my tape driver 
about once a week for my weekly 
backup. There's no point in 
wasting memory on the mod
ules the rest of the time. When 
I'm ready for my lunch break on 
Saturday. I type 

load sbm20 sbf mtO 

then I start the backup. When 
the backup Is done I type 

deiniz /mtO: unlink mtO sbf 
sbm20 

and the modules are removed 
from RAM. I use my PC file 
manager software the same 
way. loading it when I need it 
and unlinking it when I'm done. 

Loadable device drivers and 
shared Ubraries are relatively 
new ideas in the UNIX(TM) 
world. and they are painful 
grafts onto that operating sys
tem. For OS-9. they are conse
quences of the baste design 
philosophy. 

Software on silicon never 
really made it. Maybe RAM 
prices fell too fast for it. How
ever. the design features of os-
9 that were motivated, at least 
in part. by the ROM idea. are 
still close to the leading edge. 

+++ 
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The Motorola 68000 Family 
A Historical Perspective 

by 

Tom Johnson 

68000 Applications Engineer 

Hi-End Product Marketing 

Motorola, Inc. 

6501 William Cannon Dr. West 

Austin, TX 78735-8598 

In the beginning ... 
By the waning years of the 1970's, things were about normal for 

the electronics industry, and for the world in general. The war in 
Viet Narn was slowly fading from memory, Jimmy was president, 
"BilJy Beer" was the rage, innation was gearing up to double 
rugiLS, and the largest selling com puLer was the Digital Equipment 
Corp. PDP-8. The integrated circuit industry was firmly estab
lished, most programs were wriucn in assembly language, and 64k 
bytes of address space still seemed like a lot. The term "micropro
cessor" was slill new and exciting, and the most sophisticated 
MPU available was the 6000-gate hard-wired Motorola 6800. 
Issues of Radio Electronics still ran articles on how to build PONG 
games and "do-it-yourself' 8080-based computers. Microsoft 
wasn't yet a world power, CPM was the operating system to end 
all operating systems, and IBM only made mainframes. Process
wise, 5 micron NMOS was the process of choice for microproces
sors. 

During the fall of 1977, barely 4 years after the introduction of 
the 8080, in a confe.rence room in Austin, Texas, several engineers 
gathered together to discuss a "next generation" microprocessor. 
In attendance were some of the leading microprocessor visionar
ies: process engineers, design engineers, packaging engineers, 
software engineers, marketing experts, and one man whose vision 
would become a legend in the microprocessor arena, Tom Gunter. 
These people were gathered to talk about Motorola's next step in 
evolution for the6800family. Gunter proposed a 16-bit micropro
ccssor with extensibility to 32-bits - a radical proposal for the 
lime, considering lhaL there existed no market for such a pan. 
Several attendees argued that a processor this complicated 
couldn't be made from existing technology. Some argued for a 
code compatible MPU, like the rumored 8088 from Intel. What 
Mr. Gunter proposed was a microprocessor containing about 
68,000 transistors-greater than an order of magnitude more than 
ever before manufactured. The pan would be made in 3 micron 
HMOS- a process thatdidn'tyetexist! Thedie wouldbeHUGE 
- larger than any ever attempted for a commercially produced 
integrated circuit The package would contain 64-pins. The clock 
speed - 4 MHz, single phase! Laughable. The device would 
contain 32-bit data paths and two separate ALU's. Impossible. 
And finally, there was the small matter of microcode. 

YouWanttoUse WHAT? 
Microcode was still a new and unusual beast for microproces

sor engineers. True, mainframes had used this technique for a 
while, and the AMD2900required microcode, but no one had ever 
tried to put microcode on the same device as the CPU. Many said 
it couldn't be done. The sheer size of the proposed device meant 
that hardwiring aJJ instructions would be impossible. Microcode 
would be required. But even using either a traditional single-level, 
onwo-level microcode approach would result in a device too large 
to be producible. What was required was a totally new approach 
to the problem. A split-level microstore was proposed, where a 
flfSt, narrow half, with a fully populated micro-address decoder, 
would control the subsequent sequence of instruction microad
dresses. A second, wider control half with a "sparsely populated" 
microaddress decoder would actually control the device. The usc 
of a "sparse" decoder allowed more than one microaddrcss to share 
the same control state. This sharing of control states between (pos
sibly) many microaddresses resulted in significant silicon savings. 
Microcoders could now re-use control states for as many instruc
tions as necessary, greatly reducing the overall storage require
ments for the microcode, while at the same time ensuring that all 
possible instruction op-codes were fully decoded to trap illegal bil 
patterns. 

The reception to this idea of Motorola pouring R&D money into 
a device which couldn't be built would have been cold indeed if not 
for a few of the other attendees. h had been theoretically proven 
that the split-level microcode structure could work. It had been 
proven, again theoretically, that the design could be produced 
using existing (and some not-yet-existing) computer software. 
The process engineers we.rc prcuy sure that a 3 micron HMOS 
process could in fact be ready in time to process the design. Pack
aging said that a 64-pin OIL package, while expensive, was nm 
unrealistic. Fabrication engineers said that, while yield would be 
low initially, they thought that such a complicated device might be 
producible. Motorola bet the farm that its team of microprocessor 
gurus could pull off what would be perhaps the most complicated 
engineering feat of the century - the 68000. 
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A Blueprint for Success ... 
What made the 68000 so innovative? For the first Lime in the 

short history of microprocessors, software engineers were in on the 
design from the very beginning. The concept was to create an 
extensible architectural plalform which would allow Motorola to 
provide new family members with increasing performance and 
functionality, while at the same time, providing a basis for the easy 
implementation of high-level language compilers. It was thought 
at the time, and rightly so, that most future software development 
would be in high-level languages. If this concept was accepted as 
fact. then the architects of the new processor should look to those 
plalforms which were already being used primarily for high-level 
languages-minicomputers and mainframes. In order to provide 
this high-level language support, while maintaining an open eye to 
the future, several precepts should be adhered to. The number of 
instructions should be kept reasonable - this reduces the effort 
required on the pan of the compiler to choose the correct instruc
tion. Special-purpose instructions, and dedicated registers should 
be kept to a minimum- this allows compilers to allocate registers 
without worrying about later register connicts with other instruc
tions. The available addressing mode set should be as rich as 
possible to give the compiler the maximum nexibility in accessing 
memory. Finally, the machine should display reasonable orthog
onality for addressing modes with respect to register usage, in
structions with respect to register usage, and addressing modes 
with respect to instructions. All of these precepts must be kept 
foremost, while remembering the limited silicon real-estate avail
able. 

Early in the design cycle, it was decided that wherever a trade
off must be made, it would be made in the direction of greater 
performance rather than greater functionality. This discarded 
functionality could be added later, if it was still deemed desirable, 
in future family members. Onc ofthc biggest decisions made in the 
design was the decision to abandon upward instruction-level 
support for the6800 family. This was a radical decision. Intel had 
paved the way in microprocessors, by fully supporting the 8008 
programming model in the 8080, and later in the 8088 and 8086. 
Z ilog had produced the Z80 offshoot which still maintained 
softwarecompatibiUty with the 8080. For Motorola to not support 
the 6800 family in the 68000 was almost heretical. All 6800 
software would need to be thrown away, and re-made from scrJtch. 
Once this decision was cast in concrete, a single concession to the 
past was made- the 68000 would support the usc of 6800 family 
peripheral devices. Why? 

On Re-inventing the Wheel. .. 
In deciding on peripheral support for the new processor, there 

were basically two trains of thought one was to hire more design 
engineers and try to design a complete family of peripherals in 
tandem with the processor design, the second was to re-use the 
existing 6800 peripherals. Either path was strewn with pitfalls. If 
new peripherals would be designed, then literally millions of 
dollars in existing peripheral designs would be scrapped, and the 
re-designs would cost the company both time and money. If the 
second path was chosen, then concessions would have to be made 
in the hardware and instruction set, using valuable silicon to 
support older devices. From the vantage point of 1989, the 
decision seems simple, but then we have the benefit of hindsight. 
In 1977,thedecision was much moredifficuiL The wrong decision 
might result in the failure of the product line, the loss of large 
chunks of revenue for the company. and the firing of many persons. 
Luckily, the correct decision was made. 

To Separate Or Not to Separate ... 
Many people have commented on the scpamtion of data and 

address registers in thc68000 user programming model (figure I). 
Why was this dual-register approach chosen over a simpler single 
bank of 16 registers? Three major reasons predicated this design 
decision. First. a single, large register bank would be more difficult 
to control due to speed path problems in the register selection 
hardware. The more registers, the higher the capacitance in the 
selection logic, and the slower the device would run. Second, the 
software engineers on the project were convinced that address 
quantities should be treated differentJy than data quantities. 
Addresses are, after all, basically vectors into the memory space, 
and as such contain both a magnitude and a direction (sign). 
Operations on these quantities should not set condition codes, and 
operations on less than the total should maintain both sign and 
magnitude. This obviated the need for a separat.c ALU to handle 
addresses, and thus, separate address registers to simplify the 
circuit paths. The third reason for separation between addresses 
and data deals with the number of bits required in the instruction 
to specify the source or destination register for an operation. With 
16 registers, 4 bits would be required for both source and destina
tion- a total of 8 bits, and at lcast6 more bits would be required 
to specify the source and destination addressing modes- a total 
of 14 bits, leaving only 2 bits left over to specify the opcmtion to 
be performed. While the 68000 was to have a limited instruction 
set, it was decided that4 instruction classes would probably not be 
enough. Limiting the register structures to 8-cach of addresses and 
data operands reduced the encoding bit requirements to 12 bits, 
leaving 16 instruction classes. This would be sufficient. 
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FIGURE I 

M68000 FAMILY 

UsER PRoGRAMMING MonEL 
It was determined that future soflwarc requirements would 

slowly gravitate toward 32-bits. The values of±2 biUion allowed 
sufficient integer flexibj)jty to handle most scientific problems. 
Thirty-two bits of address allowed plenty of headroom for most 
foreseeable addressing needs within the next couple of decades. 
Sixteen-bit integer and address quantities, on the other hand, were 
already limited by the end of the 70's. Rather than make the 
processor act on strictly 16-bit quantities. it was decided that for 
future extensibility and performance, all registers (both address 
and data) would handle 32-bit quantities, but due to silicon area 
restrictions, the ALU's would be limited to 16-bits. 32-bit opera

tions would be handled automatically by multiple passes through 
the ALU's. Future family members could implementall 32-bits of 
the ALU's, effectively doubling the speed of 32-bit operations. 
Instructions, and the external data bus would be 16-bits to allow for 
maximum performance within the packaging limitations, and the 
external address bus would be limited to 24-bits, although all32-
bits of the program counter would be implememed. 

Reaching Outward ... 
Also early on in the design, it was determined that the external 

interface provided the designer should be as flexible as possible, 
reduce the external device count, and take advantage of the latest 
in high-speed memory designs. To this end, the 68000 was to 
implement a 4-clock cycle asynchronous non-multiplexed bus 
cycle. This unique interface would have the processor contain the 

31 16 15 

synchronizing logic, and would allow each type of memory device 
(RAM, ROM, EPROM, peripherals, etc) to respond in its own 
optimum period of time - thus increasing overall performance. 
Additionally, a bus thus structured would easily allow the intro
duction of"waitstates", something brand new in microprocessors. 
An interesting sidenOle here is that the68000's ALU cycles in only 
3 clock cycles, while the bus cycles in 4 clock cycles. The 68000's 
bus could easily have been designed for 3-clock cycle operation 
(memory access .. 105 ns@ 8 MHz ). but since few existing 
memory devices could keep up at this speed, it was determined for 

marketing reasons to make the bus cycle 4-clocks (memory access 
.. 230ns@ 8 MHz). 

... And Upward ... 
The 68000 introduced several new concepts to microproces

sors: separation of user and supervisor code and data spaces, 
restrictions on self-modifying code, on-chip 7-lcvel interrupt 

controller with automatic masking of interrupts, on-chip exception 
processing with 256 exception vectors, fully-trapped op-code map 
(no more wierd undocumented instructions),etc. The ftrstof these 
recognized the differences between operating systems and user 
applications, allowing operating systems to be written which 
operated in memory areas inaccessible to applications. System
level tasks were given extra resources and instructions also not ac
cessible to applications (figure 2). As new features were later 
added to the 68000 family. it was this "privileged" set of resources 
which was modified, allowing all user-level object code to be 
moved intact to newer family members. The foresight of the 
architects ofthe68000 family can be seen in the lack ofcrude hacks 
and special operating modes to support antiquated system-level 
architectures. 
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Figure 2 

M68000 FAMILY 

SuPERVISOR REsouRCES 

Time Marches On ... 
The basic 68000 architecture has been enhanced over l.he years, 

adding virtual memory and virtual machine support, cache memo
ries, dynamic bus sizing, faster clock speeds (up to 50 MHz), and 
a plelhora of olher high-level firsiS. Performance has been in· 
creased from lhe "paluy" .35 MIPS of lhe original 4 MHz 68000 
to 12 MJPS for a 33 MHz 68030. Future family members will 
move into even higher performance areas. Ten years ago, lhe 
68000 sctlhe st.andard by which all future microprocessors would 

be judged. Ten years ago, the 68000 inltOduccd lhe word "super
lative" inLO the vernacular of microprocessors. Today, lhc 68000 
is a simple commodity part, overshadowed by iiS own offspring, 
and by ultra-high performance microprocessors like lhe 88000 
RISC and like genre. The 68000 spawned industries never before 

possible- scientific workstations, windowing systems. distrib
uted processing CAD/CAM, desktop publishing; and pushed 
olhers to new heights- robotics, factory automation, UNIX, etc. 

28 

31 

It is Lrue l.hat from small acorns large oak trees grow, and only 
a few anendces at !hat first meeting in l.he fall of 1977 had even a 
glimmer of the possibi lilies of lhe new architecture they were about 
to unleash on lhe world. The microprocessor which couldn't be 
builL The Motorola 68000. The 68000 was introduced to the 
world in July of 1979, and since, over 25 million 68000 family 
processors have made !heir way into l.hc mainstream of day-to-day 
computing. As lhey say ... "lhe rest is history." 
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Smart Ware 
Office Automation Package 

Microwarc Systems Corp. 
1900 N.W. 114lh Street 

Des Moines, Iowa 50322 
Phone: 515/224-1929 

Western Regional Office 
4401 GreaL America Parkway 
Santa Clara, California 95054 

Phone: 408/980-0201 

Microware Japan Ltd. 

41-19 Honcho 4-Chomc 
Funabashi City 

Chiba 273, Japan 
Phone: 0474 (22) 1747 

Product 

Overview 
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Microware is proud to announce the immediate availability of SmartWare, a 

powerful, integrated spreadsheet, data b�se, word processor and time manager 

package for OS-9/68000. Licensed from Informix, a leader in SQL and office 

automation .technology, Smart Ware has been adapted to the OS-9 environment and 
works with virtually any ASCII terminal. 

FEATURES 

• Multi-Level Password Protection 

• Linked-Window Scrolling 

• Keyboard Macros 

• Access to OS-9 without Leaving SmartWare 

• Personal "Time Manager" Appointment Calendar 

• On-Line "HELP" 

The SmartWare integrated software package provides the productivity tools 

engineers need to write proposals, model new systems, manage information and 

communicate with others. 

Smart is comprised of five integrated software modules: 

• Data Base Manager 

• Spreadsheet 

• Word Processor 

• Communications Package 

• Time Manager 

Each of the individual Smart Ware modules is capable of outperforming any stand
alone program in its category. However, SmartWare's real advantage lies in its 

ability to easily move data from one integrated module to another. All Smart Ware 

packages feature common commands and screen designs to maximize ease of use. 

A menu umbrella provides a cohesive user interface which ties all modules 

together into a seamless, integrated package. 
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DataBase 

Manager 

Spreadsheet 

SmartWare includes a fully relational data base manager. Each data base can 

contain up to one million records with each record supporting a maximum of 255 

fields and 4,096 characters. Severctl different field types are available including 

alphanumeric , numeric, date, time, phone, sequential and inverted name. With the 

inverted name function, the field is sorted on the last word in the field. Up to 15 key 
fields (with 1,000 characters each) can be defined for each record and a key field 
can also be used to perform fast searches. 

Creating a data base is easy and involves three simple steps: 

First, create a file structure by defining fields. Second, create a data entry screen 
(a default comes with the package). And finally, enter the necessary data. A 

variable length record op6on allows SmartWare to only store the data actually 

contained in each field. Conversely, fixed length fields provide faster access to 

data retrieved from disk. A password protection mechanism offers secure data 

control. 

Once data is entered, SmartWare provides easy access using queries and custom 

reports. The query command isolates a subset of the data base file. The query 
command can be used to select upper and lower field values, relational operators 
and to set the order of evaluation. Custom reports are readily available using the 

"report" command. This command specifies fields to be printed and report format. 

Reports can be structured as either reports or forms. A variety of column 

definitions and number formatting facilities make reports easy to generate and 

read. 

The SmanWare spreadsheet contains a number of features found in other popular 

spreadsheet software packages, plus many unique enhancements. The capacity of 
the spreadsheet is 9,999 rows x 999 columns. A "sparse matrix" algorithm is used 

to save spreadsheet information, minimizing RAM/disk storage requirements and 

speeding execution. Up to SO windows are available on any one screen to display 

consolidated worksheet data. Other spreadsheets may be accessed using formulas 

in the spreadsheet module. 

SmartWare is one of the very few spreadsheets that provide linear algebraic 
functions. Matrix commands provide the abilities to generate eigenvalues and 

eigenvectors and to invert matrices using the Gauss-Jordan method. Eight other 

types of calculation may be used including math, trigonometric, statistical, 

financial, date, time and regression analysis. 

A powerful graphics command can be used to print data in a variety of forms. Two 

and three-dimensional bar charts, line and scatter plots, plots (bar, line and scatter 

combinations) and pies (including 3-D) can be easily printed using a dot-matrix 

printer. 

Continued on page 35 
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ASSEMBLERS 
ASTRUK09 from S.ll Media ··A "Structured Auembler for lhe 6809" 

which reqwrcs the TSC Macro Assembler. 
FLEX, SK·DOS. CCF • S99.95 

DISASSEMBLERS 
SUPER SLEUTH from Computer Systems Consultants Interactive 

Disaucmbler: extremely POWERFUL! Disk File Binary/ASCil 
Examinc/Oiange, Absolute or FULL Disassembly. XREF Generator, 
Label "Name Changer", and Files of "Standard Label Names" for 
different Operating Systems. 
Color Compultr SS-50 Bus (oil wl AL. Source) 
CCD (J2K Req'd) Object Only $49.00 
FU!X. SK.DOS $99.00 • CCF Ob;ect Only S50.00 UniFLEX S/00.00 
CCF, with Source $99.00 OS·9, S/01.00 · CCO. Object Only $50.00 
680/0 SUPER SUU'f/1 . Si11uliar to 8-Bit Version except written 
in "C" 
68010 Diso.mmbler S/00.00 FLEX. Uni.FLEX. UNIX. XEN/X, 
MS-DOS, SK-DOS. OS-9 
OS-9168K Object Only S/00.00 « with Sowce $200.00 

OYNAMffE+ •• Excellent standard "Batch Mode" Disassembler. Includes 
XREF Generator and "Standard Label" Files. Special OS-9 options 
wilh 05·9 Venion. 

CCF, Object O n l y  SJOOJ)() • CCO. Object Only$ 59.95 
FLEX. SK-DOS , Object Only S/00.00 • OS-9, Object Only$1501)() 
Uni.FLEX Objtet Only SJOOJ)() 

CROSS ASSEMBLERS 
CROSS ASSEMULERS from Computer System Consultanll- Supporu 
1802/S. Z-80. 6800/112/3/8/11/IICII ,  6804, 6805/110>5/ 146805, 6809JOOJOI, 
6502 family. 8080.'5, 8CJ20/112/35!C35!39/ 40/48,C48/49/C49/50/8748/49. 
80'31/S 1/8751,32000 and 68000168010 Systems. Assembler and Listing 
formau same as target CPU's format. Produces machine mdepcndent 
Motorola S-TeAl. Includes Macro l'rc·Processor. Wriuen in "C". 68000 tN 

6809 •Macintosh, •Arari, FLEX, CCF. Uni.FI.EX. OS-9, XENIX. UNIX. MS· 
DOS,SK-DOS 

any objtct S.SO tN any J for S/00 
any sourct i.r an additional $50 or any J for S/00 
Stt of AU object $200 J)() · with source $500 J)() 

COMMUNICATIONS 
CMOOEM Telecommunications Program from Computer Systems 

Coruuluants, Inc . .. Menu-Driven: suppons Dumb-Terminal Mode, 
Upload and Download m non-protocol mode, and the CP/M "Modem7" 
Christensen protocol mode 10 enable: communtcation capabilities for 
almost any requirement. Wnucn an ·c·. 

FLEX. SK-DOS, CCF, OS-9, U�t�FLEX, UNIX. XENIX. MS-DOS, 
wit It Source S/00.00 • wit hoWl Sowce $501)() 

X-TALX with CMODEM Source S/49.95 

PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES 
PASC from S.E. Med.ta ·A FLEX9, SK-OOS Compiler wilh a dcfmitc Pascal 

·navor". Anyone w1lh a bit of Pascalexpenence should be able to begm 
usmg PASC 10 good effect in shon order. lbc PASC package comes 
compiCle wilh lhrcc sample programs: ED (a syntax or siiUCturc editor). 
EDITOR (a simple, public domain, screen editor) and CllESS (a simple 
chess program). The I'ASC package comes complete wilh source 

(wriucn in PASC) and documentation. 
FLEX. SK-DOS S95J)() 

WHIMSICAL from S.E. MEDIA Now suppons Real Numbtrs. "Structured 
Programming" WITHOlTf losing lhe Speed and Cootrol of Assembly 
Language! Singlc·pa.ss Compiler features unified, user-defined UO: 
produces ROMablc Code: Procedures and Modules (including pre· 
contpilcd Modules): many '"l'ypes" up 10 32 bit Integers, 6-digil Real 
Numbers, unh�llcd stzcd. Arruys (vectors only): Interrupt ha.ndling: 
long Variable Names: Vanablc Initialization; Include dircaivc: 
CondaLional compaling: darcct Code msertion: control of lhc Stac k 
l'omtcr: etc. Run·T1me subrouunes msencd as called during 
compa.lation. Normally produces /0% less code titan PU9. 

FJ.£X. SK-DOS and CCF · S/95.00 
KANSAS CITY UASIC from S.E. Media ·Basic f« Color CompWlu OS-9 

wilh many new commands and sub-functions added. A full 
implementation of lhc IF·TIIEN-ELSE la&ic is included, allowing 
nesting 10 2SS levels. Strings arc supported a.nd a subset of lhc usual 
stnng functions such as LEfiS, RJGliTS, MJDS. SlRINGS, etc. arc 
included. Variables arc dynamically allocated. Also included are 

additiortal features such as Peele and Poke. A must for any Color 
Computer user ruMing OS-9. 

CoCo OS-9 SJ9 95 

OmegaSon PASCAL from CutiOed Soflware •· Extended Pascal for 
systems and real-tunc programmmg. 

Native 68000/68020 Corn paler, $575 for base package, options available. 
For OS-9/68000 and PDOS host syJtem. 

6809 Cross Compiler (OS-9/68000 host) $700 for complete package. 
KUASIC ·from S.E. MEDIA .. A "Native Code" BASIC Compiler whtch is 

now Fully TSC X BASIC compatible. lhc compiler compiles to 
Assembly Language Source Code. A NEW, streamlined, Assembler is 
now included allowing lhe a.ssembly of LARGE Compiled K·BASIC 
Prcarams. Conditional assembly reduces Run-time package. 
FLEX. SK-DOS. CCF. OS-9 Compilu !Assembler S99.00 

EDITORS & WORD PROCESSING 

JUST from S.E. Mcdta .. Text Formaucr developed by Ron Anderson: for 
Dot Matnx l'nntcrs, provides many unique features. Outpul 
"Formaucd" TeAt to the Display. Usc the FPRINT.CMD supphed for 
producmg muluple copaes of the "Formatted" TeAl on lhc Printer 
INCLUDING IMBEDDED PRINTER COMMANDS (very useful at 
othct times also, and worth lhe pnce of lhc prog111m by nself). "User 
Configurable" for adapung to other Printers (comes set up for Epson 
MX-80 wilh Graftrax): up to len (10) imbedded "Printer Control 
Commands". Compensates for a "Double Widlh" printed line. Includes 
lhe normal line widlh, margin, indent, paragraph, space, vertical skip 
lines, page length, page numbering, centering, rill, justification, c:IC. 
Usc with PAT or any other editor. 

• Now supplied as a two disk set: 

Disk Ill JUST2 CMD ob;�ct filtJUST2.TXT P/..9 source:FLEX, SK-DOS 
Disk 112. JUITSC ob;tet and source inC: FI.EX. SK-DOS. OS-9, CCF 

A .. JtabiiiiJI.fat ... Soutli f£a.st Media •• Shipping •• 

0 • OS·f, S • SK •DOS 
F • t'LEX, U • IJnlf' l.ltX 
CCt • Ollar CAionpul«r OS·f 
<:<>' • 0>1ar c..,,..,., ru;x 

5900 Ca.ssantfraSmiLn 'l(j. · JI'IJ(Jon, 'fn. 37343 
'ft.U.pfwne: (615)842·4600 :T!U (615) 842·7990 • 

Add lllo U.S.A. (mto. U5t) 
�·or dan Surf""• Add Sllo 
Fordan Atr1111JI Add 1011. 
Or co.o. Shtpptna Onl7 

•OS·f Ita Tradcmork of Mlcroworo and Motorota.•l'l.t:X artci1Jnlt'L£X an 'l'rad«marllaorTKhnlc.at SJJIOmo O>na�llanta-•SK•DOS It a Tradt ... rkorS�ar.K S<tn-ro Syoa.mo Corp. 
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The JTSC 111d regular JUST C source are two separate programs. JTSC 
compilca 10 a version that expects TSC Word Processor type commands, 
( .. pp .sp .ce Clc.) Grca& for your older text ffies. The C source compiles to 
a standard synw: JUST.CMD objea me. Using JUST synw: (,p ,u .y 
etc.) With all JUST functions plus several additional printer formatting 
functions. Reference the JUSTSC C source. For th05C w111ting an 
uceJJent DUDGHT PRJCBD word processor, with features none of the 
others have. This is ill 

Dul: (I)· PL9 FLEX oft/y· FLEX, SK-DOS eft CCF. S49.95 
Dul: S•t (2) ·FLEX, SK-DOS eft CCF eft OS-9 (C vmw11). S69.95 

OS-9 68KOOO complete with Source · $79.95 
PAT from S.B. Media· A full fea1ure screen oriented TEXT EDITOR with 

all the best of "Plll""". For th�c who swore by and loved only PrE, 
this is for you! AU PIB features and much morel Too many features to 
list. And if you don' Ultc these, change or add your own. PL-9 source 
furnished. "C" source available soon. Easily configured to your CRT, 
with special config section. 

FLEX, SK-DOS S/29.50 
SPECIAl. PAT/JUST COMBO (with sowce) 

FLEX. SK-DOS S99.95, OS-9 68K Vmic11 $229.00 
SPECIALPATIJUSTCOMBO 68A: S249.00 

Nocc: JUST;,. ·c· sowc• aWJilabl•for OS-9 
CEDRIC from S.E. Media ·A screen oriented TEXT EDITOR with 

availability of 'MENU' aid. Mac:ro dcfanitions, con.figurable 'permanent 
definable MACROS' • all st111dard features and the Cutest 'global' 
functions in the wcsL A simple, automatic terminal config program 
makes this a real 'no hasscl' produa. Only 6K in size, leaving the 
avenge system over J6S sce10rs for text buffer··�· 14,000 plus of 
f.u memof)'l BAtra fine for programming as well as tcxL 

FLEX. SK-DOS S69.95 
BAS-EDIT from S.E. Media • A TSC BASIC or XBASIC scn:cn editor. 

Appended to BASIC or X BASIC, BAS-EDIT u trarupen:nt to normal 
BASIC/XBASIC operation. Allows editing while in BASIC/X BASIC. 
Supports the followina functions: OVERLAY, INSERT and DUP 
UNE. Make editin& BASIC/X BASIC proarams SIMPLE I A GREAT 
time and cffon saver. Programmcn Jove ill NO more retyping entire 
lines, d<:. Complete with over 25 different CRT terminal configuration 
overlays. 

FLEX, CCF, SK.DOS S39.95 
SPELLB "Computer Dictionary" from S.E. Media .. OVER 150,000 words! 

Look up a word from willli11 your Editor or Word Procusor (wilh the 
SPH.CMD Utilily which operatts i11 the FLEX, SK-DOS UCS). Or 
check and update the Text after entry; ADD WORDS to the Oidiona ry, 
"Aag" questionable words in the Text, "View a word in conteJtt" before 
c:hanaiJlg or ignoring, Cl<:. SPELLB first checks a "Common Word 
Dictionary", then the nonnaJ Dictionary, then a "Pcnonal Word List", 
and ftnally, any "Special Word Lut" you may luve specified. SPELLB 
also allows the use of Small Disk Storage systems. 

FLEX. SK-DOS and CCF. S/29.95 
STYLO-CRAPH from Great Plains Computer Co. -· A full-screen oncnted 

WORD PROCESSOR .. (uses the S I Jt 24 Display Sc:rocns on CoCo 
FLEX/SK-DOS, or PBJ Wordpak). Full screen display and editing; 
supports the Daisy Wheel proportional printcn. 

NEW PRICES 6809 CCF and CCO. S99.95, 
FLEX, SK-DOS or OS-9 • S/79.95, U11iFLEX- S299.95 

STYLO.SPELL from Great Plains Computer Co. - Fast Computer 
Didionary. Complements Stylograph. 

NEW PRICES 6809 CCF and CCO . S69.95, 
FLEX. SK-DOS or OS-9 • S99.95, UtUFLEX- S/49.95 

STYLO-MERCE from Great Plains Computer Co. .. Merge Mailing List to 
"f'Orm" Letters, PMt muluplc Files, etc., through Stylo. 

NEW PRICES 6809 CCF and CCO . S59.95, 
FLEX. SK-DOS or OS-9 · S79.95, U11iFLEX- S/29.95 

STYLO·PAK ... Graph+ Spc:U + Merge Package Deal! I! 
FLEX, SK-DOS or OS-9. S329.95, UttiFLEX. $549.95 
OS-9 68000 $695.00 

DATABASE ACCOUNTING 
XDMS rrom Westchesttr Applied Business Systems 

FOR 6809 FLEX or SK-DOS (5/8") 
Up to 32 groups/fields per record! Up to 12 character ftlc names! Up 10 1024 

byte records! User dcftned screen and print control! Process files! Form 
ftlesl Conditional execution! Process chaining! Upward/Downward file 
linking I File )oirungl Random file vinual paging! Built in utilities! Built 
in text line editor! Fully session oriented! Enhanced forms! lloldface 
Double wtdth, Italics and Underline supponedl Written in oompact ' 
structured assembler! Integrated for FAST eJtccuuon! 

XDMS-IV Data Management System 
XDMS-IV is a brand new approach to data management. It not only penmu 

users to describe, enter and retrieve data, but also to procc.u entire riles 
producing customized reports, screen displays and r.Je output. 
�roccs_sin& can consist of any of a set of standard high level functions 
tncluding record and field selection, sorting and agarcgation, lookups in 
other flies, special proc:c:ssing of record subsets, custom n:pon 
formatting, toulina and subcouling, and prcsenwion of up to three 
related fLies u a ·database" on user deli ned output reports. 

POWERFUL COMMANDS! 
X OMS-IV oombtnes the fundionality of many popular DBMS software 

systems wtth a new easy to usc command $C1 into a single integrated 
pac:kaae. We've tnc:luded many new features and commands includmg 1 
set of general rile utit.ucs. lnc processing commands arc Input-Process. 
Output (lPO) whtch allows almost instant implementation of a process 
design. 

SESSION ORJENTEDI 
XDMS-IV is session oncnted. Enter "XDMS" and you arc m instant 

command of 3U the features. No more waiting for a command to load in 
from disk! Many commands arc immediate, such as CREATE (file 
definition), UPDA'ffi (file editor), PURGE and DELETE (utilities). 
�en .•re process �mands which arc used to create a user process 
wh1ch IS eJtccutcd wtth a RUN oommand. Either may be enterod into a 
"process" file which is executed by an EXECUTE statement. Processes 
may cx�utc other processes, or themselves, either conditionaUy or 
unc:onchtiOnally. Menus and screen prompts arc easily coded, and entire 
user applications can be run without ever leaving X OMS-IV 

ITS EASY TO USE! 
X OMS·· IV keeps data management simple I Rather than design a c:omplcA 

D�MS which hides the true nature of the data, we kept XDMS-IV file 
oncnted. The user v1ew of data relationships is presented in reports and 
screen output, while the actual dllla resides in easy to maintain ft.les. 
ThiS aspect permits c:ustomi7,cd presentation and reports without 
compleJt redcfmiuon of the database files and stTUcturc. XDMS-IV may 
be used for • Wlde ranac of appliCations from simple record 
management systems (addresses, inventory ... ) to integrated database 
systems (order entry, ac:c:ounting ... ) 

The �sibilities arc unlimited ... 
FOR 6809 FLEX or SK-DOS(S"/8" Disk) $249.95 

A .. l-.lllt71Aa• .. Soutli 'East Meaia •• Shipping •• 

0 aOS·f,S • SX•DOS 
F • FLt:X, U • U.lt'LEX 
CCt . Colot c...,uw os. , 
CX7 • Color eoo.,..�o.r Fl..& X 

5900 Cassan4raSmitn 'Rj . . ?f'IJ(}on, 'Tn. J7J4J 
'Tdepfwne: {615)842·4600 1'!U {615)842·7990 • 

Add 1 .. U.S.A. (ml"' Sl.Sf) 
Fordp S..rf- A<l<l s .. 
Yonlp AI.--II Add lt .. 
0.. C.O.D. Shlpplol O•lr 
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UTILITIES 
Bask09 XRd from S.E. Media-Thi$ Basic09 Crus Reference Utility is a 

Basic09 Program which will produce a "preuy printed" lisling with each 
line numbered, followed by a complete crou referenced Listing of aU 
variables. elttemal procedures, and line numben called. Also includes a 
Program List Utility which OUlpULS a fast "preuy printed" listing with 
line numben. Requires Basic09 or RunB. 

OS-9 & CCO objccJ ollly -· SJ9.95; wiJit Sowrcc. S79.95 
• BTree Routines · CompiCIC se& oi routines to allow simple implementation 

of keyed ftles ·for yowr pro1ranu · na-tninc under Basic09. A real time 
saver and should be a pan oi every serious programmers 1001-bolt. 

OS-9 & CCO objtct Oflly · S89.95 

BASIC09TOOLS consist of21subroutines f<X Dasic09. 
6 were written inC Language and the remainder in assembly. 
All the routines arc compiled down to native machine code which 
makes them fast and c:ompacL 

I. CFILL ··fills a string with charaCLCrs 
2. DPEEK .. Double peek 
3. DPOK£ .. Double poke 
4. FPOS •• Olrrcnt ftlc position 
S. FSIZE •• Fi le siz.e 
6. FfRIM •• removes leading Sp!lceS from 1 string 
7. CETPR •• returns the current process tD 
8. GETOPT ··gets 32 byte option section 
9. GETUSR ··gets the user ID 
10. CTIME-acts the time 
II. INSERT-in.sert a string into another 
12 LOWER-converu a string 11110 lowercase 
13. READY-Olecks for available input 
14. SETPRIOR ··changes a process priority 
IS. SETUSR ··changes the user ID 
16. SETOI'T .. set 32 byte option packet 
17. STIME •• seu the time 
18. SPACE·· adds spaces to a stnnc 
19. SWAP·· swapc any two variables 
20. SVSCALL -- system call 

21. UPPER •• oonveru a string 10 uppercase 

F<X OS-9 • $44.95 • Includes Source Code 

FULL SCREEN FORMS DISPLA V from C<Xnputer Systems CoosultanLS •• 
TSC Elltended BASIC program supports any Serial Terminal with 
Cursor Control or Memory-Mappod Video Displays: substantially 
utends the capabilities of the Program OCJigner by providing a table· 
driven method of describinc and usmg Full Scnx:n Displays. 
FLEX, SK-DOS olld CCF, U11iFLEX • S25 00. with Sowru. S.SO.IJ() 

SOLVE from S.E. Media • OS-9 Levels I and 0 only. A Symbolic ObJCCI/ 
Logic Verification & Eumine debugger. Including inline debugging. 
disassemble and assemble. SOLVE IS 111Ll MOST COMPLETE 
DEBUGGER we have seen for the 6809 OS-9 series! SOLVE docs it 
aU I With a rich selection of mortitor. assembler. disassembler, 
environmental, elleeullon and other miscellaneous C<Xnmands, SOLVE 
is the MOST POWERFUL tool-kit item you can own! Yet, SOLVE is 

; rimplc to use I With compiCIC documentation, a snap! Everyone who 
has ordered this package has raved I Sec review · 68 Micro Journal· 
December 19&5. No 'blind' debugging here. fuU screen dilplays, rich 
and complete in inf<Xmation presented. Since review in 68 Micro 
Journal, this is our fastest movc.rl 

uvels I & II 011/y. OS-9 $69.95 

DISK UTILITIES 
OS-9 Vl>l,st( from S.E. Media·· F or Levell only. Use the Elttended Memory 

capab
i
lity of your SWfPC Of Gimill CPU card (or 1.imilar f<Xmat DA1) 

for FAST Program Compiles. CMD eltecution, high speed inter-process 
communications (without pipe buffers), etc.· SAVE that System 
Memory. Virtual Disk si.z.e is variable in 4K increrncnu up to 960K. 
S<Xnc Assembly Required. 

uvd I OS-9 object S79.95; with Sowct $149.95 
0-F from S.ll Mcdaa -Wriuen in BASIC09 (with Source), tnCiudes: 

REFORMAT. a BASIC09 Program that reformau a chosen amOWlt oi 
an OS-9 disk to FLEX. SK·OOS Formal so it can be used normally by 
FLEX. SK-OOS: and FLEX. a BASIC09 Program that does the actual 
read <X write function to the special 0-F Transfer Disk: user-friendly 
menu driven. Rud the FLEX. SK·OOS Directory, Dele1e H.EX. 
SK-OOS Files. Copy both dHCctions, etc. FLEX. SK-DOS users use the 
special disk JUst like any other FLEX. SK-OOS ditk 

OS-9 · 6809 S79.95 

LSORT from S.E. Media· A SORT/MERGE package f<X OS-9 (Level l & U 
only). Sorts records wath filled lengths Of vanable lengths. Allows f<X 
either ascending or descending sort. S<Xting can be done in either ASCU 
sequence or alternate collating sequence. Right,left or no justlfication of 
data fields available. LSORT includes a full set of c:ommcnts and errors 
messages. 

OS-9 S85.00 

KIER from S.E. Media · HIER is a modcr11 hicrarclto/ storagt rpltmfor 

wsus lllllkr FLEX, SK-DOS. It answers the needs oi thoce who have 
hard disk capabilities on their systems. or many flies on one disk • any 
siz.e. Using HIER a regular (uy) FLEX, SK·DOS dl,st( (8. 5. hard 
disk) can have sub directories. By this method the problems o( 
assigning unique names to files is less burdensome. Different files with 
the cuct siU!lc name may be on the same disk, as long as they arc in 
different directories. For the winchester user this beC<Xnes a must. Sub
directories are the modem day solution that aU current large systems use. 
Each directory looks to FLEX, SK·DOS like a regular nit, txttpt 
they have the extension '.I>JR'. A full set of directory handling 
programs arc included, making the operation of H lER simple and 
straightforward. A special install pac:kaac is included to install IllER to 
your partiallar version of FLEX. SK-OOS. Some assembly required. 
Install indicates each byte <X reference change needed. Typically. 6 
byte changes in source (furnished) and one assembly of IllER Is all that 
is required. No programming required! 

FLEX · SK-DOS S79.95 
COPYMULT fr<Xn S.E. Media -Copy LARGE Disks to several smaller 

disks. FLEX. SK-DOS utilities allow the backup oi A·NY 11zc disk to 
any SMALLER SIZ.C diskeues (�lard Dask to floppies, 8" to S", ete.) by 
simply tnscrtmg diskettes as requested by COPYMULT. No fooling 
with directory deletions. etc. COPYMULT.CMD understands normal 
"copy" syntaJt and keeps up with files copaed by maintammg directories 
for both host and receiving disk system. Also includes DACK UP.CMD 
to downJOttd any siz.e "rand<Xn" type file: RESTORE.CMD to renructurc 
copied "random" fLies for copying, <X recopying back 10 the hoct systen1: 
and FREEUNK.CMD as a "bonus" utility that "relinks" the free chain of 
floppy or hard disk, eliminating fragmentation. 

Comp/ttcly docWNIIIcd AMtmbly La11guatc Sowcc filu iiiClwdcd. ALL 4 
Pro1ranu (FLEX. SK-DOS, 8" or S") S99..SO 

A •aJiabttliJI.Aa- Soutli 'East Meiia 

• 
•• Shipping •• 

0 • OS· t, S • SIC •DOS 
F • FLU, U • U..tn.&X 
CCt • Color eo.,..au OS·t 
CX7 • Color c-,..a., FLU 
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VIRTUAL TERMINAL from S.U. Media • AUows one terminal to do lhe 
work of several. The user may stan as many as eight tasks on one 
terminal, under VIRTUAL TERMINAL and swiu:h bade and fonh 
between tasks at will. No need to exit each one; just jump back and fonh. 
Complete wilh configuraLion program. The best way 10 keep up wilh 
!hose badcground programs. 

6809 OS-9 a ceo • object only • S49.9S 
FLEX, SK·DOS DISK l!TILITIES from Compuu:r Systems Consulutnts •· 

Ei&ht (8) different Assembly Language (with Source Code) FLEX, 
SK-DOS Utilities fOI' every FU!X, SK-DOS Users Toolbox: Copy a File 
with CRC Errors; Test Disk fOI' errors; Compare two Disks; a fast Disk 
Backup Program; E.dil Disk Se<:lo11: Li neari7� Free·Olain on lhc Disk; 
print Disk Identification; and Son and Kepi ace lhe Disk Directory (in 
soned Ol'dcr). -- PLUS •• Ten XllASIC Programs including: A BASIC 
Resequcnccr wilh EXTRAs over "RENUM" like chcdc for musing label 
definitions, processes Disk to D1sk mstead of tn Memory, etc. Other 
pqrams Compare, Merge, or Generate Updates between two llASIC 
Pqrams, chedc BASIC Sequence Numbe11, compare two unsequenced 
files, and S Programs for CSllblislung a Masu:r Direaory of several 
Disks, and son:ing, selectin&. updatin&. and printing paginau:d listincs of 
these files. A BASIC Cross-Reference Program, wriLICn in Assembly 
Lancuage, which provides an X-Ref Listing of Lhe Variables and 
Reserved Words in TSC BASIC, XllASIC, and PRECOMPILER 
BASIC Programs. 

ALL Utilities wlwde Sowce (either BASIC or A.L. SOWTct Code). 
FLEX. SK-DOS alldCCF • $50,00 
BASIC Utilities ONLY for UniFUiX ·• $30.00 

MS·DOS to FLEX Tran�'fer Utllllles to OS-9 For 68XXX and CCOS-9 
Syst.ems Now READ· WRITE· DIR • DUMP· EXPLORE FLEX & 
MS-DOS Disk. These Utilities oome with a rich set of options aUowing 
lhe Lransfer of text type files from/to FLEX & MS-DOS d1sks. •CoCo 
systems require lhe D.P. Johnson SDISK utilitoes and OS-9 and two 
drives of which one must be a Mhost" floppy. 

•CoCo Version: $69.95 68XXX Versu)lt S99 95 

MISCELLANEOUS 
TABULA RASA SPREADSHEET from Computer Systems Consulllnts -

TABULA RASA is similar to DESKTOP/PLAN: provides usc of tabular 
eompulltion schemes used fOI' analysis of business, sales, and economic 
conditions. Menu-driven; extensive rep<m·gcnerat.ion capabilities. 
Requires TSCs Extended BASIC. 
FLEX. SK-DOS aNI CCF. UniFL£X- $50.00, willo Souru- $/OO.DO 

OYNACALC ·· Eledronic Spread Sheet for Lhe 6809 and 68000. 
UttiFLEX- S395.DO, FLEX, SK-DOS, OS-9 olld SPECIALCCP- $250.00 

OS-9 68K - $299.00 

FULL SCREEN INV�I'ORY/MRP from Computer Sysu:ms ConsulllnLS 
Use lhe Full Screen Inventory Systc:m/Matenals Requirement Planning 
for mainllining inventories. Keeps item field file in alphabctic&l order 
for easier inquily. Locate and/or pnnt records matching parual 01' 

eompleu: iu:m, description, vendor, or lltributes; find badcorder or below 
stoek levels. Print-ooLS in item or vendor order. MRP capability for Lhc 
maintenance and analysis of llierarchieal asscmblies of items in lhe 
inventory file. Requires TSCs l!xtended BASIC. 
FLEX. SK-DOS olld CCF. UniFU::X- $50.00. with Sowce- S/00.00 

FULL SCREEN MAILING LIST fron1 Computer Systems Consultants •• 

'Inc Full Screen Mailing List System provides a means of maintaini ng 
simple mailing lists. Locate all records matching on partial or complete 
name, city, stale. :tip. or auributes for Listings or Labels, etc. Requires 
TSCs Extended BASIC. 
FLEX, SK-DOS alld CCF, UniFLEX- $50.00, w11A Sowrcr. S/00,00 

DIET·TRAC Foreast.er from S.U. Med11- An XBASICprog:ram Lhll plans 
a diet in terms of either ealones and percenllgc of ealbohydrates, 
proteins and fats (C P G%) or grams of Carbohydrate. Protein and Fat 
food cJtchangcs of each of lhe suo: basic food groups (vecellble, bread, 
meat, skim milk, fruit and fat) for a specific individual. SeJt, Age, 
lleight, Present Weight, Frame Si7..e, Activity Level and llasal Metabolic 
Rate for normal indtvidual are lllken into account. Ideal weight and 
sustaining calories for any weight of the above mdividual arc calculated. 
l'rovides number of days and da1ly calendar after weight goal :and calorie 
plan os determined. 

FLEX, SK-DOS - S59 95, Un1F/£X- $89.95 

GAMES 

RAPIER- 6809 Chess Program from S.E. Media -Requires FLEX, 
SK-DOS and Displays on Any Type Terminal. Features: Four levels of 
play. Swap side. Point sconng system. Two display boards. Change 
skill level. Solve Chedcmate problems in 1-2-3-4 moves. Make move 
and swap sides. Play white or black. This l.s one or the strongest 
CHESS programs running on any microcomputer, estimot�d USCF 
Rating /6()()+ (beller thant..a.rt 'club' players at higher lt•cls) 

FLEX. SK-DOS oM CCP · S79 95 
NEW 

MS-DOS and Macintosh 
Software at Discounted Prices 

"Call for prices, it"// bt worth the savings." 

(615) 842-4600 

FAX (615)842-7990 

A>"do�Ull}' Lqt .. South. T-ast :Mecfia 

• 
•• Shipping •• 
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Word Processor 

Communication 

Package 

Time Manager 

68 Mcro Journal 

The SrnartWare word processor was designed to make writing easy. lt permits 
concurrent display or "cut-and-paste" operations from one document to another 

using up to 50 different windows. The word processor can be used to write a basic 

business lener, yet provides sophisticated features necessary to create complex 

technical documentation. Text manipulation features include footnoting, headers 

and footers, alphabetized lists, auto-hyphenation and spelling checker. 

The word processor enhances personal productivity by simplifying text creation/ 
editing and customizing documents. And as text is inserted or deleted, paragraphs 

are reformatted automatically. Distribution list mailings and individualized forms 

can be produced using the merge command. 

Hardcopy output can be printed in 12 different fonts (depending on printer 
support). Other printer functions such as underline, boldface, etc. may also be 

supported. Graphs created using the spreadsheet module can be embedded in 

printed documents. Printer control codes allow configuration of unsupported 

printers. 

Transmission and reception of files from another computer is facilitated by using 

the Communication Module. When using a modern, files can be transmitted 
between remote sites as text or using the Xrnodern protocol. Data can be easily 
coordinated and shared by multiple systems at various locations. Password 
protection is available to secure data against unauthorized access. 

Meetings and appointments can be scheduled using the Time Manager module. 
This automatic calendar/diary can maintain itineraries for individuals or functions. 

Thirteen commands are available and a status line displays the time, date and 
current file name. A description of up to 25 characters can be displayed in the 
"meetings" window of the day screen. The "week" or "month" screen displays a 
schedule with markers indicating meetings or appointments. 

SMARTW ARE FUNCTIONS 

Business Functions 
Input Functions 

Numeric Functions 
Statistical Functions 

Test Functions 

Transcendental Functions 

Variable Functions 
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Date Functions 
Logic Functions 

Random Functions 
Statistical Data Base Functions 
Time Functions 

Trigonometric Functions 

Miscellaneous Functions 
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SOFTWARE 
A Tutorial Series 

By : Ronald W Anderson 
3 540 Sturbridge Coun 
Ann Arbor, MI 4810 5 

USER __ 

From Basic Assembler co HU's 

6809 and 68000 Compared 

After a lot of work, there are now two current versions 
of the editor PAT. First is the new SK*DOS version 
written in Whimsical, and second the 6809 version 
freshly updated to do everything the other version does. 
It is written in my old favorite PL9. The two versions 
work just about identically. The final object code byte 
count and some statistics about them may be interesting 
to most of you. The 6809 version is 18,148 bytes and 
the 68K version is 19,800 bytes. The difference is just 
about9%. The 68K version can edit a much larger file. 
The other night when the 51 2K memory expansion for 
the PT68k-2 arrived, I made the edit buffer 500,000 
bytes and found that it still worked fine. Of course 
addressing any range greater than 65K requires a larger 
address. That is, the address must be greater than 16 
bits. Therefore one would expect that more code would 
be required to do the same functions. Perhaps the 
interesting thing is the code generated per line of source 
code. The 6809 compiler PL9 generated 6.39 bytes per 
line and the 68000 compiler, Whimsical 6.55 bytes. 
The line counts include blank lines between procedures 
and comment lines. The bytes per page count is 363 for 
the 6809 version and 375 for the 68K version. 

More on Assembler 

NOTES 

offering for $125. It is about 4 1 /2 hours of cassette 
lecture with extensive notes in son of a workbook. I 

was primarily interested in learning more about the 
hardware end of the 68000 and along with that, some of 
the more advanced topics such as exception processing 
and interrupt handling. The course arrived a couple of 
days ago and I've gotten to the half way point. It is 
nicely done but it strikes me that it sounds incredibly 
detailed and complicated just listening to it, but it is not 
nearly that hard to understand when you launch out and 
stan using it. 

I had started reading books on "Programming the 
68000" three or four years before I had a 68000 based 
system in front of me. I never got very far with the book 
because I got lost in detail and had to pinch myself to 
stay awake trying to read through the addressing modes 
and the instruction set. I was very familiar with the 

6809 but this looked so different that I would never be 
able to grasp it (I thought). Honestly, with the SK*DOS 
manual (read it first) and the Motorola 68000 User's 
Manual (ditto), it took a very shon time to see that the 
instruction set and the notation used is quite straightfor
ward. 

I don't claim to be an expen assembler progmmmer 
I've been spending some time trying to write some with a 68000 yet, but I can write programs and make 

utilities a little beyond the single pagers that we all start them work with a lot less effort than it took to get the 
out with. Last month's ADDRESS utility was just a first 6800 and 6809 programs running. Of course some 
little larger, so it qualified. Let me urge you SK*DOS of that is attributable to experience at assembler pro
users to sit down and TRY writing a few little programs. gramming and/or debugging programs in general, but 
There have been examples here in this column and cenainly a good part of it is the simplicity of the 
others. What brought this on is the arrival of Motorola's structure of the instruction set. The instructions are 

68000 Audio Cassette course which they are presently uniform and behave as you would expect them to 
I 
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behave. If you try to use an instruction that is not 
implemented (i.e. an addressing mode that is not legal 
for the particular instruction) the assembler flags the 
error and you refer to the User's Guide and figure out 
another way to do the desired function. 

There are a few things that are not nke about the 
68000. The designers made a decision for us as pro
grammers that any data that is imbedded in the program 
code must be a constant and can only be read via pc 
relative addressing. That is, if you have a program 
followed by a couple of DC. W declarations to set aside 
space for a variable, you can do the following: 

move.w var(pc),DO 

That is, you can read data from the location var(pc). 
Pc counter relative addressing mode is used and the 
value is moved to DO in the above example. Now you 
can·change the value in DO but you can't write it back 
as below 

move.w dO,var(pc) 

This is not a legal instruction in the 68000 unfortu
nately. It takes two instructions to put the value back 
into the variable. 

lea var(pc),An 
move.w DO,(An) 

That is, you have to load the pc relative address of the 
variable into an address register (any of them that is not 
being used for another purpose) and then move the data 
via an indirect addressing access. It is too bad, but the 
designers decided that all data (i.e. variables) for a 
program should reside in another block of memory 
somewhere. Indeed the hardware of the 68000 is set up 
so that the user can decode the three function code lines 
and prohibit writing to the program section of memory, 
allowing writing only to the Data section. Peripheral 
Technology has chosen not to do this, and programs 
written to run under SK*DOS, though they must be 
position independent, can put the variables just after the 
program code (or before it, or within it, between sub
routines or after an unconditional brdnch to elsewhere). 
The only complication is that you have to use two 
instructions to write to a variable as outlined above. 

Modula-2 for SK•oos 

A week ago, a package arrived in my mail. It turned 
out to be a complete Modula-2 compiler implemented 
for SK*DOS 68K by Mike Randall of Wellington New 
Zealand. Mike said that his effon was about complete 
and ready for some serious testing so he had sent me a 
copy to try. Since I have been a fan of Pascal and its 
derivatives I would have been happy with a Modula-2 
compiler to run on ANY computer. Having one for the 
68K system was almost too much to bear. The docu
mentation was primarily the specifics of the implemen
tation and they stated that they are not a tutorial on 
Modula-2. 

Mike recommended two books on the subject, the 
frrst by Professor Niklaus Winh. We had obtained 
Winh 's own book on Pascal several years ago from a 
publisher in Switzerland. It took a couple of months to 
get one. I went to the local shopping mall which has 
both a B. Daltons and a Walden Books store. Though 
I found several feet of shelves in both stores devoted to 
running AutoCad, or how to use Lotus 1 2 3, and 
surprisingly, about 6 feet of books on "C", I found NO 
books on Modula-2 in either store. The package had 
arrived on Saturday and I had managed to get to the 
bookstores on Sunday. 

I figured my only hope would beone ofthe bookstores 
on the campus of the University of Michigan. (Living 

in a University town has its advantages at times). It was 
Tuesday before I found the time to call the bookstore 
and inquire about Modula-2 books. I was told that there 
were FOUR different books in stock. I chose "Modula-
2 Made Easy" by Herbert Schildt, published by 
Osborne I McGraw Hill. 

That night I set out to read the book, and by the time 
I had gotten a few chapters into it, I ran the compiler to 
compile a first program. It worked right off, and I was 
impressed with how close to the "standard" the com
piler is. Over the next few days I found a couple of 
minor bugs which have been reported to Mike by 
International Express Mail. I managed to get my 
scientific functions package translated into a Modula-2 
Module. 
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Let me give you some first impressions of Modula-2. 
First of all, I was impressed, no, actually I was more 
amused at how much Professor Winh was influenced 

by "C". Pascal was a language written to teach students 
how to program properly. As such it was done in the 

days of batch processing and it lacked any standard way 
to access disk files. The details of that were left to the 
implementors of Pascal, and therefore each Pascal 
compiler had a little different flavor when it came to file 

handling. Apparently Professor Winh liked the idea of 
a "standard library" as used in "C", so he left all the 

system dependent things like file accesses out of the 
language proper, and put them into a "standard library". 
Some of the modules in the library are "Terminal", 

which contains character and string input and output 
routines; InOut which contains those plus file opening, 
closing, read, write; RealConversions, containing 
RealToString, and StringToReal conversions; Reall
nOut, containing ReadReal, WriteReal, and for some 
reason WriteRealOct, a procedure for writing a real 
number out in Octal. I replaced that with a WriteRe

alHex, essentially rewriting that module for myself. 
There are several others, but you get the idea. When 

your program or module needs to use one of these, you 
"IMPORT" one with a statement like: 

FROM Terminal IMPORT 
Write,WriteLn,WriteReal,ReadReal; 

When you impon a procedure from any module, that 

whole module gets linked in as part of your program. 

Some of the modules link in other modules necessary 
for their operation. I wrote a three line program ap

proximately as follows: 

WriteString("Hj there"); 
WriteLn; 
number := 2*Pl; 

WriteReal(number, 12,7); 

Remember that I had written my own WriteReal, and 
it is a little different than the standard library version, 
but made to be more like the Pascal version with regard 
to the field specificatjon for the number format. At any 

rate, I imported WriteString and WriteLn from InOut 

library, and that "dragged in" all the file handling 
procedures which I didn't need. WriteReal was im

ported from Reallnout which loads RealConversions. 

All in all, I had 68 sectors of code, about l7K for that 
four line program. I wasn't very impressed. Then I 

found that WriteSrring and WriteLn were also in the 
Terminal library, and that didn't pull in all the file 

handling procedures. I made the change and recom
piled and linked the program and found that I now had 
36 sectors of code. 

I tried an equjvalent program in "C" using printf() to 
print the srring and the number, and the program was 26 
sectors long. I tried the same in Whimsical and I got 6 

sectors of output code. 

I was puzzled at the seeming inefficiency of code 

generation when it dawned on me that both "C" and 
Modula-2 were pulling in whole libraries for the need of 
one function. Whimsical has the in/out functions built 

into the compiler as separate subroutjnes that are in
cluded if needed. You don't get any more code than you 

need. 

I can do something about the problem in Modula-2 
simply by getting my bands on the source code for the 

libraries. It sounds as though they might be described 
in Professor Wirth's book. The libraries could be split 
up in such a way as to allow importing only code that is 

needed. I expect the efficiency of code generation 
would go up considerably at the expense of having a 

library of standard procedure modules, a large number 
of them, requiring a lot of bookkeepping to get them all 
srraight. 

After some thought, I have a question for all the 

compiler designers and writers out there reading this 
(all two or three of you, that is). "C" in my mind 
generates an outrageous amount of object code for a 
simple program. Now I think I understand why. "C" 
generates Assembler source code. Why couldn't an 

optimizer be written that would operate on the assem
bler source code to eliminate all code that is never run 
in a program. Any complete unit of code, (something 
that starts after an unconditional branch or RTS instruc
tion) with an entry label that is not referenced anywhere 

else in the program, down to an RTS or label that IS 
referenced somewhere else in the program, or the 
program end, could be deleted from the assembler 
source code simp! y by deleting such sections. The fact 
that the program uses labels at that point rather than 
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offsets or absolute addresses, would mean that such 
code could simply be deleted and the remaining code, 
all of which is executed by the program, would still 
assemble correctly. 

Oh, I realize at least in the case of the "C" compiler 
that the whole assembler source file is not pulled 
together as the output of the compiler. There are lots of 

"lib" references in the output file, but those portions of 

code COULD all be pulled into one big file that could 
then be handled as above. I tried my hand at it manually 

and soon discovered that it was too hard to keep track of 
labels manually, and that it was really easy to delete one 
line too many so the program wouldn't compile. 

In the case of my tests above, about 85% of the first 

Modula program and aboUl 70% of the "C" program 
was code that was never run. Wouldn't it make more 

sense to work on an optimizer that would remove code 

that is never used by the program than to make an 

optimizer that simply removes consecutive instructions 

like: 

LEA AO, V AR(PC) 
MOVE.W DO,(AO) 
MOVE.W VAR(PC),DO 

This trio simply stores the contents of DO and reads it 

back from memory, and the removal of such instruc

tions is typical of what most optimizers do. The 

optimizer might assume that the contents of DO need to 

be stored in the variable, but they are already in DO by 

the third instruction, so that can be deleted. By actual 

test, the optimizer pass of the OS9 Microware "C" 
compiler reduces the code by some 3% or so. One that 

removed non-accessed code could reduce the program 
size by 75% or more in some cases. 

I should point out here that my test program is really 
a worst case. I purposely used string and REAL 

functions so there would be a couple of diverse I/0 

routines included in the program code. In practice with 

non-trivial programs, you would almost surely use 
more of the library functions that were included, and the 
code that you write, of course would expand while the 

library code would not. The differences would be 

smaller percentages than with the very simple program. 

Actually, the optimizer idea could be made to work on 
binary object files too by disassembling them, optimiz

ing and then re assembling them, but there would have 
to be a lot of careful work done identifying data tables 
and making sure the disassembler didn't generate inva
lid labels. 

The optimizer would have to make multiple passes 
because eliminating unreferenced code might elimi

nate references to other code which could be eliminated 
on another pass etc. The program would have to run 

until the program got no smaller on a pass. It could be 
a fairly long process, but then as with all optimization 
programs, it wouldn't have to be run until after a 

program or module is debugged. Am T dreaming or is 
all this possible? Or would it be much simpler to have 
a smarter compiler or linker that could link in only 
procedures that are referenced? Or have I lost all of 

you? 

Well, anyway, Modula-2 looks like a nice language. 
Like Pascal it is restrictive, particularly with regard to 
variable typing. However, unlike Pascal it has a SYS
TEM library with some variable type definitions that 
make life easier when you want to "bit fiddle". That is, 
if you want to get in at a very low level and manipulate 

bits as in a math operation. In the scientific function 
calculations, it turns out that a great improvement in 

their execution time and accuracy of the results can be 
obtained if one can get into a REAL number and extract 

and manipulate the exponent. (A simple example 

would be to divide the exponent of a number by 2 to get 

a fair first guess as to its square root, and then use 

Newton's method to refine it. As you might imagine, 
manipulating the exponent is crucial to EXPand LOG 

functions as well. I was able, using the SYSTEM 
functions and variable definitions, to write procedures 
to extract the exponent of a real number, and to put an 
exponent into a real number to replace the existing one. 
Once those were done, the scientific func6on package 
was easy to implement. 

The caution about using things from the SYSTEM 

library is that the code now might not be portable to 

another system running a different modula-2 compiler. 

Actually, the code that I wrote would run in another 
system with a different compiler only if the REAL 

number representation were the same. However, at 
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times it is worth making the program non-portable for 
an improvement in performance. The two procedures 
in question could be commented well to show what they 
did, and the "porter" would have to rewrite them to 
work with a different number representation. 

More Modula-2 

As Gomer Pyle used to say, "well Gahhhhh-ley" It 
seems that I am about a compiler generation late. I've 
spent a couple of weeks getting my thinking switched 
around from Pascal to Modula-2 (I skipped right past 
Modula, and Algol was before my time in computing), 
and now I find that Professor Winh has said that 
Modula-2 is obsolete. See Bud Pass' column in the 
April'68' MicroJournal forthe update. l'mnot kidding 
at all, I did write the above discussion of Modula-2 
BEFORE I saw Bud's article. I certainly did smile at his 
mention of how Wirth is coming around to writing 
compilers that look more and more like "C". That 
observation certainly is in line with what I said above. 

Of course computers have changed in character a 
great deal since the days when Pascal was written, so of 
course the philosophy of programming must change 
also. Modula-2 fixed the problems with Pascal in the 
area of defining file handling procedure and a number 
of other places. To my thinking, it became a practical 
language to apply to real world applications other than 
pure computer science research and running database 
software on mainframes. As I just mentioned above, 
Modula-2 had a real way to get at the hardware. The 
absence of that facility in Pascal is probably its greatest 
drawback with relation to "C". Sure, a "C" program can 
be very portable, but if a programmer wants to get to the 
hardware, he can do it very easily with a pointer. 
Modula-2 added that possibility with the type defini
tions and operations in its SYSTEM library. 

Now Professor Wirth has decided that the language 
was contaminated by those facilities because they al
lowed a user to write non-portable code, and therefore 
has thrown them out in his newest creation Hennion. 
Professor Wirth, wake up. Look around. Where are 
computers going? Our house has a microprocessor 
based microwave oven. Two of our cars are controlled 
by at least one microprocessor, probably more like two 
or three. The gas range has one, though a simple one, 

in its timer and control section. The video cassette 
recorder has one so that it can be programmed to select 
a channel at any time within the next two weeks and 
record a program unattended. My wife has a computer 
controlled sewing machine that can do many fancy 
stitches and even machine embroider names or initia.ls 
in two or three different font styles. A friend of mine, 
one morning, pulled into a gas station but couldn't buy 
gasoline because "our computer is down". The comer 
video rental store uses bar code readers to read the video 
cassette labels and the customer's "membership card", 
and a computer prints out the sales ticket. The super
market reads bar codes on packages with a laser bar 
code reader and the computer totals the bill, printing an 
itemized list of the articles purchased and their prices. 

That only is a small list of the commercial use of 
computer chips. The industrial uses have taken off also. 
A whole class of programmable controllers has re
placed relays in machine control applications. Several 
months ago one afternoon l was beginning to debug 
some software in a large machine. I was pushing the 
"jog" button on a large control panel and trying to get a 
servo motor to tum a fraction of a revolution each time 
the button was pressed. It occurred to me rather 
suddenly that there were three computers between the 
push button and the servo motor. The control panel was 
being scanned by an Allen Bradley PLC, a program
mable controller that is programmed in tenns of"ladder 
logic" the symbolism used by relay control logic de
signers for many years. That programmer contains a 
microprocessor. It was scanning inputs and seeing the 
contact that I was closing by pushing the button. It 

performed some logic and output a signal to the 6809 
computer supplied by my company as part of the 
machine. The 6809 computer responded to the signal 
from the PLC by generating an ascii string of characters 
output on a serial port to tell a servo motor controller to 

tum the servo motor 1/10 revolution clockwise. If all 
went well, the servo controller did that and sent an ascii 
string back to the 6809 to say that the command had 
been executed. The 6809 software contained a timing 
loop so that if the servo controller didn't respond in a 
timely manner, the screen of the computer display 
indicated Servo Controller Not Responding or some 
such error message. 
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Admittedly, the computers involved are small, but 
there is a lot of software there, and those three comput
ers all had to be programmed by someone. There was 
a lot of hardware interfaced to each of the computers 
also. Two of them had no standard input or output 
devices connected to them. One had a CRT monitor. 

The point is that far more computers are finding their 
way into dedicated applications like these with hard
ware interfaces involved than into traditional comput
ers these days. Are the programmers of all these 
applications forever to be forced to program in Assem
bler for the sake of the purity and portability of a 
computer language? Ask the programmer of the Pfaff 
sewing machine's computer if he cares whether or not 
the code is portable, and he will probably say that he 
certainly does care, the less portable the code the less 
likely a competitor is to "port" it over to another 
processor! 

Modula-2 solved the problem to a large extent, 
though access is still a bit awkward. Purists writing 
code for computer systems can choose not to use 
SYSTEM, and thereby maintain the portability of their 
code, which is a great advantage in broadening their 
market. 

Those of us who are writing programs to run hardware 
for industrial control or automotive applications are 
looking for efficient code and easy interface to hard
ware. Give us a way to declare a variable AT an address 
and further to declare a real, a long word, two words, 
and four bytes all at the same address. One can write a 
"pure" square root routine, but it can be done in such a 
way as to run much faster by extracting the exponem 
byte of a real variable, manipulating it and reinserting 
it. Take all of our shortcuts away from us and we will 
all flock to something else in the way of a language, for 
example, my favorite so far for t he 68000 system, called 
Whimsical. Whimsical lets me get at the bytes of a real 

number. It uses an IEEE real number representation in 
which the high order bit is the sign of the mantissa, the 
next 8 bits are the 2's complement exponent with an 
offset of 127, and the remaining 24 bits (the high order 
bit of the mantissa is assumed always to be a I since 
numbers are stored as binary fractions normalized so 

that the highest order bit is always 1 ), are the mantissa. 
It therefore is "hidden" under the least significant bit of 
the exponent. 

To get the exponent one has to grab the high order 
WORD of the REAL, shift it left once, and take the high 
order BYTE of that. Whimsical has the type 
SHORTINTwhich is a signed 8 bit integer, that just fits 
the exponent value range. The exponent can be ex
tracted simply by: 

SHORTINT PROCEDURE GETEXP(REAL NUMBER); 
BEGIN 

RETURN SHORTINT (BYTE(I)((WORD[l) NUMBER}«l) 

-$71); 
END; 

Whimsical uses typed procedures (as "C' does). The 
procedure is passed a real number as a parameter. The 
procedure shifts the high order word (WORD[ 1]) of the 
real number one place left. It takes off the top byte 
(BYTE[ I]) which is the exponent, subtracts$7F from it 
(the types BYTE and WORD are compatible with 
Hexadecimal values). It is then convened to the signed 
SHORTlNT type and returned to the calling procedure. 
Inserting an exponent in a REAL is a little more com
plex, but not much. Those two functions are the basis 
for a scientific function package. 

l don't suppose there is much chance that Professor 
Wirth will ever see this discussion, but I'd be interested 
in his thinking on the subject if he does. 

+++ 
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FoRTH 
A (TEMPORARY?) CHANGE IN PATH 

A Tutorial Series 
[':=' ---

By: A. D. Lurie 
9 Linda Street 
Leominister, MA 01453 

OS-9PATCH 

Starting with this column. I will be spending most of my I never thought.that I would be offering a patch for OS
time with OS-9 and FORTH09. instead of FLEX and 9. even one as simple as this. but here it is. 
FF9. This does not represent a conviction that there is 
something wrong with either FLEX or FF9. but, rather. 

a bowing to the inevitability of OS-9! However, I don't 
plan to abandon all of you who have been with me over 
the last two years. since I expect that most of what I have 
to say will still be relevant to any son of FORTH, at 
least, I hope so. Furthermore, I hope that this shift 
toward a greater emphasis on OS-9 will be of some use 
to the 68000 community, even though I do not have a 
68000 machine. This change in emphasis was made 

possible by the introduction of FORTH09, a product 

from D. P. Johnson. I don't want to repeat my review of 
FORTH09 which appeared in the January, 1989. issue 
of 68' Micro Journal, but I do want to say that Dan has 

done an excellent job of fixing the few bugs that anyone 
has been able to find in it, and I can give it an unequivo
cal recommendation. Since it works with Level I or 

Level 11 OS-9.just about anyone with a 6809 can use it, 

so I have no qualms on that score. Furthennore, I 

understand that Dan is working on a 68000 version of 
FORTH09. 

In fact, I am so pleased with FORTH09 that I have quit 
work on my C3FORTH for the CoCo3, since I no longer 
need it. 

1 cc3io 
c 05ac 18 l d  

This patch is called by mod patch from my stanup file. 
It changes the shifted-left-arrow from CAN ("X) to the 
harmless GS ("=). I needed this change because I was 
continually fouling up with the FORTH09 editor when 
I reached for the shifted-right-arrow, which functions 
as the TAB key. CAN erases the current line, so you can 

imagine my frustration and language when I acciden
tally hit the wrong key! 

Output Directly to a Text File 

I thought that I would show off a few features of 
FORTH09 by presenting screens 0-7, which were 

printed with QL directly into a text file by a variation on 

the technique used in XFRS+. QL is a pan of a screen 

file named "fonh.list" and XFRS+ is pan of a screen file 
named "fonh.xfr". The command lines were: 

USING 100/FORTH.LIST 
0" ql.list" >PATH 0 3 QL >SCREEN 
USING 100/FORTH.XFR 
0" ql.list" >PATH+ 0 3 QL >SCREEN 

The first command switches to "forth.list" on /dO. The 
second line opens a new file named "ql.list" on the 
current working directory, which happens to be /d 1, but 
it could be anything. The "forth .list" file is then written 
to "ql.list" by QL. and >SCREEN switches output back 
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to the terminal, which happens to be /w 1. The third 
command switches to "fonh.xfr" on /dO. This time, the 
last line opens the old file named "ql.list" and uses QL 
to add its output onto the text already in the file. (Later, 
I used the OS-9 editor to rationalize the screen numbers 
so that they would be easier to talk about.) 

Explanation of "forth .list": 

The first thing to notice is the listing of Screen #0. QL 
did the expected and chopped off the unnecessary lines 
8-15. However, I did want to keep the "blank" line #1, 
just to make the screen easier to read. Therefore, I put 
a\ way out toward the end of the line where it would be 
out of the way, but still would force the line to be 
printed. I used this trick in all of the screens where it was 
appropriate. Remember, this is nothing but a space
filler and has no effect on the compilation of the screen. 

Line#OofScreen #1 is particularly imponant! You will 
remember in my review of FOR TH09 that I mentioned 
the existence of a PRIMARY and a SECONDARY 
dictionary. SECONDARY definitions can use PRI
MARY words, but not the other way around. Therefore, 
since the next few screens contain words from the 
SECONDARY dictionary, they should, themselves, be 
put in the SECONDARY dictionary. (There are excep
tions to this, and I will discuss them later.) In any case, 
I took the ftrst possible opportunity to select the proper 
dictionary for the following definitions. This selection 
holds until it is explicitly changed. 

The first definition on the screen uses the OS-9 utility 
to print the current date and time, using the SHELL 
command. SHELL causes the OS-9 shell to execute the 
command string initiated by CR" and ended by " . 
SHELL can be used to execute any legitimate OS-9 
command from within a FORTH09 program, so it 
cheerfully allows you to crash the system if you are not 
paying attention! As they say in the monster movies, 
"You have been warned!" 

The definition of CLS is routine, but the use of EQU in 
Line#8 to define FF (form feed) is unique toFORTH09, 
as far as I know. EQU creates a synonym using the same 
execution code for both words, thereby potentially 
saving a lot of RAM. By the way, EQU is the SECON-

DAR Y word I was anticipating in Line #0 of this same 
screen. 

You may wonder why I wrote a new definition of list, 
since there was a perfectly serviceable one already 
provided with FORTH09. Well, there were two rea
sons. In the first place, I tend to accumulate listings of 
the same screens as I edit them without ever bothering 
to throw the old ones away. Mainly, this helps me to 
return to the old form of a definition if I find that I have 
been working down the wrong path; therefore, I need 
the date and time stamp on the listing so that I can keep 
them in the proper order. Furthermore, I really do have 
trouble following a nearly blank line across the screen 
or the page to where the number is listed, so that the 
supplied version of LIST was giving me some trouble 
in identifying line numbers; my eyes just aint what they 
used to be! There is nothing notable about this defini
tion, so I won't spend more time on it. 

On the other hand, .TRIO resolves a pet peeve with the 
utility commonly known as TRIAD .. TRIO lets me 
start printing with any screen number, while TRIAD 
requires that the ftrst screen number be divisible by 3. 
Far be it from me to argue with people who are so well 
organized that their listings always begin with the 
proper screen number for TRIAD , but I am not nearly 
so well organized. I think that TRIAD appears only in 
FIG-FORTH, but others may have also had my trouble. 
In any case, .TRIO is not a particularly remarkable 
definition, so I will go on. 

The definition of QL in Screen #3 is pretty much as I 
have shown it before, except for the use of .DATE-T . 
Notice that this definition uses nested loops, which 
means that the counter for the outer loop is called J and 
the counter fort he inner loop is called I. The IF . .. ELSE 
... THEN statement in lines 7-10 determine whether or 
not there is any text on a line; therefore, whether or not 
it should be printed. 

Explanation of "fonh.xtr': 

Screen #4 introduces the "forth.xfr" listing, and is 
normally identified as Screen #0. 

Line #2 of Screen #5 has an interesting feature unique 
to FORTH09. About half way across the screen is the 
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command REMEMBER XF . This puts a marker into 
the dictionary so that later typing of XF as a command 
will cause XF and all following words to be dropped 
from the dictionary. It is a convenient way to clear 
clutter from the dictionary after it is no longer needed. 

XFR+ attaches a single block to the end of an existing 
file. The entry parameters are set up for the convenience 
of the operator, in that they follow the FORTH conven
tion of "from" as the first parameter and "to" as the 
second parameter. SCRN is a V AR which is identical to 
the VARIABLE SCR ; they even use the same storage 
bytes. The phrase TO SCRN is the way the screen 
number is stored in SCRN ; either the word SCRN or the 
phrase SCR@ wouJd produce the same value on the 
Data Stack. When I wrote this defmition, and the 
following two, I was too lazy to juggle the values on the 
Data Stack, so I settled for storage in a V AR instead. 
This simplified the programming so much that I think 
that I just had a revelation; namely, don't use the Data 
Stack in situations where variable storage would be 
easier! Why did it take me so long to see this? 

XFRS+ is simply a looping struct�containing XFR+ 
. Again, the parameter order follows FORTH conven
tion of "from", "to", and "count". The V AR named 
ADR (line #2} is used to store the pointer to the string 
so that I did not have to worry about keeping the Data 
Stack untangled. Line #8 prints the number of the next 
screen to be transferred, so that I can keep track of the 
progress of the operation. The name simply means 
"XFR SeveraJ". 

XFR does the same thing as XFR+, except that it also 
creates the file. As a result, only one block can be 
transferred to a new file using this scheme; all further 
blocks must be transferred with XFR+ or XFRS+. 

I use these words to transfer definitions from my 
"general purpose definitions" file, rather than have to 
retype them each time I need to reuse a particular block. 

I 

I 

FLOATING POINT MATH 

Recently, I have been experimenting with the conver
sion of some engineering programs originally written in 
BASIC into FORTH. There is really no problem with 
converting most of the program, but the math opera
tions kill the whole project. 

I have found that, most FORTH programming experts 
to the contrary, many engineering calculations need the 
flexibility of floating point. Even with 64-bit interme
diate products, integer math is just too much of a hassle 
to be worth the effort! I will grant that any calculations 
can be done in integer math, if you know what range of 
numbers to expect as input and output, but integer math 
just does not have the dynamic range to be used as a 
general purpose package. 

In order to avoid reinventing the wheel, I looked around 
in the public domain for FORTH floating point pack
ages, but I did not find very much! It is understandable 
that an author would prefer to sell a complete floating 
point math package, rather than giving it away, but that 
does slow down the progress of FORTH as a generally 
accepted part of the family of languages. 

The best that I could find was a fiJe called ZENFP.4TH 
on either the DDJ or .the CLM forum on CompuServe. 
Unfortunately, my lousy record keeping prevents me 
from being more informative. This is a package written 
by Martin Tracy. I had to modify it a little bit to get it to 
work for me, but the changes were minimal. 

There is no question that this package works, but it 
produces results about equivalent to what I used to get 
with my wooden slide ruJe. You can't trust the answers 
beyond 3 significant figures, and it prints out a lot of 
trailing zeros, which give the impression of great accu
racy, but are really nothing but dangerous junk! 

I guess that I will just have to write my own package, if 
I want something useful. I found a very complete BCD 
package, written in assembly language for the 6800 in 
a government publication. I think that it could be 
adapted without too much difficulty, and I will give it a 
try. However, it will be a while before I can publish any 
results, since I have not yet started and there is a lot of 
testing to be done. 
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You may well ask why I would bother to do a software SRAM with its own lithium battery. The RAM draws so 
math package when I already described an interface to little current that the battery is expected to last for the 
a hardware (obsolete) calculator. I confess to altruism, full 5-7 year anticipated life of the instrument. This is 
modified by some self-interest. I no longer use the S-50 the mass-storage system! 
machine, so that is not readily available, and it is too 
much trouble to even try to interface the board to the The FORTH is multitasking and interrupt driven. There 
CoCo3! In effect, I want a math package which will are five to seven tasks to be performed during a meas
work on any of my machines, including the (shudder) urement, and they have different priorities, so using 
CP/M, so the only solution is high level FORTII.I'll let interrupts was the obvious way to go. 
you know if and when I work it out. 

An Apology 

I hope that you will excuse the misspelled words and 
similar errors which cropped up more often, lately. I 
have been trying to use the Stylo package for FLEX on 
the CoCo, and it has been a real trial. My main problem 
has been that I sometimes type faster than the keyboard 
can respond, so that characters got left out. Also, I do 
transpose characters, even when I know better. When 
one adds these problems to just plain poor spelling, 
errors were bound to slip by even the most careful 
proofreading. My FLEX assembly language spelling 
checker does not work with the Stylo flle, so I was 
reduced to visual inspection. As everyone should know 
by now, 100% visual inspection is an oxymoron! 

However, this problem should now disappear, since I 
have just got a new word processor specifically for the 
CoCo3. It is called "Simply Better", and believe me, it 
is! These files can easily be transferred to FLEX for my 
old spelling checker, or I may start using Spell 'N Fix. 

Some Industry News 

I thought you would like to hear about a new application 
for FORTH and the 68701 (a version of the 6801). At 
the local FIG chapter meeting in January, Fred Carter 
described and demonstrated an instrument for measur
ing the light intensity at the end of a fiber optics cable. 
It is a hand-held device, about the size of a large 4-

banger calculator. 

The device is mostly CMOS, except for the LCD 
display. The whole unit is driven by nicad batteries, 
except for the "ROM", which is actually a CMOS 

This was a very impressive demonstration! 

TIPS FOR BEGINNERS 

Brodie and other authors make so much to-do about the 
Data Stack that many beginners think that real FORTH 
programmers don't use variables. Actually, judicious 
use of variables can speed up the programming cycle 
and certainly make later maintenance and, horrors, 
changing the program a lot easier for yourself, or for 
someone else seeing it for the first time. 

There was a message thread on the GEnie FIG forum 
which made a very good argument for never using 
words which accessed the Data Stack any farther than 
the third item. In other words, ROT is ok, but stay away 
from PICK and ROLL . The idea is that it is too easy to 
get lost in the stack or to mess it up for other words if you 
have to go that deep. 

Variables don't take up very much memory nor execu
tion time on a 6809, so the question of when to use 
variables and when to use the Data Stack should be a 
question of which is easier to use and which is easier to 
understand in the particular situation. Any time you 
have to use a stack diagram in order to understand a 
definition, you have gone too deeply into the Data 
Stack. Remember, at some time or another, you will 
probably want to examine one of your previously writ
ten defmitions, and you sure don't want to hassle with 
following umpteen items on the Data Stack while you 
are trying to follow the logic of your opus. 

I looked back through some of my old code, and I found 
an interesting pattern. When I first started with FORTH, 
I used a lot of variables, because I didn't really feel 
comfortable with the Data Stack. Later, I began to put 
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more and more on the stack and less and less into variables as I began to understand how the stack worked. But, 
now, I just don't want to bother with juggling the stack, so I use mo� variables. This month's code is a good 
example of that; a year ago, I would not have even considered using words lilce ADR in Screen #6. I would have 
avoided it just because I would have considered it poor FOR Til practice! 

In defense of the Data Stack, I must point out that it affords secure local variable storage; whereas, any word 
defined as a VARIABLE (or V AR) must be global (in "standard" FORTH) after it has been defined. As a �suit, 
you can sometimes run into the problem common in BASIC, etc. of finding that a variable has unexpectedly 
changed. FORTII does have ways to force a VARIABLE to act only locally, but that is another topic which I will 

defer until another time. 

Now I know that good FORTII practice is what makes a program run well, while being easy to write and easy 
to understand! 

SCREEN tO 
0 FORTH.LIST is a new version of the LIST command. 

1 \ 
2 It also contains definitions for: 

3 .DATE-T 
4 CLS 
5 FF 
6 .TRIO 
1 OL 

SCREEN 11 
0 SECONDARY DECIMAL 
1 
2 .OATE-T ( - I 
3 CR• DATE T• SHELL ; 

4 
5 CLS ( - ) 
6 12 EMIT 
1 

8 EOU FF CLS 
10 -> 

SCREEN 12 
0 LIST I n - I 
1 CR .• Screen t• 
2 ( n DUP 
3 ( n I BLOCK 
4 30 SPACES .DATE-T 
5 16 0 DO 
6 CR I 3 .R SPACE 

\ 
\ ROL122688 

\ 
\ ROL011289 

\ 
\ 
\ RDL012589 

\ RDL121988 

1 DUP I 64 * + 64 -TRAILING TYPE 

8 LOOP 
9 DROP 

10 CR ; 
11 
12 . TRIO ( n - I 
13 ( n ) DUP 3 + SWAP 00 

14 I LIST 
15 LOOP ; -> 

SCREEN 13 
0 OL ( nl n2 - ) 
1 CR 30 SPACES .DATE-T 

2 ( n 1 ) ( n2 ) 1 + SWAP 
3 CR .• Screen t• I 
4 16 0 DO 
5 J BLOCK I 64 * + 

6 64 -TRAILING DUP 
1 IF I 3 .R 
8 SPACE TYPE CR 
9 ELSE 2DROP 

\ 
\ RDL011289 

\ RDL020189 

DO 
CR 

\ point to start of line 
\ chop trailing blanks 
\ if anything printal>le, 
\ print linet ' text 
\ else skip line 
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10 THEN 

ll LOOP 

12 LOOP 

SCREEN 14 
0 FORTH.XFR transfers one or more blocks from one file to another. 

l \ 

2 XFR+ transfers a single screen to an existing file. 

3 XFRS+ transfers a series of screens to an existing file. 
4 X.FR creates a new file and transfers a single screen to that 

5 file. 

SCREEN 15 
0 \ XFR+ 
1 
2 SECONDARY 
3 

DECIMAL 

4 
5 

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

11 

XFR+ serf adr -
SWAP TO SCRN 
( adr ) >PATH+ 

SCRN BLOCK 
16 0 DO 

( adr ) DUP 
LOOP 
>SCREEN 

REMEMBER XF 

+ 

RDL012789 

\ 

\ 

\ RDL121988 

\ open path to existing file 
\ address of source block 

64 TYPE 

\ return to normal output 

12 -> 
13 \ 

14 \ 
15 \ 

This command transfers a single screen. 

The command line has the form: 

SCREEN f6 
0 \ ADR XFRS+ 
1 
2 VAR ADR 
3 
4 
5 

6 
1 

8 
9 

XFRS+ ( first-serf 
CR 
SWAP TO AOR 
OVER + SWAP 

I 4 . R  
I AOR XFR+ 

10 LOOP 
12 -> 

addr count - ) 

DO 

14 \ The command line has the form: 

RDL012789 

\ 

\ 
\ RDL121988 

\ save string address 
\ set loop limits 

\ display sourcel 
\ transfer the block 

15 \ <first-scrl> 0" <name>� count XFRS+ 

SCREEN 
0 

1 
2 
3 
4 

n 
XFR 

SWAP 
( adr 

SCRN 
16 0 

serf adr - ) 
TO SCRN 

l >PATH 
BLOCK 

00 
( adr ) OUP 64 I 5 + 

6 LOOP 
7 >SCREEN 
8 ;S 

9 \ This command transfers a single 
10 \ The command line has the form: 
11 \ serf 0" file-name• XFR 

+++ 

\ RDL012789 

\ open path to new file 
\ address of source block 

64 TYPE 

\ return to normal output 

screen. 
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The MacintoshTM Section 

Reserved as 

for Y.OUr thoughts 

And ours ...... . 

Mac-Watch 
By james E. Law 

[Reviewing HyperDA and M�ltiClip] 

A Review of HyperDA 

HyperCard has. without a doubt. represented 
a real step forward in making the power of the 
Macintosh available to application developers who 
do not have years of programmtng experience. The 
problem has been that HyperCard and Its stacks 
are real RAM hogs. You can forget about runntng 
1t on anything with less than a full MB of RAM .  

What may b e  worse. ll cannot be effecllvely run 
under MulUFtnder without at least 2 MB of RAM. 

During the RAM shortage. I'm sure many would be 
users of HyperCard were turned off by their tnabll
ity to access ln.fonnatlon tn its stacks without 
quitllng the currently active appUcauon. 

1 am continually amazed at'the tngenuity of 
Macintosh programmers. however. tn ftnding ef
fective work arounds for previously conflntng soft
ware of hardware llmltaUons. In thiS case. Blll 
Appleton did what Apple should have done to start 
with. He developed a desk accessory which can be 
used whlle In any application to open and e.xamlne 
HyperCard stacks. It also allows you to copy text 
and graphic elements to the cUpboard. 

HyperDA by Symmetry Corporation 1S a 56K 
desk accessory and may be used on any Macintosh 
with at least 512K of RAM. It Is easlly installed in 
the Apple Menu Just llke other desk accessories. 
This product comes with a number of small Hyper
Card stacks Including a well designed HyperDA 
Manual Stack. 

Getttng Started 

When you open HyperDA. 1t places lts own 
menu on the standard menu bar. You may then 
select OPEN STACK 
to see a list of Hyper
Card stacks. Select 
any of them and the 
s t a c k  is quickly 

Hyper OA 

Open Stacie. .. 

Close Static 
opened. This menu ............................................................. . 

bar also contains 
Close Stack. Page 
Setup. Print Card. 

Page Setup ... 

Print Card ••. 3CP 
Flnd. Quit HyperDA. 

. ............................................................ . 

selections for ma-
neuvering through 
stacks (e.g.. NEXT. 
FIRST. lAST). 

Window Opllons 

I n  HyperCard. 
the wlndow usually 

First 

Preu 

NeHt 

lost 

Find ..• 

Window 

3€:1 

3€:2 

3€:3 

3€:4 

3CF 

3CW 
takes over the enUre ............................................................ .. 

screen. If HyperDA 
took the same ap
proach. 1t would be 
difficult to easily 
switch between the 

Quit HyperDR 

The HyperDA Menu 

open HyperCard Stack and other open documents 
or to view both simultaneously. HyperDA ad
dresses this Issue by allowtng you to choose the 
formal of the HyperDA wtndow. You may elect to 
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view lt as lt would appear under the control of the 
HyperCard appUcatlon or as a scroll able and re 
stzable window. The latter option works much 
better when you have other appllca tlons open con
currently with HyperDA. 

What HyperDA Does 

HyperDA allows you to do the sorts of things 
that you could do ln HyperCards "browse" mode. 
You can view cards, progressing through the stack 
by clicking the appropriate buttons. Most (but not 
all) buttons may be activated by HyperDA. An 

extremely valuable feature is the abUlty to select 
and copy text and graphics from HyperCard 
stacks. When the cursor Is moved over a text field. 
It turns into the typical ·r bar text tool and can be 
used to select and copy text. By holding down the 
OPTION key and draggtng. graphic elements may 
be selected and copied. 

Documentation 

HyperDA Is accompanied by a well designed 
and helpful manual The HyperDA Manual stack 
contains essentially the same information as the 
hard copy manual and works very well. In prac
tice. thls product is so straight forward you proba
bly will not need to refer to either manual. 

Should You Buy It? 

HyperDA does what lt Is suppose to do in a 
simple yet elegant manner. If you use HyperCard. 
you need HyperDA. Thls is especially true if you 
have less than two MB of RAM. 

The original clipboard feature of the Macin
tosh pre.sented new communication possibilities 
not readily available in other computers. The clip
board allowed transfer of text and graphics be
tween applications and documents at wHl. The 
only problem was that the clipboard contained 
only one Item. If you cut or copied an Item into the 
clipboard, this Item replaced what was already 
there. A number of Urnes I have saved an Item to 
the cUpboard for later use and inadvertantly used 
the clipboard for another operation. The first item 
was then lost forever. So while the cUpboard was 
a remarkable step forward for Its day. Its utility is 
limited by Its capaclty of only one Image. 

A Review of MultiCHp 
A CUpboard/scrapbook replacement that 

allows multiple cUpboanls. 

Introducing MultiClip 

It would be nice if Apple were more proactive in 
ldentl.fing and fixing limltations in Its system soft
ware. but that doesn't seem to be the case. (Or will 
System 7. 0 prove me wrong?) It's a good thing that 
the commercial spirit. or love of a good challenge. 
drives other talented programmers to provide en
hanced system software. So it is with the cUp
board's limitation. MultiCllp by Olduvai Corpora
tion is presented as a stgnlflcant enhancement to 
the Apple clipboard. Let's see if It delivers. 

. 

MulUCilp is an lNIT and so is activated by plac
ing lt in your system folder and restarting your 
Macintosh. It requires at least 512Ke hardware and 
system software 6.0.2 or later. 

Using MultiClip 

MultiCllp can be used just like the old cUpboard 
to facllitate cutting. copying. and pasting. The big 
dUTerence is that you can cut or copy an almost 
unlimlted number of items to the cUpboard and all 
are preserved. When you want to paste from the 
Clipboard. you may paste sequentially in the same 
order that you placed the items into the clipboard. 
Alternately. you may elect to have MulUCllp paste 
in the reserve order that the items were cut or 
copied. Obviously. there would be no practical 
value ln retalnlng hundreds of past clipboard im
ages. Usually you need to use only the last few. If 
you did maintain all those images. you would have 
no way to find the one you want. Consequently. 
MultiClip allows you to set a 11mlt on the number of 
images to be maintained. When this number is 
reached. the oldest Image Is deleted. 

MultiCUp uses different key commands from 
the old clipboard (e.g .. Command+ Option +"X" to 
cut). This allows you to continue to use both clip
boards if you wish (although I don't see an value 1n 

keeping the old one if you have Mult1Cllp. 

MultiClip has a sizable collection of "hot keys" 
that is, keyboard commands for speeding up the 
process of using the clipboard. The keys assigned 
to each function can be changed. 

By pressing designated "hot keys," a window is 
displayed showing minature images of each Item 
saved in MultiCllp. This window is well designed to 
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give you good control of almost all act1V1tles Involv
Ing the clipboards. By processing certain keys and 
dragging you may change the order of images In 
the MuiUCllp window and thus the order In which 
they are pasted back Into your document. You 
may also dupllcate and delete MuiUCHp images 
whlle viewing the MuiUCiip window. By double 
clicking an image. you can see it full-sized In a 
scroll able window. 

Edit 

New .. . 
Open .. . 
Saue As ... 

Clip frames 

�N 
3€0 

Input From � Scrapbook File 

� MultiCiip File Output To 

Append To 

Preferences ... 

Quit 

� Document ... 

Portion of Multi Clip Menu Showing 
Inport/Export Capability 

Working with MuiUCUp Images 

You can use a selection rectangle to select por
tions of graphic images In the MultiCHp window 
and simUarly can use a text tool to select text. 
Selected Items can be copied or used to create a 
separate MuiUCHp frame. MulUCHp doesn't stop 
there. When you view MulliCllp frames containing 
text. you may edit that text (e.g .. paste new text 
Into the frame. cut text. and type in changes). 
When you compare this level of versaWlty and 
power with the old clipboard. you will see that 
MulUCilp Is Ught-years ahead. 

FOR THOSE WHO 

I 

MulUCUp has powerful importing and exporting 
capability. By selecting �Input From� in the file 
menu, you can obtain and transfer into MulliClip 
images from scrapbook rues. documents. or other 
MultiCUp files. You may output to a scrap book file 
or to a document. When you output a graphic 
image to a document, you may elect to output it as 
a Paint or PICT image, either of which can then be 
opened and modified by the proper graphics appli
cation software. 

Out With the Old; In With the New 

During this review. I put MultiCllp through its 
paces by using most of Its features including a 
variety of Imports and exports of files. Never once 
did It disappoint me. I like this program and 
suggest that you throw away the antiquated Apple 
clipboard DA and install a real work horse. that Is. 
MulUCilp. 

V/:'/:'/) TO /\NOH' 

By James E. Law 

1806 Rock Bl4ff Rd. 
Hixson TN 37343 
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Taming 

Software Timing Loops 
ABSTRACT 

This article explains a �eehnique of using the assembler's symbol manipulation power to control software timing loops by letting it calculate the 

instruction cycles used per loop and the required loop COIDlt constant. Assembler modifications to automatically suppon timing loop constant 
calculations are also presented. 

About the author 
PeterS. Gilmour is a Senior Systems AnalySt with over 15 years experience. He is currently e�ployed by the Motorola Microprocessor Group in 

Austin Texas where he works on the Motorola HDS-300 line of real time emulators for the D evelopment Systems Group. He has a B.S. from Case 
Instirute ofTcc:hnology and a M.S. from Arizona State University. His interests include tennis, golf, and personal computing. He has several published 

articles, including a two pan series titled Designer's Guide to fine-tuning uP/UC code in the May 25/June 8, 1989 issues of EON, and Automated 
Software Testing in the April 6, 1989 issue of Machine Design. He can be reached at Motorola at (512) 891-2850. 

Software timing loops have long been utilized to provide timing functions when no real time clock is available. The main use for timing loops is 
10 control hardware functions when a fixed delay time is required between accessing two hardware fWlCtions to allow time for the hardware to respond. 
i.e. the hardware is "slow" compared to the speed of the processor. As an example, consider the Western Digital WD2793 floppy disk controller (FOC) 
c.hip. When a command is written to the chip's Command Register, a delay of at least 12 usee for double density, I MHl. operation must be observed 
before the BUSY bit in thechip'sStatus Register becomes valid, i.e. thecontrollerneedssome time for "intemal sync cycles" before it can set the BUSY 
bit. Another typical use for timing loops is a "timeout" function. i.e. a maximum amount of time is to be spent waiting for a cenain condition before 
giving up. An example of a "timeout" function would be waiting a maximum of N msec for a character to arrive on a serial pon before aboning. A 
non hardware use can be as simple as "wasting" some computer time so humans can read a display message before processing continues. The uses 
are endless. but managing, let alone taming these timing loops. has always seemed just beyond reach. 

Previous methods to man.age software timing loops have included empirical"trial-and-error" determination and hand calculations based upon clock 
frequency and instruction cycles used in the loop. The "trial-and-error" method usually involves additional equipmen1. such as oscilloscopes or 
frequency counters, to arrive at the right loop timing constanL I t  may even require special code segments to test the timing. Hand calculations are prone 
10 errors and must be repeated for each instruction change in the loop. Unfonunately, both methods are not very well documented unless the program
mer includes them as comments. There is no easy way to verify or modify a timing loop after it has been coded with these methods. Not waiting enough 
time causes unnecessary errors, including err11ic operation or mysterious "crashes", while waiting too long causes a degradation in overall system 
performance. 

A much simpler 1eehnique is to use the power of the assembler's symbol processing ("equate" and "set" statements such as found in Motorola's 
Macro Assemblers) to calculate timing constants at assembly time. By entering all parameters as symbols,the assembler can use its arithmetic capability 
10 calculate the required timing constants. The two basic assembler symbol manipulation pseudo-instrUCtions used to implement this leehnique are 
defmed as follows: 

EQU ·assign the expression value to a symbol (cartnot be redefmed, i.e. it is "absolute") 

SET . assign the expression value to a symbol (can be redefmed) 

When all parameters are defined as symbols, verification is reduced to checking the parameters versus the symbols and verifying the equations 
defming the timing constants. The use of symbols to enter the hardware timing requirements as read from spcc:ificllion shcets (in the stated time units) 
wures that the actual delay Lime will match the specification. Modifications are simplified by addition and/or subtraction of the required instructions 
and corresponding cycle count equations. Reassembly will then automatically recalcul11e the correct timing constant. This EQU/SET �eehnique can 
be used in all designs when the CPU has a fixed execution cycle time, such as the Motorola M6800 family. M6805 family, MC6809, MC68HCI1, 
MC68000. MC68008. and MC68010 (except Loop Mode Operation). CPUs with pipeline and/or instruction caching features, such as the Motorola 
MC68020 and MC68030, will not work. 

The basi<: method utilized for all software timing loops is to execute enough instruction cycles at the known processor clock frequency to produce 
!he required delay time. This transl.ates to the simple formula of 
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T=XIF (Equation I) 

where: 
T"" delay time 
X = 101al number of instruction cycles executed 
F = clock fr�uency 

Equation I can be broken down funher as follows. 

(Equation 2) 

where: 
N = number of times lhru lhe timing loop (liming constant) 
u = number or instruction cycles per loop 

Substituting Equation 2 in10 Equation I gives: 

T = (N • U) IF (Equation 3) 
Solving Equation 3 for N, lhe liming constant r�uired for the delay loop yields: 

N = (T • F) I U (Equation 4) 

Because instruction cycles come in integer quantities, a "guard band" value must be entered 10 ensure lhe delay is "at least" !he required amount 
of time. This avoids lhe truncation problem associated wilh integer arithmetic because fractional remainders are discarded. This is accomplished by 
modifying Equation 4 10 add "U-1" 10 the numera10r as follows so any friCtional value will cause incrementing 10 lhe next integer value: 

N = ((T • F)+ (U • I)) I U (Equation 5) 

For a simplified example of lhe Lnlt\Cition problem, consider lhe following example. 

Example I. 

Given: (T • F) = 8 cycles U = 3 cycles/loop 

Equation 4 would yield: 

Thus only (N • U) = 6 cycles would be executed. not 8 as required. 

Equation 5 would yield: 

N = (8 + (3 • I)) 13: 3 

Thus (N • U)"" 9 cycles would be executed, which is I more than lhe 8 required. 

As can be seen. N "' 3 is the minimum required value. 

Since lhe clock frequency (F) and lhe required delay time (T) are known, only the number of instruction cycles executed per loop (U) is missing. 
By entering the number of cycles executed for e�eb loop instruction immediately after each loop insuuction, lhe assembler will "total up" lhe cycles 
executed per loop. Finally, a statement modeled on Equatio.n 5 is constructed 10 calculate lhe required timing consllnl. 

The only restrictions on using the assembler's symbol table processing are (I) integer arithmetic:, (2) arithmetic overflow, and (3) round off errors. 
Thus lhe clock fyequency can not be entered as 1500000 Hz. u it would certainly cause arithmetic overflow. Error conditions can be inlfoduced by 
operand order, i.e. (A•B)/C may cause overflow, whlle(A/C)•B maycausea roundofferror, but (8/C)•A will yie.ld the correct answer. To avoidlhese 
errors, great care and consideration for the order and value range of variables must be exercised when oonsuucting the assembler timin& equations. 

Also, be conscious of the symbol value storage size of lhe assembler (usually 16 or 32 bits), u lhjs affects overflow during calculations 

The EQU!SET technique can best be illusttlled by examination of Listing l.L This listing shows a Mo10rola MC68HC11 processor timing loop 
lhal waits up 10 I msec for a bit in a hardware status register (memory location) 10 becorne seL The code exits when either lhe bit becomes set. or time 
has expired. 
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Line numbers have been added at the beginning of each line for idmtification purposes of the following discussion. Listing l.a is an example of 
a software timing loop without using my teChnique. It is difficult to understand how long the timeout constant in line 40causes the code to waiL Even 
if a comment was added swing the wait time, it isn't certain the program really waits that long. i.e. it would be difficult to verify the timing constant 
as correct. 

Listing l.a 

030 STATUS 

040 

060 LOOP 
010 
080 DECB 
090 BNE 
100 BRA 

110 READY 

EOU SFEC8 

LOAB 1$46 
TST STATUS 

; h/w status reg.: Blt7• 1 when ready 

BMI READY ; Br.nch 1 f stat us • ready! 
; Decrement theloop count. 

LOOP ; Branch if not timed out yet! 
EXPIRED; Here for t lmeout! 

EOU • ; Here when ready! 

Listing l.b shows the same program but with lines added to use the EQUJSET teChnique. Lin.e 10 defmes the MPU clock frequency that this oode 
will execute at, and line 20 defmea the number of usee to wait for the status bit before timing out.• Note that these va.lues are entered in units of M Hz 
and usee in order to simplify the equation calculation in line 92. Line 50 resets the instruction cycle count, US. to zero for the timing loop which starts 
in line 60. For each instruction in the loop (lines 60. 70, 80. and 90). a line is in.sened immediately afterwards (lines 61. 71. 81. 91) which adds the 
cycle count of the previous line to the previous cycle total, i.e. a running "subtotal". The instruction cycle count for each instruction is found in the 
M68HC11 Reference Manual. Appendix A.lnstru<:tion Set Details. For example. the manual shows that the TST instruclion on line 60 uses 6 cycles 
because the 8ddressing mode is "EXTENDED". The other cycle counts .-e obtained in a similar manner. based on opc:ode and addressing mode. Line 
92 calculates the required delay count. DELCNT. using EquationS above. An equate (EQU) is used to defme DELCNT because it is a fixed constant 
needed for this pll1ic:ular loop (used in assembler pass 2 to complete the instruction in line 40 which loads the timeout count). Other loops will have 
their own constll\ts defmed. In this example. the calculated cycle count, US. is 0+6+3+2+3 = 14 (SOE) md delay count. DELCNT. is ( 1000+(14-1 ))/ 
14 = 72 ($48). 

Listing l.b 
010 
020 
030 
040 
050 
060 
061 
010 

071 
080 
081 

FR£0 EOU 1 
RDYTIHE EOU 1000 

STATUS EOU $FEC8 
LDAB IDELCNT 

us SET 0 

LOOP TST STATUS 

us SET US+6 
BMl READY 

us SET U$t3 

DECB 
us SET U$+2 

Nayland Assoclatea 
Route 2, Box 352 
Nebo, NC 28761 
(704) 652·1801 

MPU clock frequency in MH<: 
I of usee for status blt to be ready 
h/w status reg.Bit7• 1 when ready 

Clear cycle count. 

Branch if status • ready! 

Decrement the loop count.. 

/ 
High Perfonnance 

SCSI Subsystems for 
OS-9 Users 

• Hard Disks (up to 700MB) 
• Erasable Optical (650MB) 
• Exabyte-8mm (2300MB) 
• lfl"-1/4" Tape 

• SCSI Host Adapters 

� lntrol Corporation 
� AConlroi�Ccmpa1V 

2675 Patton Rood St. Poul. MN 55113 

..1 ' (800) 826-4281 (612) 631-7600 ./ '-------------------------
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REAL 
TIGHT CODE. 
REAL TIME. 
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090 BNE LOOP ; Branch if not timed out yet! 

091 us SET US+3 
092 DELCNT EOU ((FREQ•RDYTIMEl+(US-1))/US 
100 BRA EXPIRED; Here for time out! 

110 READ¥ EOU ; Here when ready! 

If the need arose 10 insert an inslrUClion in the loop, it would be done by insening the lines below into their respective places. 

075 

076 us 

NOP 

SET 

; Delay status accesses. 

U$+2 

Reassembly would change the calculaledcycle counl, US, to 0+6+3+2+2+3 == 16 ($10) and delay counl, DELCNT, to (100C>-t-(l6-l ))/16= 63 (S3F). 

Deleting an instruction is even easier; just remove the instructi.on line and iiS associated cycle calculation line, and reassemble. 

Verification of the timing loop for Lis ling l . b  would involve checking CliCh cycle count sub IOtal line for the correct instruction cycles and checking 
lhe delay counl calculation line for correctness. 

Listi.ng 2 shows a more advanced version of !his technique to ftnd lhe elapsed time for a quick RAM memory check from a booiStrap ROM using 
a Motorola MC68008 processor. The quick memory c.heck is to be done while lhe user is reading the system signon/copyright message thai hu just 
been displayed on the user's term.in.al. This accomplishes two things, namely tesl.ing lhe RAM and delaying long enough so lhe signon message can 
be read. Thus one needs 10 know the amount of lime consumed by the quick memory tesl. The system is supplied wilh either 512K or 896K bytes 
of RAM. The technique here is more complicated than lhat shown in Listing l.b, because there are different numbers of wail cycles involved for read 
and write accesses 10 the different system resources, namely RAM, ROM, floppy disk controller (FDC), and Motorola MC68230 Parallcl lnLerface/ 
Timer (Pl/T) chips. The code in Li.sti.ng 2 CJtecuLes in ROM (read) and accesses RAM (read and wriLes) in order to Lest it 

Lines 150-250 define the wail cycle couniS for the various system resources during read and write accesses. Line 280 defines the clock frequency 
this code will execuLe at. Line 310 defines the test patLem value to be used. Lines 350-400 set up the regis LeTS outside the loop. Line 4{)1 resets lhe 
insb'UCtion cycle counl, US, prior to enLering lhe loop alline 420. The loop instruction lines (430, 450, 470,490, 520, 540, 560, 580, 600. 620} arc 
immediately followed by lines which total up the instruction cycles (431. 451, 471,491, 521, 541, 561,581,601, 621). The instnJction cycle count 
for elcll instruction is found in the M68000 8-/16-/32-Bit Microprocessors User's Manual. For example, the manual shows in Section 9, Table 9-4, 
!hat the MOVE.L instruction on line 430 uses 24 cycles for instruction fetch, 2 cycles for operand reads (from ROM) and 4 cycles for operlnd writes 
(lo RAM). The read and write cycle limes musl then be multiplied by lhe numberof waitcycles perread or write for the proper resource being accessed 
(ROM or RAM}. The other cycle counts are obtained in a similar manner, based on opcode and addressing mode. Lines 631 and 632 calculale lhe 
numbcrofusec to check 512K and 896K byLes of RAM respectively. ln this example,lhe calculaled values are $00390000 (3.735.552) for 512K and 
S0063COOO (6,537,216) for 896K. Simple malh converts lhese to 3.7 and 6.5 seconds, respec1ivcly. Executing the code verifies the calculations as 

correcL 

/"CAREEN 68K brings the power ol OS-91 "\ 
68000 in your IBM·PC 

The high per1ormance Add-In-Boatel CAREEN 
68K changes the character ol your PC lrom a 

simple documenlalion tool to a powerful real· 
time 10ftwn development system. 

II you want more inlormalions, 
here is your contact address: 

LP Elektronik GmbH 

Ettlshofer StraBe 1 Oc 

0.7987 Weingarten 
West Germany 

Telefax: (0751) 53199 
'-Telephone: (0751) 52327 
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Listing 2 
* NOTES: 010 

020 
030 
040 
050 
060 
070 
080 
090 
100 
llO 
120 
130 * 

1. System utilizes an HC68008 at 8 
cycles; 

MHz clock rate with the following wait 
* 

Wait Cycles/ Wait Cycles/ 
*Resource Read Access Write Access 
·-----···· ····------ ····--··· 

*RAM 1 1 
*ROM 2 2 
*FDC 2 3 
*68230 3 4 

Since this program runs in the ROM, the wait constants are defined as ... 
are defined as ... 

140 • 

150 we_R 
160 we_w 
110 

EQU 
EOU 

180 we_RROH EQU 
190 we_ WROM EOU 
200 * 
210 WC_RFOC EQU 
220 wc_WFoc eou 
230 • 

240 we R230 EQU 
250 we:w2JO EQU 
260 * 

210 • 

1 
l 

2 
2 

2 
3 

3 
4 

wait cycles per 
wait cycles per 

wait cycles per 
wait cycles per 

wait cycles per 
wait cycles per 

wait cycles per 
wait cycles per 

RAM read access 
RAM write access 

ROM read access 
ROM write access 

FOC read access 
FDC write access 

68230 read access 
68230 write access 

280 FREQ EQU 8 ; MPU clock frequency in MHz 
290 NOTEa6.000 MHz .01' crystal divided by 2 is used to obtain the 8 MHz 

/ 

300 clock frequency! 
310 PATTERN EQU S55555555 
320 * 

; test pattern• every other bit ON 

330 • A1• calculated end of RAM address (512K or 896K) 
340 
350 
360 
370 
380 
390 • 

SUBA.L AO, AO ; set AO.L• RAM test pointer 
; (start at $0000) 

MOVE.L IPATTERN, 01 ; set Ol.L• test pattern 
MOVE.L 01,03 ; (takes fewer bytes than 

400 NOT.L OJ 
; another MOVE.L I instr!) 

set 03.1.• inverse test pattern 
401 US SET 
HO 
420 RAMCHKLP: 

0 

430 MOVE.L 01, lAO) store regular pattern 
431 us SET 

"' 
•HARI1NARE DESIGN. BREADBOARDING, Fulfilling the needs 

AND PROTOTYPING or the nation's high tech 
• SOFTWARE DESIGN, PROGRAM ASS EM· community for o�er a 

Bl Y, AID ARMWARE IMPlEMENTATION decade. 

•INTERFACE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT 
Leaden Ia Hardware 
aad Software couultlaa for 

• MICROCOMPUTER BASED MEASUREMENT 
real-time llllUtary aad IIHlutrlal 
appllcaliou. 

AND CONTROL 

• DESIGN Of SINGlE CHIP MICRQCOM. � 

/ 
RADON 

Use Your Computer To 
Measure Radiation. 

Write Or Call For 
our sensor Catalog. 

Q 

"' 

PUTER BASED PRODUCTS A SPECIALTY AI Microlyltema, lne. 
FO' mO'a in(O'mation pluu call or writs: One Naperville Plaza 

MICRODYNAMICS NapeMIIe, 1L 6QS40 LaGrange Instruments, Inc. 

P.O. BOX 2716 
(312) 416-2177 Kuchler Drive 

L.aGrengeville, NY 12640 
WARMINSTER PA 18974 (215)-357 6805 TomOtrOW's Technology Todlzyl (914) 223·3336 

' \.. ..1 
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U$+24+2*WC_RROM+4•WC_W 
440 
450 MOVE.L (AO) ,02; read back what was written 
451 U$ SET U$+24+2*WC_RROM+4*WC_R 
460 
410 CHP.L 01,02 
471 U$ SET U$+10+2•WC_RROM+O 
480 
490 BNE.B RAHQER2; check reqular pattern 
491 U$ SET U$+12+2*WC_RROH+O 
500 
510 
520 MOVE.L 03, lAO) ; store inverse pattern 
521 U$ SET U$+24+2•WC_RROM+4•WC_W 
530 
540 MOVE.L (A0)+,0� read back what w&s written 
541 U$ SET US+24+2•WC_RROH+4*WC_R 
550 
560 CHP.L 03,02 
561 U$ SET US+l0+2•WC_RROM+O 
570 
580 BNE.B RAMOERl ; check inverse p&ttern 
581 U$ SET U$+12+2*WC_RROM+O 
590 
600 CMPA.L A0,A1 ; check for end of RAM 
601 U$ SET US+10+2•WC_RROH+O 
610 
620 BNE.B RAMCHKLP; continue until end of RAM 
621 U$ SET U$+18+4*WC_RROM+O • cycles for RAM test loop 
630 

631 t1me512 eou ($80000/4)*0$/FREO uaec to check 512K bytes 
632 time896 EOU ($E0000/4)*U$/FREO uaec to check 896K bytes 
640 
650 
660 ••• PASSED QUICK RAM TEST ••• 

An improvemem over the EQU/SET melhod would be 10 modify the assembler 10 add the in.alniCtion cycle timing information md some features 
10 utilize it, 10 the uaembler will do all the work. The new features required are 10 add three reaerved symbols (FS, C$, US) 11\d one paeudo-opoode 
(CALCDEL), u defined below. Reaaved symbols are symbols exclusively uaigned 10 the usembler for its use. 

FS ablolu&e symbol whose value ia the execution p-oc:euor clock speed in MHz. (real number). 

CS redelinable symbol whole value ia the execution cycle count of the last inslniCtion assembled. 

ATARIST 
<XItR1Im. 'PF.RFJH'.RIAI. 

OS9 Prote.lonal'"" lnd: »> 
c, BMk. Emacs, Kennlt, 
S recxll'd d ownlolld. OS9 to TOS tran.ler, 
Sa.ilptor'>e., Dynec:alc:'"". Stylogreph'"" 

FOR nDSE WHO 
UKE TO BUilD 

niEIR �. 
ELECTRONICS INC. 

8 Serial Port board for the MEGA ST. 
12 bit Analogue 1/0 interface. 
16 bit Pual.lellnterface. 
EPROM Programmer. 

UNISON, 
T.j.P. Electronics Ltd. 
3 Wat Street, 
Sarborough, 
North Yorbhlre, 
ENGLAND. U.K. 
Y0112QL 

Tel U.K.123-J78837 
AX U.K. 723--500435 

FOR t-DRE 
INFORMATION 

SEND A S.A.S.E. 
TO 

HARlD2I HWCISX> 
8332 POLY sr. 

TAMPA FL. 
33615 
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A�YOU'LI.
"OUTE 12 BOX 322 

INDIANAPoUI,IN 41U1 
(311) 331-2121 

First to offer OS-9 
68000 on the STD Bus. 
Full line of memory, 
serial, parallel, 
analog, digital, and 
video I/0. Full 
systems tool 



US redefinable symbol whose value is the summation of the execution cycle counts of the previously assembled instructions, i.e. for each 
ins II'UCtion. 

US= US+CS. 

CALC DEL assigns the value or the time delay equation (Equation 5) to the symbol in the label field. 

Syntax: 
<label> CALCDEL <delay_time>(,<time_units>) where <label> is the symbol name to receive the value of the time delay 

equation. <delay_time> is the minimum required delay time (T). <time_uniLS> is the optional time units; USEC (default), MSEC. SEC, SECOND, 
SECONDS. 

An assembler option could also be added which would include the ins!I'UCtion cycle count for each instruction (i.e. "CS") as pan of the assembly 
listing. Using an assembler with these futures, the program shown in Listing l.a would be modified to that shown in Listing 3. Note how much more 
readable it is then the EQU/SET method shown in Listing l.b. Real number capability allows for using the full range of processor clock speeds (Hz. 
KHz. MHz) and time delays (usee, mscc, sec). To avoid truncation/overnow problems, CALC DEL should insert the calculated constant back into the 

time delay equation to ensure that the required delay is meL If it is not, increment the constant and repeat Wltilthe required delay is achieved. 

Listing 3 
010 FS EOU 

020 RDYTIME EOU 

030 STATUS EOU 

040 LDAB 

050 US SET 

060 LOOP TST 

1. 000 MPU clock frequency in MHz 
1000 t of usee !or status bit to be ready 
SFEC8 h/w status reg.: Bit?• l when ready 
IDELCNT 

0 C lear cycle counl . 

STATUS 

010 BMI READY ; Branch H slatus • ready! 
080 DECB ; Oecremenl the loop counl. 

090 BNE LOOP ; Branch If nol limed out yel! 
092 DELCNT CALCDELRDYTIME,USEC ; Calculate delay constant 
100 BRA EXPIRED ; Here foe t !me out! 
110 READY EOU ; Here when ready! 

A furthe:rrel"mement would be to expand the symbol definition pseudo-opcodes (EQU. SET) to include a "units" value, such as time(USEC. MSEC. 

SEC) or frequency (HZ, KHZ, MHZ). This would allow the CALCDEL pseudo-opcode to automatically compensate for different "units" and it makes 
a much more understandable listing. For example, lines I 0, 20, and 92 of Listing 3 would become as follows; 

010 F$ EQU l.OOO,HHZ; MPU clock frequency 

020 RDYTIHEEOU 1000, USEC; Time for status bit to be ready 

092 OELCNT CALCOELRDYTIME; calculate delay constant 

/ ' 
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Since lhe purpose of lhese delays is 10 e.nsure a minimum delay Lime is achieved, enabling interrupts in a system would only add the interrupt service 
time 10 lhe delay. Thus lhe technique will still funct i on wilh interrupts. 

In conclusion, it is possible to  not only understand, but to control and maintai n software timing loops by using lhe power of lhe assembler to cruculate 
the required constants. By entering all timing variables as symbols, lhey become self-documenting. Adding and/or subtracting instructions is much 
easier, because reassembling will recalculate Lhe required timing constants. Code verification is also much easier, because the task is broken into the 
smaller pieces of verifying symbol defmitions. instruction cycle counts, and simple equation cruculations. 
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• OmegaSoft Pascal is designed for real time control 
systems using the 6809, 68000, 68010, 68020, 68030, 
68881, and 68882 processors. The object code can be run 
on an operating system (support for host operating system 
comes standard) or without an operating system. No 
royalties are charged on the code you generate or the 
runtime library. All packages include the "Pascal Shell", 
compiler, assembler, linker, and screen ecitor. 

• P20K will generate code for the 68000 series, and runs 
on a host using the OS-9/68000 (tm Microware) or PDOS 
(tm Eyring Research) operating systems. A high level 
debugger is included for debugging on the host 
development system. A target debugger is available as an 

option. Prices are from $585 to $980 depencing on 
options. 

• PXK9 will generate code for a 6809, and runs on a host 
using the OS-9/68000 operating system. A high level 
debugger Is included for debugging programs on a 6809 
target system using a serial link to the host. A 
Multi· Tasking Kernel is included with the package, and is 
supported by the debugger. Price Is $800. 

CERTIFIED SOFTWARE CORPORATION 
P.O. BOX 70 

RANDOLPH, VT 05060.USA 
TEL: 802-728-4062 
FAX: 802-728-4126 
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SOFTWARE 

68000 C CROSS-COMPILER 
$/Dtl • SK/XJS,.IISOOS.UNIX.XIINIX (0/IJIItT o.�H) 

Actqlu IC.tJ! c ""'-· _.611000 .-code 
orcludt.o611010�r.hbrv..,prowod<dfOtSKJ)()$.bwlmoyb<ll10dirood 

CROSS-ASSEMBLERS WITH MACRO CAPABILITIES 
EAC/1 $SIJ.FUIX.OSI,UNII'UJX.-tSOOS.UNIX.SKOOS.XIJNIX JJ$/Dil AI.IJI1Dil 

Spce.ty: 1110>. 6.10'1. 6801/11.6804.680$.6109. 7JI. ZIO. 8GI3. liM I, 8085.68010.32000 
�lodol• ._...,.,ml>letsiA C. Wldllood/unlood Ulill<.oC< Soul<><• for oddoliMol$50ca<h,SIOO lor 
l. SJOO lor all 

CMOOEM TELECOMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM 
1/H-MSOOS.SKt)()S,UNIX.PUIX.OSJ.XIJNIX,UNIF/JJX 0/IJI:CT.()NLY: EAC/1 $SO 

Mm�Wft wuh 40'tntMI IIKlde. rlk trMJiu. MODEM1. XON·XOFF'. CIL 

SUPER SLEUTH DISASSEMBLERS 
llACII 11M'UIX $/1/.0SI SIH-UNIFl.EX OIIJ/icr.ONI.Y: llACII 114 FI.I'.X.OSI,CQCO 

lntct��CU't'C.I)' cencn�e lllUI\'!C o. dQ •·.U. Wltls. ""'kKJc:l-.rtr. biRM)' cdtun, 
S p•nly 6800, 1 .l,)J.,8,9/6.101 v ......,. " ZI!CI80IIOJ �"""' 
C:.'OCO DOS evallablcln 6800.1.l.l.5.8.9/6.101........, (""' Z3018080J) only 
UOIO V<tJ ... 1100·fL.!X.OS9,UNII'LP.X.MSDOS.UNIX.SKIJOS.Xf:NIX 

DEBUGGING SIMULATORS FOR POPULAR IJ.BIT CPUS 
/lAC II 11S·.FUIX S/Dtl.(JSI IU-UNIFUIX 0/IJ/ic:r.ONI:Y: /lAC// JSIJ.CQCO FU!JI. COCO 0$1 

lllom<UYdy11molooo"""""""'" lno...,.. -bly I........U,I. bonwy ecbtio& 
Spceary IO< 6!10011. (1•)680j. 6.10'l.611090S9 only, ZIO Fl.EX only 

ASSEMBLER CODE TRANSLATORS FOR 6502, 680011, 6809 
6SII:I to UOJ 11S·FUIJI US.OS' 1&1/NIFLBX 
1/10011 to 1/1119 lo 111119 to ,..,./M. SSf·FUIX 11S.OSI O•t, S�Qo-1/NIFUIJI 

FULL-SCREEN X BASIC PROGRAMS with rur- tontrol 
AVAILABLE: FOR FLEX, UNIFLEX, AND liiSDOS 

DUpley c:l<o<tliiClt I Dotumcol<f S30 ,..�tout«. SU wadloul 
�UiiiAt ,_,,. SY"<m SIOO wf<Ovt<e. S50 wi"""" 

Inventory w•h MltP S I OO w-. Sj() wi-
TabllllllauS�c $100w-. S50widloul 

DISK AND XBASIC UTILITY PROGRAM LIBRARY 
SSIJ.J'UIJI SJO.UNIFI.EX/MSOOS 

Edladl.ll. -. ,.., d ......,., ....,. .. IAma __ ..,, do dUI< IOfU._ ,.,... ., oll 
BASIC ,..,.,_.art! BASIC_.,.._..., -·Fl.£X-. lll<ludc,..,llllllmcquc:ncerooly 

FLEX™/SK-DOS™IMS-DOS™ 

Transfer Utilities 

For 68020 and CoCo* OS-9 Systems 

Now READS 

WRITE -DIR - DUMP - EXPLORE 

FLEX, SK-DOS & MS-DOS Disk 

These Utilities come with a rich set of options 
allowing the transfer of text type files from/to 

FLEX & MS-OOS disks. 

*CoCo systems require the D.P. Johnson 
SDISK utilities and OS-9 and two drives of 

which one must be a "host" floppy. 

CoCo Version: $69.95 68020 Version $99.95 

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 
FOR TilE COMPUTING COMMUNITY 

CUSTOMIZED PROGRAMMING 

We. wiU Cu:MOft'Ulc: M'J ol &be P'OJ-"""' tkllcr•bed bl lhls advcrli.fCtn(ftl Ot "' ow lwothYf'f: foe 
tp«lai.QOCI � uteor 10 ccwcr new procej.'kW1: l1le dwJC. fot tudt cu,aomiaoon dq)r'f\dj 
-""' -bbltyollllo _,...,..-. 

CONTRACT PROGRAMMING 

We wdl m.a1e: new procruM OT modily c.&......_,l pt'OII'WM Oft a COMract bam. a JCI\'tte we b&Ye 

pvv>dcd lor...,,.....,,,,....., cl>o .... .,.,..,. 011 whodl,... U>'e performed........,. pmcnmm•OJ 
... lllde moot popullt mOOtb ol ma!Nftllll<l. ia<ludiiiJ IBM. 8""""""' UolvO<,Ibleyw<U."""' 
popul>r model• <>I OI.IOComi'IO<r>. ill<lud1111 DEC, IBM. DO. HP, ATAT, Mil"""' popul11 

1wwwiJ ol miaooompoltl'S, IA<Iud.., 68CXVI, 6809. UO, 6.10'1. 630&0, v>�nJ...,.. ._,,. 
...,.,..,.. 111111 <>I'C'1'l•a I)'Aenu. 011 ''*"" IWIIIAJ In sue ltorn lata• ,.-..,-OJ 
<i•&)e '-'! c01111'011cn: cl>o oluwp for"""""" �IOJ k u!AIIIIy by c1>o ._,or by cl>o w1.. 

CONSULTING 

We otfet 1 Wide rwtte ttl busiMSJ and �eehllirAI C.QM&.�Itift& tcr�lta.. *ncliKlma ICiftinn..ldvb.. 

vaudnJ., and de»p, oa any W)pic rda&ed to C!CIIIftputetC Lbc. tlwJc lOt tonJUit•n& IS nonna.Uy 
__ d .... .....t.llllll .. _ 

Computer Systems Consultants Inc. 
I•S4 ........ Uno 

Conycn. OooaJaa )02(Jl 
(<01)•83 .. 510 . (o101)•8J.1717 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
• 

SPECIAL - ATARI™ 

& 

OS-9™ 

NOW! - If you have either the Atari 520 or 
1040 - you can take advantage of the 11bar-

• 
gain of a lifetime" OS-9 68K and BASIC all 
for the low, low price of 

$150.00 
Call or Write 

S.E. Media 

5900 Cassandra Smith Rd. 

Hixson. TN 37343 

615 842-4601 

FAX (615)842-7990 

• 

•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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PAT - JUST 
PAT WITH 'C' Source $229.00 

JUST WITH 'C' Source $79.95 

OS-9 68K-68008- 68000- 68010-68020-OS-9 68K 

PAT FROM S. E. MEDIA- A FULL FEATURED SCREEN ORIENTED TEXT EDITOR 
with all the best of PIE. For those who swore by and loved PIE, this is for YOU! All PIE features 
& much more! Too many features to list. And if you don't like ours, change or add your own. C 

source included. Easily configures to your CRT terminal, with special configuration section. No 

sweat! 

COMBO 
PAT 

JUST 
Special $249.00 

JUST from S. E. MEDIA - Text formatter written by Ron Anderson; for dot matrix printers, 

provides many unique features. Output formatted to the display. User configurable for adapting to 

other printers. Comes set -up for Epson MX80 with Graflex. Up to 10 imbedded printer control 
commands. Compensates for double width printing. Includes normal line width, page numbering, 
margin, indent, paragraph, space, vertical skip lines, page length, centering, fill,justification, etc. Use 

with PAT or any other text editor. The ONLY stand alone text processor for the 68XXX OS-9, that 

we have seen. And at a very LOW PRICE! Order from: S. E. MEDIA - see catalog this issue. 

Southeast East Media 

5900 Cassandra Smith Rd 

Hixson, Tn. 37343 
Telephone (615) 842-4600 

FAX (615) 842-7990 

August1September'89 

Shipping 
U.S.A. $4.50 
CANADA $7.50 
FOREIGN $25.00 

68 Micro Journal· 



Till� 61COCt-68Ct9 ROOiiS 

OS • 9 User Notes 
By: Peter Dibble 

FLEX USER NOTES 
By: Ronald Anderson 

The plblishers ol 68' Micro Journal are proud to make available the 
plblication ol Peter [)i)bles 

058 USER NOTES 

lnlonnalion !Of the BEGINNER to the PRO, Regular Of CoCo OS9 

UslngOSi 

Theplblishers ol68 MICRO JOURNAL are proud to make available the pub
lication ol Ron Anderson's FLEX USER NOTES, in book lorm. This popular 

monthly column has been a regular leature in 68' MICRO JOURNAL SINCE 
1979.11 has earned the respect olthousands ol68 MICRO JOURNAL readers 
over the years. In lad, Ron's column has been described as the 'Bille' lor 
68XX users, by some olthe world's leading mieroprooesSOf prolessionals. The 
most needed and popular 68XX book available. CNer the years Ron's column 
has been one ol the most popular in 68 MICRO JOURNAL. And ol course 68 
MICRO JOURNAL is the most popular 68XX magazine published. 

HELP, HINTS, PROBLEMS, REVIEWS, SUGGESTIONS, COMPLAINTS, 
OS9 STANDARDS, Generaling a New Bootstrap, Building anew System 
Disk, 059 Users Group, ele. 

Progranmlng Languagu 

Assembly Language Programs and Interfacing; Basie09, C, Pascal, and 
Cobol reviews, programs, and uses; ele. 

Dlskalnelude 

No typing all the Source Listings in. Source Code and, where applicable, as
sembled Of oomplled Operaling Programs. The Source and the Discussions 
in the Columns can be used ·as is', Of as a "Slatting PointiOf developing your 
OWN mOfe powerful Programs. Programs sometimes use muk .. Lan
guages such as a short Assembly Language Routine lor reading a Directory. 
which is then·� to a Basie09 Routine lor output IOfmalling, ele. 

BOOK$9.95 

Typeset- w/ Source Ustings 
(3-Hole Punched; 8 X 11) 

Deluxe Binder $5.50 

All Source Listings on Disk 

1-8' ss. so Disk $14.95 
2-s· ss. so Disks $24.95 

Listed below are a lew ol the TEXT files included in the book and on 
diskette. AI TEXT files in the book are on the disks. 

LOGO.CI 
MEt.AOVES.CI 
OUMP.CI 
SUBTEST.CI 
TERMEiotC2 
M.C2 
PRINT.C3 
MOOEM.C2 
SCIPKG.CI 
U.C4 
PRINT.C4 
SET.CS 
SETBASICS 

File load program to olfsot memory • ASM PIC 
Memory move program • ASM PIC 
Prinlef dump program • uses LOGO · ASM PIC 
Simulation ol6800 code 10 6809, show differences • ASM 
Modem ll'lput 10 diSk (or other pon 10put to diSk) • ASM 
Output a lie 10 modem (or another pon) - ASM 
Parallel (enhanced) printer dnvw • ASM 
ffi output to CRT and modern (or olher port) • ASM 
Scierlbfac math routines • PASCAL 
MJnt.mOIIItor, diSk resident. many useful lunc110ns • ASM 
Parallel pnntw driver, Wlflout PfLAG- ASM 
Set pnnter modes • ASM 
Set pnnter modes · A·BASIC 

Note: .C1, .C2, etc.=Chapter 1. Chapter 2, etc. 

"Over 30 TEXT files included is ASM (assembler)·PASCAL· 
PIC (posilion independent code ) TSC BAS IC-C, etc. 

Book only: $7.95 + $2.50 SIH 

With disk: s· $20.90 + $2.50 SJH 
With disk: a· $22.90 + $2.50 SIH 

Shipping & Handling $3.50 per Book, $2.50 per Disk set 
Foreign Orders Add $4.50 Surf� Mall 

or &7.00 Air Mill 
If paying by check· Pl .... allow 4-6 weeks delivery 

• All Cuntney In U.S. Dollars 

ConUnually Updated In 68 Micro Journal Monthly 
Computer PubU•hlD& Inc. 

5900 ca .. anclra Smith Rd. 

Hiuon, TN 37343 

Telephone (615) 842-4601 
�x.",•u'::J:�.:-:,06006630 FAX (615) 842-7990 
68" Mitro .b.rnlle a tradlmalll ol �� P1.CJb1irG Ire. 
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Disk· I 
Disk· 2 
Disk· 3 
Disk· 4 
Disk· 5 
Dlsk-6 
Disk· 7 
Dlsk-8 
Disk· 9 
Dlsk-10 
Dlsk·ll 
Dls.k-12 
Dlsk-13 
Dlsk-14 
Dlsk-15 
Dlsk-16 
Dlsk-17 
Dlsk-18 
Dlsk-19 
Dlsk-20 
Dlsk-21 
Dlsk-22 
Dlsk-23 
Olsk-24 
Dlsk-25 
Olsk-26 
Dlsk-27 
Dlsk-28 
Dlsk·29 
Dlsk·30 
Dlsk-31 
Dlsk-32 
Dlsk-33 
Dlsk-34 
Dlsk-35 
Dlsk-36 
Dlsk-37 

68' Micro Journal 

Reader Service Disks 

File.on, Mini cat, Minicopy ,Minifms, .. Lifetime, • • Poetry. • • Foodlist, • • Diet. 
Diskedit w/ insL& fixes, Prime, *Pnnod, • •Snoopy, ••Foolb&ll, .. IICJtpawn,••Lifetimc. 
Cbug09, Sect, Sec2, Find, Tablc2, 1n tCJtl, Disk·cxp, •Disksave. 
Mailing Program, •Finddat, •Change, •Tcstdisk. 
•DLSKFIX I, •DJSKFIX 2, ••LE1TER, ••LOVUSIGN, ••BLACKJAK, .. BOWUNG. 
••Purchase Order, Index (Disk file indx}. 
Unldng Loader, Rload, Harkness. 
Cncst, Lanpher (May 82). 
Datec:opy. 0Ukflll9 (Aug 82). 
Home Accounting (July 82). 
Dissembler (June 84). 
Modem68 (May 84). 
*lnitmf68, Testmf68, •Cleanup. • Dskalign,He.lp,Date.TxL 
*lnit, •Test, •Tenninal, • Find, • Diskcdit, lnit.Lib. 
Modem9 + Updates (Dec. 84 Gilchrist) to Modcm9 (Apri l 84 Commo). 
Copy. Txt, Copy.Doc, Cat.Txt, Cat.Doc. 
Match Utili ty, RATBAS, A Basic Preprocessor. 
Parse. Mod, Sizc.Cmd (SepL 85 Annstrong),CMDCODE. CMD.Txt (ScpL 85 Spray). 
Clock, Date, Copy, Cat, PDELAsm & Doc., Errors.Sys , Do, Log.Asm & Doc. 
UN1X Like Tool.s (July & Sept. 8S Taylor & Gilchrist). D111gon.C, Grep.C, LS.C, FDUMP.C. 
Utilities & Games· Date, Life, Madness, Touch, Goblin, Starshot, & 15 more. 
Read CPM & Non-FLEX Disks. Fraser May 1984. 
LSAM, lndexed Sequential ftle Accessing Methods, Condon Nov.85. Extensible Table Driven. Language Recognition Utility, Anderson Mar86. 
68' Micro Journal Lndex of An.icles & Bit Bucket items from 1979 • 1985, John Current. 
KERMIT for FLEX derived from the UN1X vcr. Burg Feb. 1986. (2)·5" Disks or (1 )·8" Disk. 
Compacta UniBoard review, code & diagram, 13urlison March '86. 

ROTABIT.TXT, SUMSTEST.TXT, CONDATA.TXT, O ADM!lN.TXT. 
CI'-82 Emulator, bit mapped. 
••Star T�k 
Simple WincheSter, Dec.'86 Green. 
••• Read/Write MS/PC·DOS (SK•DOS) 
Heir-UNIX Type: upgrade · Feb .87 
Build the GT -4 Terminal • Nov. 87 Joseph Condon. 
FLEX 6809 Diagnostics, Disk Drive Test, ROM Test, RAM Tes t · Apr. 89Korpi. 
00 A FLEX .{)I) Batch Fi.le Processor • Oct. 88 · Dave Howland 
Add Grap hics To Your SBC ·Nov. 88 ·Joseph Condon 
Minix for the PT68K·2 ·June/July 89 • J. Gary Mills 

NOTE: 
This is a reader service ONLY! No Warranty is offered or implied, they are as received by 68' Mkro Journal, and arc for reader 
convenience ONLY (some MAY include fi.xes or patches). Also 6800 and 6809 programs arc mixed, as each is fairly simple 
(mostly) to convert to the other. Software is available lO cross-assemble all. 
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• Denotes 6800 - •• Denotes BASIC 
,.,.. Denotes 68000- 6809 no indicator. 

8" disk $19.50 

5" disk $16.95 

Shipping & Handling -U.S.A. Add: · $3.50 

Overseas add: $4.50 Surface- S7.00 Airmail 

68' MICRO JOURNAL 
5900 Cassandra Smith Rd. 

Hixson, TN 37343 

(615) 842-4600 

FAX (615) 842-7990 

August /September'89 68 Mcro Journal 



!!! Subscribe Now!!! 
/ 

68 MICRO JOURNAL 

ff.�J Toll Free Subscription Line 1-800 669 6809 ..1 

OK, PLEASE ENTER MY SUBSCRIPTION 

Bill My: D Mastercard DviSA 

Card# _________________ Exp. DaLe. _ _ _ _  _ 

For I Year ___ 2 Years ___ 3 Years _ _  _ 

Enclosed: $ _________ _ 

Name ___________ __ _ _____________ __ 

Str�t _____________________________ __ 

City ___________ .State ___________ Zip ___ _ 

Coonuy __________ ______________ _ _ ___ _ 

MyCompu�r"=
--------------------------

My Operating System is: _________ __ _ __________ _ 

68 Mao Journal 

/ 
Subscription Rates 

U.S.A.: 1 Year $24.50,2 Years $42.50,3 Years $64.50 

•Foreign Surface: Add $12.00 per Year to USA Price. 

•Foreign Airmail: Add $48.00 per Year to USA Price. 

,•canada & Mexico: Add $9.50 per Year to USA Price . ./ 

•u.s. Currency Cash or Check Drawn on a USA Bank ! 

68' Micro Journal 
5900 Cassandra Smith Rd. 

POB 849 
Hixson, TN 37343 

Toll Free Subscription Line 
fr� 1-800 669 6809 

� - J FAX (615) 842-7990 
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PT-68000 SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER 
The PT68K2 is Available in a Variety of Formats 

From Basic Kits to Completely Assembled Systems 

BASIC KJT (8 MHZ) - Board, 68000, 
HUMBUG MONITOR + BASIC In ROM, 
4K STATIC RAM. 2 SERIAL PORTS, all 
Components $200 

PACKAGE DEAL- Complete Klt with 
Board 68000 10 MHZ. SK'DOS, 512K 
RAM, and all Necessary Parts $575 

ASSEMBLED BOARD (12 MHZ) 
Completely Tested, 1024K RAM. 
FLOPPY CONTROLLER, PIA, SK'DOS 

$899 

ASSEMBLED SYSTEM- 10 MHZ 
BOARD, CABINET POWER SUPPLY, 
MONITOR+ KEYBOARD, 80 TRACK 
FLOPPY DRIVE, CABLES $1299 
For A 20 MEG DRIVE, CONTROLLER

. 

and CABLES Add $295 

PROFESSIONAL OS9 $500 

FEATURES 

• MC68000 Processor. 8 MHZ Clock (optional 
10,12.5 MHZ) 

• 512K or 1024K of DRAM (no wail slates) 
' 4K of SPAM (6116) 
' 32K,64K or 128K of EPROM 
• Four RS-232 Serial Ports 
• Floppy disk controller will control up 10 four 

5 1/4", 40 or 80 track. 
• Clock with on-board battery. 
• 2 - 8 bit Parallel Ports 
• Board can be mounted in an IBM type PC/ 

XT cabinet and has a power connector to 
match lhe IBM type power supply. 

• Expansion ports - 6 IBM PCIXT compatible 
1/0 ports. The HUMBUG .. monitor supports 
monochrome and/or color adaptor cards 
and Western Digital winchester interface 
cards. 

PERIPHERAL TECHNOLOGY 

"'$1('00$ I• a Trldlmaltc ol 

1710 Cumberland Point Dr., Suite 8 
Marietta, Georgia 30067 

4041984-07 42 
VISAIMASTEACAADICHECKIC.O.O. 

STAR·K SOFTWARE SYSTEMS CORP. 

•'OS!IIt a Tr.demarl< cl Mlc:toware 

Send For Catalogue 

For Complete Information On All Products 
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DATA-COMP SPECIAL 

Heavy Duty Power Supplies 

For A limited time our HEAVY DUTY SWITCHING POWER SUPPLY. These are BRAND NEW units. Note that these 
prices are less than 1/4 the normal price for these high quality unlt.s. 

Make: Boschert Make: Boschert 
Size: 10.5 x 5 x 2.5 inches Size: 10.75 x 6.2 x 2.25 inches 

Including heavy mounting bracket and heatsink. 
Rating: 110n20 ac (strap change) Out: 81 watts 

Rating: in 110n20 volts ac (strap change) Out: 130 watts 

Output: +5v • 10 amps 
+12v • 4 .0 amps 
+12v • 2.0 amps 
• 12v- 0.5 amps 

Mating Connector: Tenninal strip 
Load Reaction: Automatic shon circuit recovery 

SPECIAL: $59.95 each 
2 or more $49.95 each 

Add: $7.50 each SIN 

5900 Cassandra Smith Rd., Hixson, Tn. 37343 

Outputs: +5v- 8.0 amps 
+12v • 2.4 amps 
+12v • 2.4 amps 
+12v · 2.1 amps 
-12v · 0.4 amps 

Mating Connectors: Molex 

Load Reaction: Automatic short circuit recovery 

SPECIAL: $49-95 each 
2 or more $39.95 each 

Add: S7.SO S/N each 

Telephone 615 842-4600 Telex 510 600-6630 

August /Seplember'89 

Fax (615)842-7990 

68 Mcro Joumal 



Realtime & Multiuser/Multitasking 

OS g covers the whole spectrum for applications with •• 
the 680xx microprocessor family 

Industrial OS-9: 

Personal OS-9: 

Single Board Computer or Data Bus 

CPU Mem 1/0 D isk Tape Net 

...._ .... ...._ .... i ..._ .... ..._ .... ..._ .... 
I • 

! rscF�l ..... ---- = � = 
: . 

Kernel, Pipeman 

.,K•e•r•ne• l•, •P•ip•e•m•a• n• : [=:1 :[=:JI 
Professional OS-9: Kernel, Pipeman !rscF� tRBFI !ISBFI i 

! � :� : � : 

Optional 
OS-9 Modules. 

OS-9 is an approved, high performance operating sys
tem featuring a complete set of services and software: 

OS-9 Features 

• Real-Time Executive 
• Languages: 

• Support Services: 

• Technical Services: 

• Software Develop
ment Support: 

• Complete Applica
tion Software Pack
ages 

C, FORTRAN, PASCAL, BASIC, Modu
la-2, ADA' 
Technical Hotline Support worldwide. 
Compuserve, Training Seminars, User's 
Group 
Installation Support, Application Support, 
Customisation Services 
Cross-Software Development 
Packages : Cross-Compilers, UNIBRIDGE
UNIX-Cross-Development Package 
Networking, TCP/IP, Data Base Manage
ment Systems, Graphics Kernel 
System .... 

Cross CoiTlpller under VAX/VMS 

• Multi-User, Multi-Tasking 
• ROMable 
• UNIX-like Shell Interface 
• lnterprocess Communications 
• Modularity 

OS-9 includes 

• Memory Management 
• 1/0 Management 
• File Management 
• Process Management 
• Complete Interrupt Services 

Dr Rudolf Ke11 GmbH Phone 062211862091·93 

Software· Etektronik Datentechnik 
Gerhar1-Hauptmann·Str. 30 Telex 461 166 keil d 
D-691511ossenhelm Telefax 06221/861954 
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